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DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION IN AFRICL
 

Executive Summary
 

African nations and donor countries as well recognize the critical role
 

that development administration plays in economic growth and successful
 

development programs. To attain self sufficiency African nations must take
 

new steps to improve the management of development systems. Improvement
 

particularly demands more effective implemention of developmental as well as
 

operational activities in order to maximize scarce human, physical and
 

financial resources. The capacity of various African countries to manage
 

both development assistance and their own resources has become a major
 

development issue today. Management deficiencies, compounded by political
 

pressures and economic constraints, internal dnd external, have given
 

impetus to a search for 
the most effective methods to manage the development
 

process.
 

To these ends the development of good managers is obviously crucial 


hence the need for 
educational and training programs, particularly at the
 

middle and upper managerial levels. It is essential moreover that
 

individual and group learning undertaken in these programs must serve the
 

practical needs of operating managers and organizations, the people who are
 

actually getting things done. Additionally there is often an equally
 

important and more difficult cequirement that existing management systems
 

and procedures themselves be changed. Management tools to address these
 

needs are available. Modern, effective approaches to management improvement
 



have been developed and tested, but are not widely employed yet. To speed
 

development AID should assure the use of the best available approaches in
 

all its assistance programs including management improvement and
 

institutional development programs, As this study makes clear, nowhere is
 

this more essential than in Africa.
 

The Study
 

The study represents an important step by AID to meet the challenge that
 

confronts it--to not only provide development assistance, bun to help
 

developing nations to improve their management and institutional development
 

capacities.
 

The primary goals of the study were to examine the efforts under way in
 

various African countries to improve the management of their resources, to
 

identify the issues and problems that are hindering their progress, and to
 

describe the successful strategies in management improvement that should be
 

reinforced. It also sought to iind a new approach through which AID could
 

more effectively help African governments to strengthen their management
 

capacity. This Summary provides an overview of the main substance and
 

findings of the basic refort.
 

Volume I describes the evolution of AID policy on development adminis

tration and institution building, noting the underlying trend away from the
 

original emphasis on long-term training in traditional public administration
 

to more stress on action-oriented, experiential training and management
 

interventions. These interventions include the transfer of skills through
 

long and short term training as well as project and technical assistance
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teams using collaborative processes of action training, action research, and
 

process consultation.
 

Volume II supplements the general discussion in Volume I with six
 

individual reports focusing on specific systems or areas of management
 

relating to the issues brought out in Volume I. These includes management
 

training resources, information management, financial management, iealth
 

management, development administravion issues in Swaziland, and the use of
 

mobile consulting teams for management improvement.
 

The Findings
 

The field .,tudy team found a number of development administration issues
 

of primary concern in Africa. These include: 1) the development of a
 

responsive national agenda -- agriculture versus industrialization, for
 

example; 2) the establishment of a sound economic policy with respect to
 

both public and private sector activities; and 3) building and maintaining 
a
 

political base. Each of these is closely related to the process of nation
 

building which has been evolving since African countries won their independ

ence.
 

Another set of issues is centered on the process of institutional
 

development. Among these, maintaining cultural integrity and developing
 

human resources are topics of key concern to Africans. Cultural differ

ences play a critical role and an important challenge for AID is whether
 

such differences can be used creatively so that management structures and
 

processes take advantage of, or at least accomodate, them. Some of the
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from the difficulty of transferring
most vexinq manaqpmen" prohnm. stem 

J,.;Irmi -iilture anoth i ini, l[ho. managementSnatJ,:fl 1 tm) to , t-v11 

may need to undergo some mutation before ittechnology suitdhle for transfer 

can he successfully transplanted. 

its visit to several African countries, the study team
As a result of 


came to a number of conclusions with respect to the ability of those
 

countries to manage their own development:
 

1. 	 Donor assistance to Africa has led to a movement away from African
 

foreign ideas, technology, and customs, precipitating a
methods and toward 


loss of traditional self-sufficiency and order.
 

2. African and international managers have tried various types of
 

assistance and interventions which have not 
resul'ed in perceptible improve

ment of African economic conditions.
 

a strony impact on African manage3. African political systems have 


ment and institutions.
 

4. Without an African socio-economic base, African development insti

tutions remain outside the indigenous system and are consequently imperma

nent.
 

5. Most African governments observed in the study do not seem to be
 

making rural development a first priority. One apparent exception is
 

Tanzania where, despite politit-al and resource support for rural
 

development, results have been disappointing.
 

a single project,
6. Financial management, whether of a government or 


i& vital to all management. For simpler undertakings, financial account

ability may be all that is required.
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7. Some management problbms arise when skilleda specialist such aas 
in.dicil d&:tjr, f rofliqt or engineer is promoted to the executive level of 

an organization oven though ho may have no inclination, aptitude, or train

ing for managerial responsibilities.
 

8. The availability of information about African projects and pro

grams, as well 
as skill 
in the use of the information, will become 
an
 

increasingly fertile area 
for training and institutional development.
 

However, the ultimate availability of information will depend upon the
 

capabilities of the host governments themselves.
 

9. 
 Africans attach importance to the development of human 
resources as
 

evidenced by the number of educational institutions, including some 55
 
universities, and the allocation of sometimes as much as a third of the
 

national budget 
to education.
 

10. Private sector 
activities, both indigenous and international, can
 
make an 
important contribution to African development. 
It should be noted
 
in this connection that development administration encompasses techniques
 

for improving not only public sector 
administration but the private sector
 

as well.
 

11. During the iast 
two decades, most African 
resources have been
 

committed to 
nation building through political self-determination. This
 

process, which is still incomplete, continues to 
clalm a substantial
 

proportion of indigenous attention and resources.
 

12. 
 Despite internal political pressure for decentralization, little
 

meaningful 
progress to this end is taking place i, the African countries
 

included in this study with the exception of Fadan and Tanzania. 
The
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scarcity of human and financial resources makes it difficult for African
 

countries to decentralize.
 

13. Mobinle, action-orienrted training, such is that provided by ERDM in 

Ghana, wou d seem to offer the greatest potential for short-term, in-country 

training in support o[ d.-ceztralization. 

14. The assumption by parastatals of most pre-independence, expatriate,
 

private sector activity and the subsequent expansion of parastatal activity
 

has aggravated the already serious problem caused by the shortage of trained
 

managers, especially at the middle level.
 

Development Administration Approaches
 

To help address many of the problems identified in the findings, AID now
 

carries out development administration improvement through 1) project
 

components related to management; 2) the inclusion of a management improve

ment project within a sectoral strategy; and 3) the support of management
 

training institutions. The report recommends continuation of these
 

approaches. It also supports a fourth approach through a separate project
 

-- a special development management project -- whose most distinguishing
 

feature is that it would provide a core staff of development administration
 

specialists (trainers and consultants) to give management assistance direct

ly to the ministries, parastatal agencies, and other institutions of the
 

host country rather than workinq exclusively through individual USAID
 

projects.
 

This approach involves a more consultative and collaborative working
 

assume more
relationship with the host government and requires that it 


responsibility. It lays stress on the importance of building a ".:ritical
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mass" of managers in each institution with which it collaborates, managers
 

at different levels who have shared management improvement training and who
 

can work actively to support and reinforce one another in improving manage

ment capacity. Emphasis is also given to the involvement of indigenous
 

training institutions and consulting firms in the project's work in or'ler 
to
 

build a self-sustaining base for further management improvement
 

efforts.
 

Field discussions with African development specialists and USAID staff
 

members indicated that many African countries would be receptive to this
 

approach. 
The majority believed that the core staff should be physically
 

located in the host government to maximize access to top level officials and
 

support for the staff's activities.
 

The Challenge
 

This study, like some that have gone before it, describes the develop

ment administration needs of African nations. 
 Out of the decades of AID's
 

development assistance to Africa have come 
some lessons learne- from both
 

successful and disappointing projects. These lessons form a foundation upon
 

which to build and to transfer appropriate management technology to develop

ing nations.
 

AID's recent draft Institutional Development Paper points out the cen

tral rcle of sound organization and management in development. It recom

mends that management assistance be increased in sectoral projects, and that
 

innovative managemeit assistance projects should be tried.
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The challenge AID faces today is to reorder its priorities to place
 

greater importance on assisting African countries to strengthen their 

management capabilities and to elevate the importance of management in all 

AID projects. 
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I. DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION: AN INTRODUCTION
 

Development administration helps order the processes that forge
 

economic growth and institutional development. Through the application of
 

development administration, self sufficiency and development are sustained.
 

Although developmen: management is vital, deficiencies in the capacity of
 

various African countries to manage development assistance and their own
 

development resources have become one of the major development issues.
 

These apparent management deficiencies, compounded by political pressures
 

and economic constraints, internal and external, have given rise to growing
 

concern among both donors and developing nations regarding the most
 

effective methods to manage the development process.
 

A qrowing awareness of the 
importance of development administration has
 

resulted in greater emphasis on AID's development assistance strategies to
 

help host country organizations become more effective development
 

institutions, that is, to improve their capacity to assess needs, plan
 

strategies, implement programs, monitor performance, evaluate results and
 

measure sustainability.
 

These development strategies must take into account the complexities of
 

African management and the inadequate acministrative and institutional
 

capabilities which impede effective and equitable development. The
 

following shortcomings and conflicts in national priorities illustrate the
 

serious problems such strategies must face.
 

(1) In spite of the merits of a direct "Basic Human Needs" focus by
 

AID and African governments on the poor majority, the tendency for
 

governments has been to focus responsibilities for addressing socio



economic needs on poorly equipped central administrations. These
 

administrations are further burdened with growing numbers of manage

ment and planning responsibilities. Public service delivery respon

sibilities have in turn encountered ever increasing difficulties.
 

(2) Investments in strengthening central administrations have been
 

made at the (2xpense of strengthening administrative/management capabil

ities at local levels in the hope that there will be a "trickle down"
 

effect. ITn the interim, local self-help capabilities remain minimal.
 

(3) For several reasons, state-owned parastatals have also become a
 

part of the "centralizing-syndrome" that is pervasive in Africa.
 

Since these corporations often operate at losses, there is uncertainty
 

as to whether they zire needed or whether management improvements, even
 

if possible, would be beneficial.
 

(4) The centralized, sectoral conc.erns of national organizations have
 

pre-empted organizational development needs that more realistically
 

operate at grassroots levels.
 

(5) Private organizations (PVO's community organizations, farmers,
 

cooperatives, etc.) that could play an enhanced role in the develop

ment process are given inadequate support and incentives. The employ

ment of complementary roles for government and the private sector,
 

wherein leveraging can result, has not been exploited.
 

(6) An indigenous private sector management consulting capacity is
 

just beginning to emerge; but as yet is not fully supported. Financial
 

management services including audit are deficient.
 

Development administration is a complex and differentiated discipline
 

involving more than training; it entails organizat5.onal structures and
 

systems as well as the application of knowledge and skills necessary to
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maintain and develop orqAnizat[onfi and inntitutions thdt nolve development 

problems. v3,ocanno rlev.lopmennv institutions nood strenqthening and the 

management methods they use need improving, AID has developed a program 

strategy. This management improvement program strategy includes the proces

ses of selectivity, complementarity, management flexibility, adaptability,
 

clientele responsibility, participation and accountability, and private/
 

1
 
public sector options.


To this end, the Agency contracted for the conduct of this development
 

administration study, the results of which are discussed in this paper. The
 

primary goals of the study were to examine the efforts under way 
in various
 

African countries to improve the management of their resources, to identify
 

the issues and problems they are encountering, and to describe the successes
 

and strategies that should be reinforced.
 

The study has been undertaken in four interrelated phases over a period
 

of one year. The first phase produced a concept paper, "An Approach to
 

ivaluation of Development Administration in AID/Africa", as a result of a
 

literature review and interviews with senior officials in AID/Washington.
 

During the second phase, two teams visited a number of countries, Botswana,
 

Cameroon, Ethiopia, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Somalia, Sudan, Swaziland,
 

Tanzania, and Zaire, interviewing African, AID mission, and management
 

institute officials to identify major African management concerns, to gain
 

some insights into successful projects addressing these concerns, and 
to
 

identify possi.hlo new directions in development administration. A one-day
 

workshop, held during the third phase, brought together AID and African
 

personnel who had served in Ghana and had participated in the Economic Rural
 

Development Management (ERDM) project to discuss the lessons learned from
 



this innovative management improvement effort. A special paper by C. David
 

Esch and Wilfred Owen, Jr. prepared for that workshop, "Using Mobile
 

Consulting Teams for Mandgement Improvement: The ERDM Experience in
 

Ghana", and expanded to include workshop considerations may be found in
 

Volume II of this study. The final phase consisted of the analysis of
 

findings and the writing of this two volume report.
 

The first volume of the report is organized into five sections. Fol

lowing this introductory section, the growing importance of development 

administration is discussed within an AID policy framework, and the evolving 

development administration strategies of the past two decades are examined 

in Section II. Emphasis is on development administration in the 1980q, with 

particular attention to institution development and interventions. 

The findings of the study are discussed in Section III, and are organ

ized around the major issues of nation building and institutional develop

ment.
 

In the fourth section of Volume I, a number of important strategies
 

currently in use to strengthen development administration are described. 

Also, one development administration improvement strategy is advocated.
 

This strategy reflects some of the successful interventions the study team
 

observed, and applies many suggestions made by AID and African officials
 

during the course of the project.
 

The second volume contains six reports focusing on specific systems or
 

areas of management that relate to the contents in Volume 1. These are
 

information management, financial management, management training resources,
 

health management, development administration issues in Swaziland, and using
 

consulting teams for management improvement.
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End Notes
 

1U.S. Agency for International Development. Institutional Development.
 
(Draft) May 1982.
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II THE GROWING IMPORTANCE OF DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION
 

The Policy Setting
 

This study of development administration in Africa takes place in a
 

period of fundamental reassessment of the most effective means to stimulate
 

economic growth and development. Africans have taken the leadership in this
 

review, notably in the [Laqos Plan of Action for the Economic Development of
 

Africa 1980-2000. This Lagos Action Plan lays out a bold and ambitious
 

series of general economic goals and stresses, inter alia, that,
 

. . Africa's development and growth must be based 
on the combination of Africa's considerable natural 
resources, her managerial and technical resources 
and her markets (restructured and expanded) to serve 
the people. Africa, therefore, must map out its own 
strategy for devel.opment and . . cultivaLe the 
virtue of self-reliance.1 

The Action Plan contains a comprehensive set of recommendations for
 

economic development. Tt stresses the "serious manpower and employment
 

2
const- aints in major sectors of development," and indicates "a need to
 

realign development priorities in order to emphasize the development of
 

"3
human resources. To this end, the Action Plan strategy urges regional
 

cooperation among African nations and foreign donor assistance and, at the
 

same time, emphasizes that "the principal responsibility for manpower
 

training and employment promotion should be seen as resting squarely at the
 

national level." 4
 

In the donor community, increased stress is being placed on approaches
 

to economic growth and development. Building on the Lagos Action Plan, the
 

new World Bank Study, Accelerated Development in Sub-Saharan Africa, an
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5
Agenda for Action, recommends a comprehensive approach to African
 

development. 
 It stresses the need for innovative efforts in stimulating
 

African human jw / ;-oient, especial,'/ (ot dev.]of)ing a stronger
 

managerial caf,,ity, and also calls for 
more balanced roles between the
 

public and private sectors with a reduced and more efficiently managed
 

parastatal (public corporation) sector. 
 The World Bank warns that African
 

adim ini -P, le capwi.t t,) ittiidje the developinent process is greatly 

overextended, and 
urges improved analysis in selecting only optimum
 

development projects.
 

The United States recognizes the Action Plan and the World Bank study
 

as havinq broken new qround. Pollowiriq a number of shifts over th; past two 

decades, current U.S. policy thrusts respond to the needs of developing
 

nations today. The policy 
framework within which U.S. development
 

strategies d,(. 'oLgd wU0 aiticulated by AID's Administrator, M. Peter
 

McPhercoi,, in his message to Field wissions on January 29, 1982:
 

In severa] messages over the past year, I have 
stressed
 
tIhe inpor1.ance of humdn resource develolvment at all 
levels. Our development strategy includes helping
 
countries to: improve their policy framework; develop 
their humdi, and institutional capabilities; generate,
ttransfer and appy improved technolo)gy; arnd stimulate 
private sector activities. . .. In this guidance 
message I want to stress the impoktance of high level
 
traininq for dtilinistrators, managers, key scientists 
and technicians, teaching faculty and institutional 
leaders in all sectors. The training of these key

personnel is one of our most effective vehicles for 
accomplishing technology transfer and 
institutional
 
development.
 

Critical to the successful implementation of this strategy is increased 

capacity by African nations t.o man-!Pe their"developnent processes and effec

tively utiLize available resouice;. Improved AID development administration
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activities are needed to help these countries improve their policy frame

work; develop their human and institutional capabilities; generate, transfer
 

and apply improved technology; and stimulate private sector activities. 

Over the past two decades, efforts to improve (levelopment administra

tion hdve undertgone chdrimq- in emphasis and substance. From the context of 

the current policy framework, it is usefal to review the evolution of 

devolopment administration strategies to understand the impact of previous 

efforts on today's policy and program thrusts. 

Evolution of Development Administration Strategy
 

The newly emerging African States of the 1960s severed colonial con

trols to be faced with the administrative realities of nation building--the 

need for administrative systems, for building new and strengthening old 

institations, and for cdjrres of trained public managers. In response to 

these needs, AID's primary devulopment strategy became a public administra

tion training approach in which numerous Africans were trained in United 

States' universities in public administration, economics and related social
 

sciences. The underlying purpose was to export traditional U.S. public
 

administration mdels along with the theory, principles and skills required
 

to manage public organizations. Institution building was the theoretical
 

framework used to explair, and measure the progress of development
 

efforts.6 These models emphasized the importance of new organizations in
 

i.rri ' now ,in loj *:. ;,,I promoting planned change. 

During this period, a number of important African national and regional 

public administration and training institutes were established. Among these 

are the following: Pan African Institute for Development (PAID), Institut 
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Africain Pour Le Developpement et Social-Centre Africain de Formation
 

(INADES) , African ITrinilg and Research Center in Administration for
 

Development (CAFRAD), Liberia Institute for 
Public Administration (LIPA),
 

Somalia Institute of Development and Management (SIDAM), Kenya Institute of
 

Public Administration, Ghana Institute for Management and Public Administra

tion (GIMPA) and numerous proqrams in universities.
 

AID invested in institution building research primarily through 
two
 

major U.S. inter-university efforts: 
 the Inter-University Research Program
 

in Institution Building, headquartered at the University of Pittsburgh,
 

which had a public administration focus; and 
the Committee on Institutional
 

Cooperation, composed principally of land-grant colleges, which was con

cerned with 
technical assistance 
to agricultural institutions.
 

In the 1970s, development strategy shifted 
to the "basic human needs"
 

or "new directions" doctrine,7 stressing the 
goal of getting the benefits
 

of development down to the rural poor. 
 Equity became a more important con

sideration. In 
1973, Congress mandated a sectoral emphasis in U.S. AID pro

jects, i.e. agriculture, health, human 
resource develo Lient and population.
 

"The focus 
shifted away from building colleges and universities, away from
 

national planning organizations, and toward encouraging 
local self-help
 

through improving local governments or community associations. . ."8 Some
 

individuals in 
the Agency felt that public administration institutes might
 

produce effective elites in the 
senior civil services, but they did 
not seem 

suitah1c for "producinq skilled officials, capable of managing their 

countries' rural development enterprises." 9
 

The management of development was recognized as important in the new
 

strategy; for example, this was reflected in the Hall Report of 1975, and 
in
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Policy Directive 69 of February 1977. 
 It was, however, addressed primarily
 

in the sectoral project format, and development administration personnel
 

within AID were sharply cut back.1 0 This led, inadvertently, to less
 

systematic attention to the management component in AID programming. By
 

1980, only one out of four AID African projects had a discernible develop

ment administration focus or component.11 
 This shift occurred at a time
 

when host country and donor personnel had increased management responsibil

ities in administering large and complex rural development projects, usually
 

situated in remote interior settings with poor communications, and involving
 

a mix of ministries, people, resources, and local institutions. Assistant
 

Secret.iry of State for Africa Chester Crocker 
recently pointed out, in
 

drawing on the research of Uma Lele, a World Bank specialist:
 

S. . foreign-funded rural development projects have
 
overburdened weak public bureaucracies without doing
 
enough to train policy-level managers, the shortage of
 
which is, ironically, a fundamental cause of bureau

12
 cratic weakness and inadequate rural growth.
 

In an essay on the evolution of development administration over twenty
 

years, George Honadle 13 noted three shifts in perspective: (1) the
 

decline of grand theories, especially the institution building approach
 

which "focused on the introduction of new institutions into environments
 

dominated by old social forms"; 
(2) the advent of peasant recognition, that
 

is, recognizing that villagers in developing countries often 
are very knowl

edgeable about development trade-offs and possess "vital technical knowl

edge," sometimes called 'tolk management skills"; and (3) the growth to
 

capacity via equity, which reinforced local participation and targeting
 

programs to reach the rural poor. The latter 
trend, Honadle noted, raised
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many structural barriers to implementing projects and "the need to build
 

local capacity to control and produce new resouLces."
 

Development Administration in the 1980s
 

Development administration strategies in 
the 1980s build on the experi

ences of the past two decades. 
The institutions that proliferated in the
 

1960s. struggled through the 1970s to meet more 
complex demands for
 

services, now in the 1980s are experiencing the stresses of deficiencies in
 

management capacity. The sustainability of these institutions in the 1980s
 

depends, 
in 1are part, ,,mmvor stringent analysis; nd management of their
 

human, natural, and financial resources needed for development. For the
 

United States and other donors, a major question of the 1980s is how best to
 

assist host countries to manage development assistance and indigenous
 

resources.
 

Development administration, the management of the development process,
 

is central to nation building and institutional development. It involves
 

setting goals, objectives and priorities; requires designing and imple

menting development strategies, organizing and coordinating people and other
 

resources, strengthening organizational structures, institutions and
 

systems; and monitoring and evaluating results. 
 Today, management is the
 

critical factor in economic and social development. Conventional wisdom
 

points out that developing countries are not underdeveloped, they are under

managed.
 

In response to the need, development administration specialists at AID
 

have been undertaking a number of initiatives. First, AID is giving the
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concept of development administration a broader definition involving the
 

interplay of skills (peoplrl), structures (orqanizitions), and systems
 

(information) to optimize the use of limited financial and other 
resources
 

to accomplish policy goals. This broader definition recognizes the multi

dimensional aspects of management and the fact that management training, the
 

usual project component approach to management improvement, is not adequate
 

for the complex tasks of development administration improvement.
 

second, development administration is seen as having a wider opera

1 4
tional -cope than in the past. Its focus on development management
 

involves projects in all sectors and thus is broader than traditional public
 

administration. The breadth of its scope may be seen, for example, from a
 

summary of the primary elements which make up AID's current development
 

administration strategy:15
 

1. Sector-spccific institutional development. This strategy element
 

focuses on building institutional capacities c. both the public and private
 

sector, policy formulation, technology generation and dissemination, and
 

service delivery to support sectoral development objectives. Priority
 

sectors include agriculture, irrigation, small and medium scale enterprise,
 

and forestry.
 

2. Local initiative. This strategy element addresses the management 

needs at the local level of both public and private institutions, with focus
 

on institutional capacity to establish and act on regionally defined
 

priorities. It includes concern for the generation and expenditure of local
 

revenues to reduce dependence on external resources, and for stimulating
 

local private initiative in the performance of developmental and service
 

delivery functions that might otherwise be assumed by government.
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3. Management Service Institutions. This element addresses institu

tional capability to provide management training and technical support serv

ices to public and private organizations and enterprises critical to both
 

sectoral and area development priorities, with primaLy focus on management
 

and applied social sciences aad consulting firms addressing management needs
 

of the public and/or private sector.
 

4. Reform. This element targets central-level reform of economic,
 

financial, and administrative structures. An important premise is that if
 

policy dialogue with host governments can be folloved up with more
 

performance-oriented administrative change, then reform can be a first step
 

toward institutionalizing management improvement.
 

Within this strategic framework, AID is currently pursuing a portfolio
 

of project activity which demon>trates still more clearly the broad scope of
 

development administration today. The projects in the portfolio fall into
 

three categories:
 

Type 1: Public sector policy and management. This category includes
 

administrative reform, policy analysis and planning, revenue/budget and tax
 

administration, urbani development, decentralization, and provincial develop

ment.
 

Type 2: Management training and training institutions. This category
 

includes multipurpose training projects with various mixes of U.S., third

country, and in-country management training; and prm)jects designed to
 

strengthen inucgenous management training institutes. There are major
 

regional projects as well as country-specific projects.
 

Type 3: Sector-specific management improvement. This category
 

includes components of a wide variety of sectoral projects such as
 

agriculture, health, and natural resources. The most common form of this
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project activity is manaqment training for the personnel of the host
 

country organization that is the project focus.
 

Of these categories, Type 1 projects zurrently represent 19 percent of
 

all active development administration projects and account for 26.5 percent
 

of life-of-project funding. Type 2 projects represent 31 percent of the
 

total projects and account for 38 percent of life-of-project funding. Type
 

3 projects represent one half of the total projects and account for 35
 

percent of life-of-project funding. Almost two-thirds of current Type 3
 

projects are being carried out in Africa. 16
 

Third, it is the current thinking that development administration must
 

facilitate new AID policy strategies, including the U.S. emphasis on the
 

importance of the private sector in development strategy. The importance of
 

this in the African context is pointed out in a draft discussion paper
 

entitled "The Development of African Private Enterprise." It notes that
 

one of the most important constraints on the development of African
 

economies is the scarcity of indigenous entrepreneurial talent and
 

managerial skills. 17 A final thrust comes from the initiative of some
 

AID specialists who are emphasizing a "performance approach" to judge
 

managerial results:
 

AID's work in development management should focus on the
 
outputs of host country development organizations; the
 
quantity, quality, and distribution of socio-economic
 
benefits that r'-sult from those outputs; and the sustain
ability of flows of benefits under local conditions.
 
Management development in AID programs should use collabo
rative means to help hosL countries increase organization
 
outputs which produce such benefits. We refer to this
 
strategy as a 'performance approach'. 18
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Institvtional Development
 

As part of the evolving development administration strategy, there is
 

movement toward institutional deve'opment and capacity building. Current
 

emphasis is on supporting existing institutions rather than buildinq new
 

ones. The draft AID policy paper 19 on institutional development
 

states:
 

...institutional development is most effective when tied
 
to specific tasks and to operational requirements that
 
create a 'demand' for institutional innovation and
 
effectiveness. Institutional adjustments which respond
 
to new opportunities rather than the transfer of an
 
abstract 'model' to LDC settings ....
 

The institutional intervention priorities in the 
1980s "...may range
 

from strengthening national capacities to effect change 
across sectors, to
 

specific project-related interventions." 20  
It may be desirable, for
 

example, "to encourage administrative reforms involving decentralization of
 

authority for more effective field-level implementation of development
 

programs.
 '2 1 With the focus on both national. and local institutional 

development, orgarizational capacity building is an important dimension in 

U.S. AID strategy. Honadle writes that "....an emerging agenda for the
 

1980s is the need to fully understand the process of capacity building in
 

development administration." 2 2
 

Development Administration Interventions
 

Development administration improvement is being accomplished by a
 

variety of intervention processes. 
 The most widely used is management and
 

related training, short and lonq term, 
in the United States under the part

icipant training program. Apptroximat(ely 8000 AID-sponsored, African LDC 

participants will be studying in the U.S. in FY 83--an increase of
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approximately 1000 over FY 81.23 In general, this type of training in
 

the United States has been highly regarded for a variety of reasons. How

ever, as LDC training resources grow, training in the United States will
 

increasingly focus on specialty areas. For example, the number of African
 

universities has grown from 12 in 1960, at the time most countries became
 

independent, to 52 in 1980. Many of these African universities now have
 

24 
graduate programs, including management training.
 

In practice, there is a movement toward action-oriented, experiential
 

training, which has been used, among others, by the USDA Development Project
 

Management Center, notably in Jamaica. Action-training ties training
 

directly to project implementation. The basic strategy in the Jamaica pro

ject is "to form a Project Development Resource Team to carry out an
 

action-training program to move live projects and increase project capabil

ities." 25 The experience in Ghana, especially in the ERDM Rural Manage

ment Training project, with many elements of action-training as well as
 

process consultation, helped strengthen local administrative capacity
 

despite the deteriorating political and economic situation.
 

There is also greater emphasis on action-research. This approach
 

involves collaborative field efforts with U.S. and African scholars under

taking studies of direct relevance to African decision makers. The studies
 

27 
of Robert Chambers 26 and David Leonard in East Africa are partic

ularly significant. They provide not only a wealth of data, but also evi

dence that some Western organization development techniques can cross
 

cultural boundaries. For example, the book by Leonard, which is a landmark
 

study of agricultural extension workers in Western Kenya, addresses issues
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of motivation, productivity, supervision, status, etc. He states:
 

We feel al,ie to qLneralize from our find ingIs because of 
our rigorous use of organization theory. This body of 
theory contains a large number of practical, tested 
propositions about worker motivation, ways to stimulate 
feedback and innovation, effective supervisory styles,
 
and the like. When we began our research we did not
 
know whether these propositions, based largely on
 
studies in North America and Europe, would be applicable
 
in Kenya. In the course of our work, however, we found
 
that particularly those propositions about organizational
 
behavior derived from exchange theory are valid in Kenya.
 
This strongly suggests that they are valid elsewhere in the
 
developing world as well.
 

This research is important because among development specialists there
 

has been considerable discussion as to whether western management techniques
 

are really applicable in Africa, given the different needs and cultural
 

attitudes.
 

Closely associated with action-training and action-research have been
 

efforts supported by AID to draw on organization theory, for example, the
 

work of Practical Coacepts, Inc. (PCI) in developing a project management
 

system. The PCI work sets forth some 20 different management tools to
 

strengthen project management. The AID "logical framework" for use in
 

project design grew out of this effort and is now used by a number of
 

donors, including the ILO and other UN organizations.
 

The World Bank has conducted a study seeking to answer the question "to
 

what extent are thp recent advances in organization theory reflected in the
 

2 8 
World Bank's operations?" The study found many problems were rooted
 

in "the traditional model of organization design that has evolved from
 

successFul implementation of physical infrastructure projects, but has less
 

relevance to projects aiming at broader development objectives."
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The authors propose a new conceptual framework, which focuses on:
 

(a) Assessing power and commitment of the project
 
participants as a basis for organizational designj
 

(b) Designing inter-organizational relationships (i.e.,
 
organizing the environment itself towards the
 
project purposes) es well as relationships within a
 
:;ingle organization; and
 

(c) 	Building a learning process (i.e., monitoring and
 
evaluation) into the organization.
 

In summary, the management improvement interventions currently being
 

used range from the more traditional transfer of skills through long and
 

short term training and U.S. project and technical assistance teams to the
 

collaborative processes of action-training, action-research, and
 

process-consultation. Each addresses the crucial needs of host governments
 

to improve their capacity to manage development. If the institutions so
 

critical to development are to become increasingly more effective as we move
 

through the 1980s, then host governments and donors must focus their
 

resources on improving development management.
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III. DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION ISSUES IN AFRICA: FINDINGS
 

The devulopment dministration project team was charged with an examin

ation of indigenous management of the structures and processes by which
 

standards of living in Africa are raised. Hence the project has resulted in
 

the identification of strategies, properties and issues which inhibit or
 

encourage sound management, and which are described in this section of the
 

report.
 

The domain of development administration includes the internal manage

ment of cabinet ministries, institutions and projects, the management of
 

national resources, including the private sector, and the institutionaliza

tion of sound management. This domain has been partitioned into two large
 

subdivisions of issues according to their relationship to nation-building or
 

instituticnal development. These categories are not mutually exclusive.
 

Nation-Building
 

Following the initial unifying processes fundamental to nation-building,
 

generally d socio-political infrastructure is established and refined.
 

Refinements include national assessments fro . which emerge a national agenda,
 

economic policy and a political-military strategy. These emerging policies,
 

in turn, give rise to a set of development administration issues that are
 

related to nation-building.
 

Several issues for which the study team found concern in Africa ate: 

the development of a responsive national agenda; the establishment of sound 

econoirtic p)licy; and building and maintaining a political base. Some 

development administration concerns, vis-a-vis these issues, are explcred 

below.
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The Development of a National Agenda
 
Ariculture versus Industrialization
 

Food shortages, pervasive in Sub-Saharan Africa, continue to draw the
 

attention of African leaders and donors alike. Agricultural management for
 

focd self-sufficiency is given the highest development priority. The Lagos
 

Plan of Action, The World Bank's Agenda for Action, the 1981 AID/Africa
 

Bureau's Food Sector Assistance Strategy Paper as well as the Five Year
 

plans produced by African cabinet level planning ministries all reflect this
 

concern. The United Republic of Cameroon's October 1981 Five Year Plan,
 

which calls for maximum use of their own resources to combat rural uider

development, is illustrative.
 

Despite the need to expand agricultural output, which the World Bank
 

report describes as being "at the heart of African economies,"1 Z.here may
 

be factors in some African management environments which militate against
 

agricultural development. The Lagos Plan of Action says "Member states have
 

not usually accorded the necessary priority to agriculture, either in the
 

allocation of resources or in giving sufficient attention to policies for
 

2
the promotion of productivity and improvement of rural life." This
 

question of a priority position for rural development is not a problem in
 

Africa alone. The Council for Agricultural Science and Technology says,
 

"Certain policy-makers have a sincere desire to improve the welfare of rural
 

people. The level and scope of previous programs imply, however, that
 

policy-makers as a class do not give rural development a high priority among
 

national needs." 3
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World Bank specialist Uma Lele is concerned with the diversion of
 

national resources from agriculture to urban modernization. She says,
 

Despite the rhetorical acknowledgement of the
 
importance of the agricultural and rural sector,
 
most African countries are not giving that sector
 
the needed priority in their policies and budgets.

Indeed, the rural sector is heavily taxed for the
 
support of urban modernization. Large investments
 
by foreign donors in the rural sector have had
 
little overall effect. Donors need to adopt a
 
longer perspective on development and to make
 
greater efforts to promote indigenous capacities for
 
policy, planning, and administration.4
 

Uma Lele and the Lagos Plan of Action pursue the same argument,
 

that resources needed for agricultural development are subsidizing urbani

zation and associated industrialization. 
The study team also found concern
 

that besides competing for scare resources, urbanization intensifies the
 

pressure on local food supplies and encourages food importation. However,
 

African managers, concerned with developing a national agenda, do not always
 

agree on priocities. For example, African response to the World Bank's
 

findings about African policies de-emphasizing agriculture, particularly
 

export crops, comes down on the side of self-sufficiency in food production
 

and industrialization as a necessary complement to agricultural
 

5
 
transformation.
 

The question of agricultural development versus industrialization is one
 

of the most important management issues the study team encountered. Since
 

African human and capital development resources are limited, establishing
 

priorities and understanding the consequences or alternative futures which
 

result from the timing and 
extent of resource allocation are particularly
 

important.
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Industrialization as a goal, whether or not in competition with agri

cultural development, is itself being questioned by some social scientists.
 

They point to "the need for major social transformation on the grounds that
 

many existing societal structures are unsustainable, inequitable and
 

dehumanizing." They question the ability of models of the presently indus

trialized nations to sustain themselves, given "the inability of present
 

human institutions to provide a decent livelihood for all human kind, in a
 

manner which sustains both fragile eco-systems and allows for continued
 

growth of the human spirit."6 In describing one alternative future, David
 

Korten says,
 

Numerous individuals and institutions are searching
 
for new visions of the post-industrial society based
 
on structures which meet the criteria of sustainability,
 
equity, well-being and participation. Among others,
 
Tofflrr (1980) 7 has postulated that such a society
 
will be characterized by decentralized, appropriate
 
scale production units, work in the home, advanced but
 
resource conserving technologies, reliance on renewable
 
energy sources, the linking of productive activities
 
such that the wastes from one become the raw materials
 
for another, de-urbanization, and high levels of home
 
production for home consumption. Though its technolo
gists will be far advanced over those of pre-industrial
 
society, he observes that structurally the post-indus
trial society will have greater resemblance to pre-indus
trial than to industrial societies. Thus, he argues
 
that given current constraints it may be easier for pre
industrial societies to move directly to a post-industrial
 
mode than to pass through the intermediate but increasingly
 
anachronistic stage of industrialization.8
 

In sum, some of the issues related to agricultural management at a
 

national l.evel about which the team found concern in Africa are: 1) the
 

establishment of priorities, 2) the allocation of resources to implement
 

decisions, and 3) the alternative futures or consequences of choices made.
 

The questions which arise from the preceding discussion about the need for a
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major sociai transformation present one view of the consequences of 
some
 

management decisions.
 

What are the concerns of management at an agricultural organization or
 

project level? 
 First of all, development administration responds to
 

agricultural complexities which are distinct, for example, from those of
 

public health. Development administration can also contribute to agricul

turally-related institutional development through support for 
the processes
 

by which agricultural management becomes institutionalized. Finally
 

systemic management issues are addressed.
 

Tanzania's Training for Rural Development Project is an example of
 

support for institutional development.* 
 The project's overall goal9 is to
 

strengthen the managerial and technical capacities of decentralized rural
 

development institutions, to contribute to agricultural growth, expanded
 

rural services, and enhanced self-help activities by individual farmers and
 

village cooperatives. Two levels of agricultural management come together
 

within the structure of The project: 1) the management of the project
 

itself with attendant systemic concerns 
such as supervision, monitoring and
 

financial management, and 2) the training of Tanzanians to manage their 
own
 

rural development.
 

Concern with two sets ot management issues (systems and agricultural

specific) and lossons drawn from AID's rural development experience to date
 

are discusset-d by AID's Lane [IlcnIdcroft below. 

With regard to ruraL development projects involving 
agricLitural pioduction compnents, often failure has
been on the content of te technological package being 

* Another example can re fc.)iid in the Strengthening Health Delivery Systems 
project, which is headquartered in Abidjan, Ivory Coast. 
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provided. Too often the fact that agricultural
 
production is 'location specific' has heen forgotten.
 

While other components such as education, water sup
plies, and public health may be very desirable, they
 
should almost always follow, rather than lead efforts
 
at increasing agricultural output. In all rural
 
levelopment projects it is extremely important to
 
begin with an income-producing component which
 
entails a profitable technology package as the pro
ject's 'ccnterpiece.' Then sequentially the intro
duction of other services can commence. (A packaqe
 
of t,-Thnology may consist only of improved seed and
 
fertilizer for one crop or it may be more
 
complex.)10
 

The application of management help to resolve the agricultural issues
 

raised by Dr. Holdcroft strengthens agriculture's position on the ladder of
 

development priorities. The allocation of resour--s to support agricultural
 

development, as well as the consequences of the allocation, are the purview
 

of management.
 

Economic Policy - Public and 2rivate Sector Activities
 

Another nation-building activity with which development managers
 

concern themselves is the estahX1shmeni: of national economic policy.
 

Managing domestic resources so that they support a national economic effort
 

is among the most complex undertakings by any government, whether of a
 

developed or developing country.
 

The allocation of activities tc' the public, private or voluntary econ

omic sectors is among the range of concerns associated with economic policy
 

and continues to generate debate. While some activities in each of these
 

sectors can be classified as developmental,* most African countries have
 

much larger public sectors in contrast to the other two. Despite an
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apparent diversity of economic x)licien within Africa, in general there is a 

commonality of approach to the size and range of public sector activities. 

This coininon approach is rooted in a common colonial heritage during which 

large corporations, operated by expatriates, performed many of the 

activities in evidence today in large public bodies or parastatals. The
 

nationalization and subsequent Africanization of multinational corporations
 

took place despite a scarcity of skilled African managers. This fact gives
 

rise to one of the most serious development management issues in Africa
 

today, a shortaqe of ii iqenous managers. 

The reasons for the Africanization or localization of corporate activ

ity go beyond the obvious desire of Africans to control their economies and
 

to learn to manage their own resources. Adebayo Adedeji, Executive
 

Secretary of che United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, says: 11
 

...the ult'imate purpose of development must be the 
development of man - the realization and unfolding of 
his creative potential through improvement not only in 
his material conditions of living which enable him to 
fulfill his physiological needs but also through the 
satisfaction of his psychic needs. In other words, 
development is a process by which man's over-all person
ality is enhanced. And development for society means 
development of the collective personality of society. 
Thus, economic development cannot be treated as an inde

"According to AID/W, developmunt activities contribute to sustained
 
improvement in productivity, income, or quality of life whether at the local
 
or national level.
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ment, 
a process in which 'economic' and 'non-economic'
 
eliJ1ulmt3 L )'I,iUdnically with ,ch other. Attempts 
to isolate the 'economic' elements and fit them into any
 
hypothetical model of 'economic development' are, there
fore, unscientific. Development thus defined is a multi
variate quantitative and qualitative change and may not be
 
immediately measurable cardinally.
 

African officials in 
every country visited by the study team expressed
 

the idea that 
the pursuit of economic development must simultaneously
 

provide experiential and vocational opportunities for indigenous Africans;
 

that human growth and national growth are compatible and contemporaneous
 

goals. However, a number of development specialists raise other questions
 

about economic development and public enterprise. For example, World Bank
 

officials note:
 

Conflicting objectives may be inherent in 
the nature
 
of public enterp'isa because of its obligation to
 
pursue both commercial and social goals. Great
 
difficulties arise in attempting to hold state-owned
 
enterprises (SOEs) accountable for efficiency in the
 
face of their multiple objectives. However, some
 
social goals (for example, national control) may be
 
accomplished by the very existence of the SOE and are
 
fully compatible with improved efficiency. 12
 

The embodiment of social and commercial objectives within the framework
 

of national economic policy is not limited to Africa or to any part of the
 

developing world. The management problem stems from the 
fact that the two
 

sets of objectives are parallel if not divergent and 
are expected to be met
 

simultaneously. There seems to he some 
consensus that parastatels are
 

accomplishing social tasks. 
 However, the gravity of economic conditions in
 

Africa focuses attention on the failure of parastitals to fulfill commercial
 

goals. In addition to these national level management concerns, there
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are some other management issues inherent in parastatal development and main

tenance. The operation of parastatals requires a level of executive capacity
 

which is scarce in Africa. Internal management problems of parastatals were
 

discussed early this year (1982) by Mr. W.J.N. Mwabulambo, the Executive
 

Secretary of the Standing Committee on Parastatal Organizations (SCOPO) in Dar
 

es Salaam, Tanzania. Following is a summary of his remarks.
 

When 	the private sector was nationalized and the key expatriate personnel
 
left, SCOPO was established to staff the newly state-controlled public
 
corporations, in which the Government of Tanzania (GOT) has capital shares up
 
to 50 percent. Today SCOPO's mandate includes a specific zt of personnel
 
management responsibilitie:
 

1) 	 Coordinating and monitoring training programs for parastatal
 
staff. Initially, SCOPO was involved with establishing training
 
programs, but since parastatals are located throughout Tanzania,
 
and SCOPO's offices are in Dar es Salaam, the logistical problems
 
were too great. Also, SCOPO tried to organize training for groups
 
of employees from different, but related parastatals. However, it
 
was found that training needs to be specific to a particular para
statal's processes. For these reasons and because the number of
 
parastatals mushroomed to over 400, SCOPO has produced a technical
 
assistance guide to be used by managers as they establish their own
 
training programs. SCOPO is trying to get some feedback about the
 
utility of the guide.
 

2) 	 Establishing the administrative framework within which employee
 
transfers between other agencies of the Tanzanian government and
 
parastatals occur. Initially, SCOPO was given the responsibility
 
for monitoring the trdnsfers which often took place without
 
adequate notice to the employee and sometimes without any prior
 
knowledge on the part of staff. As a result of this situation,
 
employee morale and motivation plummeted.
 

A related concern is the practice of poaching, especially of newly
 
trained staff. Following training, staff are sometimes offered a
 
promotion in exchange for transferring to a different parastatal or
 
division of government. In this way, the recipient agency avoids the
 
cost and inconvenience of arranging training and, with the money
 
saved, can offer a higher salary. SCOPO, which has the authority to
 
deny such transfers, usually mediates instead, until agreement is
 
reached with all three concerned parties; the employee, and the two
 
supervisors, sending and receiving.
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3) 	 Tmprovinq the proceSn. wherein an employee's qualifications are 
imdtched L) a SptuJCLf.Lc job. Partly becaus. of the shortage of 
trained manpower, matching qualifications to job specifications is 
sometimes impossible and sometimes ignored. The resulting 
misplacement has a doubly negative impact, the loss of skills to 
one job and also problems arising from a lack of skills in another 
job. The improvement of this process is also part of SCOPO's 
mandate. 

4) 	 Approving organizational structure. One responsibility which
 
moves beyond personnel management processes to the question of
 
organizational structure lies in SCOPO's authority to approve or
 
disapprove of any parastatal's organizational structure. The GOT
 
insists that all parastatal organizational structures conform to
 
national social and economic policy guidelines.
 

Mr. Mwabulambo's discussion emphasizes that the development and main

tenance of parastatals is subject to the same kinds of management problems
 

evident in other African bureaucracies. In addition, most parastatals are
 

subject to increasing pressure to be at least self sufficient. Officials at
 

the National Institute of Productivity for example, a parastatal and a
 

manag.-im-tent training institute For civil servants in Dar es Salaam, spoke of
 

the advantage of providing consultancies which are income generating, as
 

compared to staff research, which generally is not. Their views underscore
 

the Tanzanian Government's mandate that the Institute become self-suffi

cient.
 

In Cameroon, where parastatals are encouraged to earn a profit, there
 

is reportedly a tendency for the Government of Cameroon to take 50 percent
 

of whatever profit is made. In Liberia, Senegal and Ivory Coast, there is
 

talk 	of dismantling some parastatals, and there are some opportunities for
 

private investors to enter into parastatal partnerships with the government.
 

Such 	a partnership exijts at General Tyre in Arusha, Tanzania*,
 

*This information was current as of February 1982.
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a parastatal in which the GOT holds a 74 percent interest and General Tyre,
 

26 percent. The 26 percent is equivalent to the value of the equipment that
 

General Tyre has invested. Observers are encourdged about this public/
 

private partnership because, despite some serious balance of payments/for

eign exchange problems, General Tyre is making a profit.
 

To the extent that private sector development is a national priority,
 

the management of private sector activities must also provide opportunities
 

for indigenous entrepreneurs. Although parastatals co-opt most national
 

scale commercial. activity, the study team encountered what appeared to be
 

individual commercial activity throughout Africa. There were entrepreneurs
 

with their wares, usually agricultural produce or products of African arts
 

and crafts, on corners, clustered in markets and along highways. There are
 

also farmers and Sudanese traders, small shops and complex market
 

systems.
 

The concept of development assistance to a host country's indigenous
 

private sector is newer than the idea of assistance to the public sector.
 

However, the idea that the private sector can make contributions to
 

development is not new. A recent AID discussion paper makes the case for
 

AID assistance to the African private sector:
 

Present concer.n over the continued slow growth of
 
African economies has revived an interest in the
 
important rcle private enterprise can play in the
 
development process. It is becoming increasingly clear
 
to donors and many of the African countries that not
 
enough attention has been given to the promotion of
 
private enteLprise and that this has resulted in the
 

underutilizat.on of resources which could have con
tributed significantly to the achievement of more
 
rapid economic progress. The failure of many state-run
 
economies to operate in a cost-effective and productive
 
manner has only underscored the need for greater private
 
sectoo participation. Many African governments are
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beginning to realize that government activities alone 
cannot develop their countries and that if more rapid 
and equitable growth is to be achieved they must share 
the development burden with the private sector. In 
effect, there is now a greater realization that private 
enterprise is not only an indispensable resource for 
achieving economic development but that it can also be a 
means for accomplishing many social and economic goals. 

AID should be piepared to work with all groups - public 

and private; profit or non-profit; religious groups; 

multinational firms; international organizations; the 
Lions and Rotary Clubs, etc. which are sincerely 
endeavoring to strengthen the private sector in Africa. 
This could mean working with groups similar to the 
National Christian Council of Kenya, which AID supported 

with a $270,000 grant in PY 1980.*13 

In sum, the growth of the African private sector requires management
 

support for indigenous entrepreneurs, the involvement of African and U.S.
 

private voluntary organizations and U.S. businesses. The balance of public,
 

private and voluntary activities grows out of a country's national economic
 

policy, or the plan for management of resources to reach an economic goal.
 

In Africa, the allocation of development activity to one sector or another
 

arises from a sensitivity to social justice and the process of adjustment to 

a post-colonial period. Parastatal management, .,hich requires a high level
 

of management skills, is not neutral to the political process, but is a
 

reflection of it.
 

Decentralization: An Aid to Political
 
Stability, A Deterrent to Urbanization
 

Centralized African government variously is attributed to Africa's
 

colonial administrations which relied on central political control, to
 

Africa's tribal heritat., which tended to be monarchical, to the scarcity of 

*(Kenya: Small Scal- ntrprris Development, 698-041). This project was 

one of six informal sector proj cts provided assistance under the PISCES 
(Program for Investment in the Smal.l Capital Enterprises Sector) component 
0f ST/UO's Small Entterprise Approaches to Employment project (93101090). 
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trained African managers or to the unwillingness of political leaders to
 

share power. Centralized administrative structures are 
also reflected in
 

cabinet ministries and other igencies of governm-nt where the delegation of
 

authority is uncommon. 
 All of these factors have probably contributed, in 

some neasure, to Africa';; general lack of decentral ization. Tn the discuss

ion which follows, political stability and urbanization are examined in 

relation to the management of decentralization. 

Although changes in political leadership in Africa are often viewed as
 

part of the "dust settling", a process by which a nation moves 
from infancy
 

to maturity, there ar-e 
other catalysts in the African political environment.
 

One of the reputed reasons for the 1980 Liberian coup which brought Samuel
 

Doe's PRC party into power was the failure of President Tolbert's True Whig
 

governmen, to develop responsive socio/political structures outside of the
 

Monrovian capital. At 
the time, it was said there were two Liberias,
 

Monrovia and the rest of the country.
 

It is the contention of the study team that decentralization is a
 

nation-building process which helps to create a political environment in
 

which stability can grow. The establishment of a broad political base
 

through popular support strengthens national unity.
 

Building a base of political support is not easy, especially in Africa
 

where tribal, language, religious and geographic differences are more
 

dramatic than similarities of heritage and experience.* However, as most
 

U.S. politicians are aware, the process is aided by encouraging constituents
 

*The process of national inification in countries where heterogeneity is the 
rule may be seen in the :ini!ed -;tt(,r and Canada. Similarities in heter
ogeneity would seem to warrant Fur thr'r examination. 
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to "buy into the process" through participation and by delivering services
 

and other amenities to constituents in outlying districts. Some services
 

and some components of the national infrastructure serve this purpose better
 

than others because they provide a real, as well as symbolic, link to the
 

capital. Examples are transportation, including roadways, communications, and
 

education, particularly when the language of instruction is national.
 

During a recent United Nations seminar on decentralization, delegates
 

from twenty countries talked about the "whys" of decentralization. 14
 

The main reasons advanced for decentralisation were
 
political, economic and social stability: it being a
 
well established fact that the state is usually too
 
busy to efficiently carry out its responsibilities
 
toward localities. It .s thus necessary for the state 
to hand over local serv.ct-3 to local. authorities. 
Moreover, xopular par tic!pation of the people proved to 
he the best instrument for enhancing development and
 
creating new leaders. It also widens the scope of 
democcacy and strengthens national unity. Economically,
 
decentralization assists in the mobilisation of the
 
people and leads to their maximum utilisation as a
 
resource in develooment. It creates a spirit of
 
competition among different regions and hence
 
accelerates the line of progress and development.
 

As the U.N. seminar discussion points out, there are numerous reasons,
 

in addition to political ones, for decentralization. The study team's research
 

would also suggest decenLralization as a counteLbalance to urbanization. While
 

decentralization may riot cap urbanization it can slow the pace of those who
 

leave rural areas to improve the quality of their lives. 

The point has been made in other sections of this Report that urbanization 

drains rfosour:ces and, as a result, diverts them to serve a smaller percentage 

of the population than was served before urbanization. 
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However, urbanization is encouraged 
in part by the failure to decentralize
 

services an,] strongthen ftho infrastructure in provincial areas. In speaking 

about the contrast 
between urban and rural conditions in Africa, Adebayo
 

Adedeji, says: 15
 

But conditions are tolerable
even in the cities when 
compared with the situation in the rural where theareas 

majority of our people work, live and have their 
being.

Not only are electricity and potabl.e water available,
not 

education and health 
services are inadequate; the environ
ment is hostile to human dignity; and the support services
 
for productive activities are deficient. 
 Pathological urban
ization goes on unchecked associated with the exodus. of the
 
young to the town, leaving behind an ageing population of
 
farmers.
 

By the year 2000, 37.7 percent of African population (or

306.5 million compared with 100 million in 1975) 
is projected

to be urban compared with 49.6 percent for 
the world as a
 
whole and 69 percent for the developed countries.
 

The potential oxplXosion in total pop)iIlation, school age 
population, labour 
force, urbanization and the demand
 
For relevant. snoial ser vices has ser ious implications
for food, clothing1, ,,ucation, hou , c;ervices,)irh heal th 
job opportunities, urban congestion and social and
 
political stability at large.
 

Adedeji's is not 
the only voice raised in concern about the impact of
 

urbanization. Mr. Joseph Ruyamyamheto, Director of Manpower Training in 

the Ministry of Manp)wer Development, talked to the study team about 

Tanzania's approach to th, problem. A summary of hi!; termirks follows. 

In recognition of thei problem of urbanization, the Government of
Tanzania decided to apply the concept of growth centers. 
idLtellit e,nLt,4: like Arusha, one of fout git)wth centets,
supplomen tied by :-; (ural development proje.cts*, help take 
:.oino ofr thi,. P)EEir ,ff Dar es Salaam. Although the problem of 
thc immigation of ,:o,:; dents from rural areas to the capital is 
worrying, it is not is great as in some other African countries. 

*Such as the Training for Rural Development Project in Arusha. 
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Decentralization as a counterbalance to urbanization, like other 
man

agement objectives, has to be braced by resources. Dr. Mukhtar Alasam, of
 

the University of Khartoum, has described the major decentralization thrust
 

in the Sudan. 1 6
 

Initially, the central ministries were dissolved and the
 
attendant powers transferred to local authorities. This
 
process did raise the level of interest of residents toward
 
local government. Although functions were transferred,
 
sufficient financial resources to carry out governmental
 
functions were not made available. So decentralization
 
remains incomplete because, to be effective, local authority
 
must have access to revenues.
 

Decentralization is a development administration issue which has an
 

impact at every level of management with which Africans concern themselves.
 

As we have seen, to the extent that centralized government is less conducive
 

to constituent participation, and to the extent that decentralization
 

strengthens the social and economic fabric of a country, decentralization is
 

a national issue. In addition, the division of functions, authority and
 

revenue between various levels of government draws individual ministries and
 

other governmental units into its circle of influence. Finally, the
 

implementation of services, delivery schemes and projects 
at a local level
 

may be more or less successful depending on decentralization. Professor R.
 

G. Ram Reddy of India, speaking at the U.N. Conference, pointed out the
 

rol.it ic)Ishi,)f eeitr, lzod 1)v--:nment to local] develo1)ment.17 He said 

that within a centralized government, planning tends to dominate and often
 

leads 1.-"whaL is called planning without implementation. The tendency has
 

been to draw broad sectoral plans that are little more than shopping lists
 

and bear little relation to local resource endowments. This, in turn, leads
 

to implomentation without planning, that is, local programs that are at
 

times in conflict with national objectives."
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Institutional Development
 

Management of the organizations and processes which actuate the
 

development of nati onal and local institutions are considered in this 

section of the report. 
Two such processes are maintaining African cultural
 

integrity and human resource development. 
 Following a general discussion of
 

institutional development, there is 
an examination of these topics.
 

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia is not only the headquarters of the Organization
 

of African Unity, but 
is also the site of 'organizations such as the African
 

Association for Public Administration (AAPAM) and the United Nations
 

Economic Commission for Africa. Found on 
the staffs of these international
 

organizations are 
some of the more experienced and astute African officials 

in th-± field of. institutional development. The discussions which the study 

team held with a number of these officials authenticated various hypotheses
 

arid a rinmber of statfejnents made in a recent Af[D draft policy paper on
 

institutional development.
 

In the section entitled "Knowledge and Technology" the case is made for
 

institutions which disseminate knowledge and technology to be adapted 
to
 

their environment. The authors say: 18
 

AID has had considerable experience in building these
 
types of inntittutions. The lessons learned in the past,

however, indicate that 
it is not possible simoly to

'transfer' institutional models to developing countries.
 
They must be adapted to their environment. First, they

must have staff and facilities to produce quality

science. The bst management systems and most responsive

institutional structures fail when they have nothing 
to
 
deliver to their populations. But we 
have also learnied
 
that the national knowledge and technology producing

institutions must he viewed 
as part of a system of
 
institutions which 
link the technology to the technology
 
user. 
 Without effective management which encourages
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interaction with the user, the national institutions will
 
remain isolated and ineffective. Where this requirement
 
has been ignored it has been common to hear that LDC
 
researchers are more responsive to the research agendas
 
of the developed worild and the disciplinary interests of
 
international associations than to the problems of their
 
own farmers. We must learn from the successes of the
 
past to structure institutions and incentives to combine
 
technical excellence with accountability to the user.
 

Mr. Paul 0. Etiang, a Ugandan who is Assistant Secretary General in the
 

Organization of African Unity, was even more graphic in his observations of
 

what can happen when LDC institutions are more responsive "to the agendas of
 

the developed world than to their own farmers." His remarks are presented
 

in summary.
 

Management problems in Africa are urgent and vast. As
 
a matter of fact, Africa's deterioration can he attri
buted to a lack of management. If you ask why, I would
 
have to suggest that although there are a lot of educated
 
people in Africa, many, especially those my age, were
 
not exposed to applied education. We are now awakening
 
to the elitist education we've had. We learned about
 
Shakespeare and Greek philosophy but are irrelevant in
 
our own villages.
 

We can use the 1960s as a point of departure for our
 
discussion because about 16 African countries became
 
independent in the 60s. The period of adjustment
 
following independence was very long. The U.S. sent
 
advisors to help the newly independent nations and it
 
was our first introduction to applied education.
 

Related to the issue of responsiveness is the question of institutional
 

relevance, which also attracts attention among African managers. There is
 

concern that some African institutions have lost touch with the direction of
 

development and that they are not responding to the development needs of
 

their countries. Some illustrate this point with the complaint that foreign
 

case studies, particularly American, are used in African management
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institutes rather than those addressing indigenous problems. Another
 

complaint Li that midnagJemenlt. rLnttuten could, through consultation, provide 

more management assistance. This would accomplish two objectives; it would
 

keep the teaching staff in touch with the realities of day-to-day management
 

and make scarce management expertise available. However African institutes
 

order their priorities, it is clear that management study requires
 

pertinence and less abstraction.
 

An example of educational relevance being brought into question is in
 

the number of African undergraduates studying abroad. This practice con

cerns a number of African leaders, including Dr. Haroub Otham, Director of
 

the Institute of Development Studies, University of Dar es Salaam. In a
 

discussion about institution building he said that what Tanzania needs is to
 

strengthen its existing institutions, not build new ones. We need help to
 

maintain what we have. In keeping with this purpose of support for
 

indijgerous institutions, it is most important that Tanzanians be trained
 

locally as undergraduates. Only afterwards does it make sense to send them
 

abroad. We also need short term training done here, in the actual
 

environment in which the student will be working.
 

The realm of institutional development extends beyond case studies and
 

even beyond support for existing institutions. A cadre of social scientists
 

have expressed concern about institutional accountability. David Korten
 

says that
 

Institutions are not neutral, they very much determine 
the direction of development and development models. . .It 
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is my feeling that useful social knowledge is not easily
 
transferred through pieces of paper. It is imbedded
 

19
 
in institutions.
 

To the extent that social knowledge is imbedded in a society's institu

tions, then AID efforts to assist the institutionalization of projects carry
 

with them extensive implications. One AID mission official in Africa
 

expressed what became a recurring theme.
 

Institution building is the most important thing we can do, but
 
we've had little success. There are problems with
 
institutionalizing the process when funds are cut, when we
 
drop out, when supplies are unavailable--we have little
 
success with institution building.
 

Institutional development is pursued both through various projects and
 

types of assistance and as a process or a combination of processes in which
 

AID provides support to social structures considered to be developmental. A
 

self-sustaining structure, organization, or process which c.:tributes to
 

development is the goal of most AID assistance.
 

e
 

The study team's interviews with AID personnel and with African offi

cials revealed concern about projects not being sustained when AID support
 

is withdrawn. There is acknowledgment that some benefits may accrue to the
 

target population or perhaps to the larger community or agency, even if the
 

project does not become self-sustaining, but also a sense that the larger
 

purpose of d,'velopment assistance is not well served unless the project is 

institutionalized.
 

Based on experiences during the course of the project, the study team
 

takes issue with the position that all AID-assisted projects should be
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institutionalized. In fact, the study team poses the question, are the
 

social 3election processes by which a range of activities are alternately
 

organized and disbanded not legitimate stages in institutional development?
 

Are there no endeavors which, although transitory, contribute to sustained
 

improvement in the quality of life?
 

Since the evolution of social forms which become development institu

tions i:3 incremental, the transition from idea to self-sustaining process is 

not necessarily a series of continuous or even parallel actions. One
 

example can be found in the institutionallzation of African self-determina

tion, a process which is still incomplete but which has claimed the majority
 

of African resources for nearly half a century. The movement from the first
 

politically rebellious stirrings to independence and sovereign nationhood
 

can be represented as a series of "fits and starts" which at times seemed to
 

be abandoned and unable to be sustained.
 

The major sustained institutions extant in Africa today - kinship 

systems, market systems and land tenure systems - are systems born of 

African soil. In the modern context, what is new to Africa is independence 

and emerging national unity. The AID-assisted projects which have taken 

root, like the J.F.K. Hospital in Monrovia, Liberia and the University of 

Dar es Salaam, are institutions not entirely unlike those found in various
 

African countries during the colonial era. Other AID-assisted health,
 

agricultural, and management projects which, after various periods of
 

intense activity, have not been sustained, have contributed to an
 

environment in which new African institutions can emeLje and take root. In
 

addition, all of these projects, sustained or not, have added to the cadre
 

of Africans with essential knowledge and skills.
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Two additional management issues which can weaken or strengthen this
 

overall capacity building strategy are discussed in the following pages.
 

They are maintaining African cultural integrity and human resource
 

development.
 

Maintaining Cultural Integrity
 

How do African nations which accept development assistance retain the
 

values, customs and institutions which not only are traditional but are also
 

appropriate to the African physical and social environment? In this section
 

of the Report, development administration issues related to the maintenance
 

of African cultural integrity are discussed.
 

In part, as insurance against a catastrophic future, physical
 

scientists support the preservation of as many life forms as possible.
 

Although discarded social structures do not bear the same relationship to
 

future human adaptation as extinct life forms do to physical survival,
 

perhaps it would be useful for social scientists to expand their tolerance
 

for ambiguity in social organization. Modern life's increasing complexity
 

would seem to suggest support for a range of culturally different solutions
 

to common human problems. If management solutions are to be effective, then
 

they must be compatible with traditionally held values. Yet, many examples
 

of management processes seem in opposition to the indigenous pace of
 

change.
 

The study team was impressed by the concern of African managers about
 

the relationship between some management problems and traditional values and
 

customs. One example of such an African value is membership in an extended
 

family and the concomitant obligations of members toward each other. The
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structure of African families may be extended to 
include several generations,
 

a clan or other members of a tribe. An extension of the protections of
 

family life, carried over to a job, can be a cause for concern when the
 

result is nepotism or favoritism in a management environment which is predi

cated on individual qualifications and accomplishment. The following com

ments, made by African development specialists about the extended family and
 

related management problems, illustrate the point.
 

" 	 A general restructuring requires getting at overstaffing and motiva

tion. We must break the current attitudinal approach. Overstaffing
 

is a major problem, but we are afraid to increase unemployment. The
 

extended family system is a factor. 
 We can't fire people and so
 

there is no discipline and no motivation.
 

" 	 Extended family relationships result in overstaffing at junior levels
 

in order to create more jobs. This is compounded by the policy of
 

not permitting a Leduction in staff. There is also 
a problem which
 

is related to the fact that the students expect the Government to
 

give them a job.
 

" 	 When a member of an extended family becomes charged with the manage

ment of a cooperative or collective, many members of his family
 

expoct to share in his new status and expect him to 
provide them with
 

food and money.
 

" 	Overstaffing of Government tends to result from the extended family.
 

Government also tends 
to hire the averagely skilled. It is ethnical-.
 

ly difficult to take jobs away from those who are marginally or less
 

than marginally productive.
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a Look at the extended family structure in the village and keep 

that in mind when you try to understand how a jainistry works.
 

paper are unworkable in

A lot of things that look good on this
 

framework.
 

Can cultural differences
issues.
These concerns give rise to a set of 


take advan
be used creatively so that management struccures and processes 


at the very least, accomodate them? Is there a way to put

tage of them or, 


to use whatever spirit of competition and/or 'ooperation exists between and
 

Can, for example, the Cameroonian Civil
 within families, clans and tribes? 


well
 
Service accomodate parallel systems of recruitment based on 

kinship as 


some
 
as professional qualifications? Cameroon, after all, tolerates 


political dualism in dealing with the Lamibe, spiritual and temporal Fulani
 

leaders who have a personal representative on the staff of the 
prefecture of
 

their areas.
 

incompatible with
Another Western management process which may be 


African customs is the delegation of authority to accompany the delegation
 

of responsibility. The absence of delegation is apparent in African nation

political operations and in organizational level operations. An American
al 


professor, working at an African university, discussed the amount of time
 

which has to be allocated to recurring administrative tasks, such as order

two people within the university have the

ing supplies, because only one or 


the U.S.
 power of signature. Tie commented that his personel secretary in 


a university department.
had more authority than the African head of 


the management implications related to a concentration of
What are 


Is the process by which authority is delegated the proper focus
authority? 
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of participant training activities, or can sound management accomodate
 

centralized authority?
 

The point should be made that all management problems do not result
 

from management processes developed in 
one culture being transferred to
 

another. However, there is sufficient evidence in the 
form of American and
 

African variations on similar 
social themes to suggest that some spontaneous
 

mutations may be required bufote a transfer of appropriate management tech

nology can take place. 

Afrl ican .:oci.l creativity is apparent, among other actions, in struc

turing economic p<3licies which respond to the African sense of propriety. 

For example, President Nyerere's plan for agricultural development in post

colonial Tanzania--the use of Ujamaa villages as the mainstay. He empha

sizes these villages as being appropriate to Africa's rural character and
 

traditions. Of course 
the Ujamaa villages have many detractors who point to
 

problems as well as successes. 
One such problem is Tanzania's agricultural
 

disarray in which production has been on a downward spiral since 1966. 
 The
 

author's remarks about Ujamaa villages do not 
relate to their success or
 

failure, but only to the fact that they are 
an example of African social
 

creativity applied to an indigenous management problem.
 

Distinguishing between management concerns 
caused by a lack of skill
 

and those related to a different type of problem, such as a resistant 

cultuLd ()L phy:sical erivironmnent, is made easier by process consultation. 

One of 
the strengths of process consultation as a management intervention is
 

that it is diagnostic as well as remedial. 
 Ghana's Economic and Rural
 

Development Management Project (rPRDM) 
shows the value of process consult
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a
 
ation as a problem-solving technique, which involves consensus 

building, 


process common throughout Africa.
 

This dscusy;ion of the importance of fittinq management processes to
 

the environment indicates the level of concern felt by the study team and by
 

team met.
African leaders with whom the 


Human Resource Development
 

Expanding human capacity goes hand in hand with expanding institutional
 

the
capacity. Allocating national resources and providing incentives for 


African
development of priority skills is a macro-level management task. 


officials in manpower development ministries discussed the difficulty of
 

performing national manpower assessments and of making data available in a
 

Most pointed to staff and financial difficulties.
useful and timely way. 


Mr. J. M. Nyakirangani, Director of Training Manpower Allocation in Tanzania,
 

discussed his strategies for determining civil service training needs with
 

the study team.
 

Mr. Nyakirangani explained that his office does not provide training,
 

the national needs forecast and coordinate
but they provide information for 


the resultant training programs. First, individual ministries are asked to
 

training needs and to establish priorities. In the event that
project their 


a particular ministry requires a category of training not currently
 

available, his office provides information about available facilities so that
 

additional courses can be established. The Manpower Allocation Office also
 

identifies candidates for various international scholarships, including
 

American. This scholarship coordination effort results in having a total
 

picture of the number of scholarships available, the number in use, and shows
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where the shortages are. The national manpower needs plan 
is a joint
 

production of the planning and training units. 
 Mr. Nyakirangani's discussion
 

points up the range of his responsibilities and some of the components of a
 

manpower support program 
in a developing country.
 

Developing human capacity in management is only one component in a human
 

resource development 
effort, but it is an important one. The management
 

issue around which the team found 
the most consensus is the shortage of
 

trained managers. Not only the 
comments of development specialists, African
 

and American, but also the 
emergence of management training institutes in
 

most African countries attest to 
the substantial interest 
in this issue. The
 

shortage of trained managers is likely to endure because the need is great
 

throughout Africa and because the number of applicants for 
vacancies in
 

training institutes 
is greater than the capacity of the institaites. In
 

addition, the poaching of trained managers is 
fairly common. However,
 

African manpower specialists often point out that trained managers who, for
 

example, are poached by the private sector, 
ire not really lost to the
 

development process, but 
have just changed jobs. AnotheL factor which
 

complicates the effort 
to provide needed management training to African
 

managers is that, 
in general, African managers are too busy to attend
 

management seminars, especially if they last more than 
a few hours.
 

The study team was 
impressed with African discussions about the lack of
 

depth in 
the African management environment alonq with the pervasiveness of
 

management system problems in 
both public organizations and small family
 

businesses. 
 African countries and donor countries have tried to address
 

these problems through 
the investment of substantial resources in management
 

training programs and strategies. This effort does not seem 
to be rewarding
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manaqement systems as quickly as investors had hoped. Although there is
 

general agreement that management training efforts should continue, there
 

questions about the utility of generic management training.
are 


Making modern tools and processes, which they can use to manage their
 

own development, available to Africans does not seem as simple today as it
 

did in the 60s. First of all, the ability of Africans to survive in their
 

own environment and to develop solutions which improve the quality of life
 

seriously discounted by early AID-assisted efforts. There were also
were 


Cora Lee Bryant,
misconceptions about what trainirn can and cannot do. 


development sr),cialist, addresses this issue in an interview. Her
 

statements are summarized.
 

Vertical training is necessary, but a lot of the prob

lems are organization problems. We make the assumption
 

that if you have a lot of well trained people, they will,
 

like yeast, make the whole thing rise. There are training
 

problems and organizational problems, and even if we peopled
 

the campus with deeply committed, perfectly trained people, we
 

still would have organizational problems. Hence, training
 

programs which train people and then put them back into the
 

same organization don't solve all problems. Organizations
 

are groups of people, yes, but there are lots of ways to
 

group people, and part of the difficulty is strictly what
 

the environment does to the people.
 

It is understood now that training can not solve all organizational 

problems, that training addresses the problem of a lack of skills. However, 

the question of which components of management technology are appropriate to 

the African management environment is complex, In another section of this
 

report, the ERDM project's use of process consultation as a management
 

intervention whicn is selective and which responds to a variety of specific
 

problems, is explored. An AID official, Norman Nicholson, talked with the
 

study team about development administration and process consultation. He
 

suggested that African administrative leadership should be entrepreneurial
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in that managers within a developing country have to cope with and balance a 

myriad of complexities, including political instability, an adverse environ

lhiFt i nI iil All) a:vlk:; tih, int() (10,11 with attenff(fnt ind 1:1ir ... In addition, 

dant administrative problems within the confines of a project mode,
 

something administrative structures were never designed to do. AID can
 

assist, among other ways, by creating a project environment which is
 

flexible and adaptive and by stressing process consultation. In this way,
 

there is concentration on the processes which are within the ability of
 

managers to handle. Thus, we are also improving management processes and
 

responding to the issue of "how to deal with the people we've got."
 

Nicholson also said that there are two components to human capital develop

ment, education and skills, and investments in organizational technology,
 

that is, collective action technology.
 

It is part of the human tradition to pass on problem-solving techniques
 

and skills. It is also part of the human tradition to adapt skills to
 

changing conditions. Despite this long tradition of passing on skills,
 

there ensue discussions about how to measure the impact of training. Some
 

African maInagers seek answers to this question so that they can justify the
 

allocation of scarce resources to education and training. Others feel that
 

this issue of measuring the impact of training doesn't need to be researched
 

because the benefits are obvious.
 

Samuel Tma Edokpayi, Chief of the Public Administration Management and 

Manli)wM iv i Wr, lUni tel Nat ions Economic Commission for Africa, talked 

with the study team about the continuing need for training. He said that 

the task of managin13 public development is fairly new. Some African 

managers who have examined the management needs of public service find that 
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many civil servants do not understand what the government is asking of them.
 

This is not a skills shortage, but an organizational problem, and training
 

is not the complete answer. However, the most critical need in Africa today
 

is for technical and managerial training at the middle and upper levels. 

There is a shortage of training institutions in Africa, as well as a 

short le of ti.achers. ie con,:I tided by pointinj out -lhat donor support for 

AFricari regional. traininj institutes is important, andi that such support 

should promote a self-reliant attitude as well as a team effort. 
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IV. LESSONS LEARNED 

The main 9, r)FoF thiq i'ovelopment adminitr-ion project was to make 

an assessment of the ability of various African countries to manage their 

own development. The study team therefore sought to record as many 

impressions of the state of African development management as possible, and
 

to expose the current issues which have been presented in the preceding 

section. 
The task of this section is to draw some lessons or conclusions
 

based on these issues. Before the conclusions are presented, the authors
 

wish to make one 
aside which may establish the parameters of this task.
 

Julian Jaynes, speaking of what humans understand of the workings of the
 

universe, describes the state of human perception in the past and contrasts
 

it with the present. In this way he makes the point that human
 

consciousness is in a state of continuing evolution.
 

This is a perspective that the study team feels is important 
to hold,
 

that is, the judgments managers make about African development management
 

are those which their collective perceptions prepare them to make. To the
 

extent that perceptions are faulty, accurate conclusions will be elusive and
 

the long view of national development cannot take shape.
 

The Following are the main development administration lesson learned.
 

* African economic development has been the target of a substantial
 

contribution by the international donor community. This foreign
 

assistance which has resulted in sectoral, training and commodity
 

programs also has influenced the governments and people of African
 

countries. As a result of the assistance, donors and recipients are
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engaged in a movement away from traditional African methods and 

towards foreign ideas, technology and customs, all of which seems to 

have precipitated a loss of African self-sufficiency and order. A 

collaboration of well intentioned African and donor efforts moved
 

Africa to this disappointing juncture, from which withdrawal is
 

impossible. Additionally, fashioning 
a path which moves in the same
 

direction or 
cne which changes course will require continued
 

collaborative efforts on 
the 	part of donors and recipients.
 

" 	 African governments are managing their own development amidst world
 

inflation and general African economic hardship. Neither African
 

officials nor American AID officials know how well or 
how poorly
 

development is being administered in Africa because there is no
 

point of reference. What is known is that 
a cadre of capable
 

African and international managers have tried various types of
 

assistance and interventions without a perceptible improvement of
 

African economic conditions.
 

" 
Management, along with other African institutions, is an extension
 

and 	an expression of the 
political system. From staffing government
 

positions to producing five year 
national plans, politics is a
 

dominant variable. Among other things, this helps explain why it
 

has 	been difficult to promote decentralization.
 

" 	 African development institutions, to be sustained, must emerge from
 

the African socio-economic environment. Without an African socio

economic base, Institutions remain outside of the indigenous system
 

of social organization and are impermanent.
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* 	 Despite the pressures brought to bear in the donor/recipient
 

relationship and despite African rhetoric to 
the contrary, most
 

African governments in the study do not seem to be making rural
 

development a first priority. One country which appears to be an
 

exception is Tanzania where, despite political and resource advocacy
 

backing up rural development, results have been disappointing.
 

* 
 Efficient management requires a comprehensive picture of operations,
 

including financial processes. Although some undertakings such as
 

running a government are too massive for one person t-1 design the
 

financial system and collect information, ultimately whatever
 

decisions =:e made have to relate 
to the financial data. For
 

simpler undertakings, financial accountability may be all t at is
 

required. However, financial management whether of a government or
 

a single project is vital to all management.
 

" 	 Some management problems 
occur when, despite a lack of management
 

inclination, aptitude, or training, a skilled specialist, such 
as a
 

doctor, agronomist or engineer, is promoted to the executive level
 

of an organization.
 

" 	 The availability of information 
about African projects and programs,
 

as well as skill in the use of the information, will become an
 

increasingly fertile area tor training and institutional development
 

as th.o nation-huidinq process requires less attention. However,
 

the ultimate availability of information will come only from the
 

capabilities of hust governments themselves.
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resources.
 
Africans attach importance to the development of human
* 


This is evident from the number of educational institutions, includ

ing some 55 universities, and from the allocation of national
 

resources to education, sometimes as much as a third of a national
 

Africa's regional training centers encourage international
 budget. 


cooperation and make available educational opportunities 
often too
 

any 	one nation to provide.
costly for 


activities, both indigenous and international, 
can
 

" Private sector 


Not only do private
make a contribution to African development. 


sector organizations provide employment, goods and services, but
 

resource development and particularly
they also contribute to human 


to technology transfer.
 

" 	During the last two decades, most African resources have been
 

committed to nation building through political self-determination.
 

This process, which is still not complete, continues 
to claim a
 

substantial proportion of indigenous attention and 
resources.
 

Despite internal political pressure to de:entralize and despite
" 


growing urbanization, little meaningful decentralization is taking
 

The scarcity

place in the African countries included in this study. 

of human and finar'ial resources makes it difficult 
for African 

countries toideorentral ize. Exceptions to the general pattern of 

found in the Sudan and
centralized qervices and authority are in
 

Tanzania.
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" 	 Mobile, action-oriented training, such as that provided by ERDM in 

Ghana, would seem to offer the greatest potential for short term, 

in-country training in support of decentralization. 

" 	In addition to nation building, another African success lies in the
 

development of human resources. African commitment to education has
 

resulted in 63 percent of primary aged children being enrolled in
 

school. This is up from 36 percent in 1960.
 

" 	The assumption by parastatals of most pre-independence expatriate,
 

private sector activity and a subsequent expansion of parastatal
 

activity has aggravated the already serious problem caused by a
 

scarcity of trained managers, especially at the broad middle level.
 

As African managers are wont to say, "parastatal development
 

presupposes management skills."
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V. APPROACHES TO DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION IMPROVDIENT
 

Various approaches are currently used by AID to improve development
 

administration in host countries. The three most common approaches are to
 

include a management component within a sectoral project, to establish a
 

management improvement project within a sectoral strategy, or to support
 

management training institutions. While this section of the report
 

a'knowledges the importance of continuing the use of these approaches
 

to meet specific needs, its major goal is to suggest another that builds
 

upon the experiences of the more conventional ones. This approach in

volves a more consultative working relationship with the host government
 

and requires that it assume more responsibility.
 

The objective of the proposed approach is to facilitate the increase
 

of effective management skills and techniques within host country
 

institutions through a special project--a development management project
 

which supports indigenous management resources. Such a project can be
 

added to the portfolio of conventional AID projects at selected USAID
 

missions, possibly those with a substantial number of ongoing projects and
 

hence an established working relationship with the host government and its
 

development institutions.
 

The feature which most distinguishes this approach is the concept of
 

assigning to the project an AID core staff of development administration
 

specialists--trainers and consultants--who would provide management assis

tance directly to ministries, parastatal agencies, and other relevant
 

host country institutions, rather than working exclusively within the
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structure of individual USAID projects. The management staff could
 

provide technical assistance and consultation services to encourage the
 

development of effective management structures and systems by using
 

process interventions including training.
 

While the services offered by the management staff could cover a wide
 

range of activities and offer flexibility in the manner in which they are
 

delivered, it is anticipated that the staff might generally proceed in the
 

following manner. After consultation with host country officials, the AID
 

core staff could identify the ministries and other host country institu

tions most willing to commit resources to management improvement. It
 

could then assist officials in those institutions to identify management
 

improvement needs, set priorities and goals, and plan and implement acti

vities and projects that address expressed needs. The AID core staff
 

could function in a facilitative, consultative, supportive role along with
 

host government officials from the agency in question, and representatives
 

of indigenous training institutions and/or consulting firms to form a
 

collaborative management improvement team. 
 The involvement of these
 

indigenous institutions and firms is particularly important in order 
to
 

huild a splf-sustaining base for further management improvement efforts.
 

The management team could also assist the officials to test decision

making assumptions, formulate alternative solutions, and establish
 

performance result-oriented training. An additional area of respon

sibility for the management team could be the identification of categories
 

OF neelde3 research and skills training for research support.
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The host government members of the management improvement team could
 

assist the AID core staff to adapt management technologies to the organi-


The officials could also be responsible for applying
zational context. 


the test of appropriateness to management theories, techniques, 
and
 

tools.
 

Recognizing the importance of host government commitment to the proj

staff could encourage them to take responsibility for
 ect, the AID core 


involving managers of other government organizations in the management
 

improvement activities. A concerted effort should be made to build a sub

stantial group--a critical mass--of managers in the institution who 
have
 

shared management improvement experiences and who would actively work to
 

support and reinforce one another in improving management capacity.
 

The AID core staff might work simultaneously with host government
 

managers in a number of institutions, and/or vertically and horizontally
 

Not only would the type and duration of managein the same institution. 


ment improvement activities vary among institutions, but the degree of
 

It is conceivable that in
involvement of the AID core staff would differ. 


advisory or consultative
some institutions they would serve only in an 


manner, while in others they might design and deliver training or train
 

trainers.
 

A number of suggestions are made regarding the operation of this
 

the important
project which can both magnify its impact and also serve 


purpose of enlisting and maintaining top level support for it within the
 

government. In its initial approach to the government about such a proj

ect, the mission should focus on the problem areas that are known to be
 

the government's priority concerns.
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*rhi" pro ,jotstaff mhotld find a way to projicp SOme tAnqible results, 

however modest, as soon as possible--a result that can be seen by, and 

stimulate the interest oC, senior government officials. 
With this
 

objective, the project staff might prepare a preliminary activity wiich
 

can be implemented immediately to demonstrate that its approach has merit.
 

Nor should this need, for at least some tangible results, be lost as 
the
 

project matures. The results of management training and oiganizational
 

development interventions are usually hard to measure over the short term,
 

but some successes can be obtained.
 

It is useful to provide the management development interventions on a
 

horizontal as well as a vertical basis in the government. If a training
 

workshop is being held which will involve participation by employees and
 

supervisors from levels up and down the chain of command of a particular
 

ministry, ic is also desirable to involve representatives from other min

istries and institutions which have a collaborative interest in the work
 

of the first ministry. This should have a synergistic effect on the
 

collaborating agencies, and at the same time a collateral effect of
 

widening the constituency within the government for the project's
 

mission.
 

The USAID missions should be careful to design into the project a
 

mechanism for insuring adequate communication between project leaders and
 

appropriate levels of The central government, (with commitment from the
 

highest possible level). One problem that surfaced 
in the ERDM Project,
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for example, was that the undeniable success of the project in the 

countryside was not fully appreciated in the capital. A system of 

quarterly reportin ,) r,";ponsible senior authorities as , requirement of 

the projezt design should help solve this problem. Similarly, steps
 

should be taken to insure full awareness of the project's purposes and
 

activities in both the USAID mission and the Embassy.
 

Finally, it should be emphasized that the use of this approach does
 

not eliminate the need for longer-term, formal education, which still has
 

important role in the improvement of development management. Partician 


pant training, such as attendance at certificated programs at regional
 

institutions such as ESAMI and PAID and at in-country institutions and
 

universities, would remain a critical activity.
 

Alternative Approaches
 

Numerous alternatives to this approach are possible, and indeed
 

already exist in various African countries. One which has been suggested
 

to the study team is the use of a management improvement core staff
 

working through the established USAID projects in a country, rather than
 

through host government projects and institutions. It was pointed out
 

that in its own projects USAID has the necessary leverage to carry through
 

desired management improvement interventions, and that the core staff
 

would have a better opportunity to measuuF performance J.mpkovement than
 

when working within host government organizations.
 

As mentioned, other variations--projects incorporating some of the
 

elements of this development management approach--are being carried out in
 

some African countries. For example, the ERDM Project in Ghana which is
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described in detail 
in Volume TI of this report. The Botswana Work Force
 

and Skills Training Project also has some of the approach's features,
 

including a core group to be based in the office of the Director of
 

Personnel in the Botswana Government. Another example is the Develop

ment Manpower Training Project 
in Zaire which concentrates on training low
 

and middle level foremen, technicians, and managers in support of rural
 

development programs. 
The project will involve conducting seminars and
 

using consulting firms for management interventions. It has a
 

coordinating center under the Prime Minister's office, with a U.S. adviser
 

helping to identify management issues and constraints. Tanzania's
 

Training for Rural Development Project is also similar in concept.
 

One project outside Africa should be mentioned as particularly rele

vant: the National Planning Project in Jamaica. 
This project places
 

emphasis on project design and facilitation of project development as well
 

as other management improvement efforts. The 'roject makes use of an
 

action-training approach characterized by in-country, on-the-spot training
 

of teams actually assigned 
to ongoing priority r-ojects. This training is
 

carried out by a four-person, inter-disciplinary training and consulting
 

team, experienced and knowledgeable in the planning an- management of
 

projects. This Project Development Resource Team is located in the
 

Ministry of Finance.
 

Reactions to the Approach in Africa
 

During the field study in Cameroon, Liberia, Tanzania, Bitswana,
 

Ethiopia, Sudan, Somalia, Zaire, and the Ivory Coast, discussions were
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held with African development specialists and USAID staff members. This
 

approach was described and reactions were solicited.
 

Among the approximately one hundred individuals interviewed, all but
 

a few felt that the approach would be well received in many African
 

countries. The majority thought that the AID core staff should be physi

cally located in the host government agency or project with which they
 

were working. There was greater unanimity on this point than any other.
 

It was thought that there the staff would have greater entree with top
 

levP1 officials and more support for their activities.
 

However, the recommendations as to where within the host government
 

the project should be located reflected the self-interests of the
 

respondents. Frequently they indicated that it should be in their
 

ministry, their management institute, or their university. Of the
 

remaining points-of-view, the two most commonly recommended locations were
 

in a ministry concerned with manpower development or at a management
 

development institute; in the latter case this was seen as a way of
 

strengthening such institutions. In reality, the locus of the core staff
 

probably would vary from country to country depending on the structure and
 

politics of the government.
 

It was agreed that it would not be effective for one team to operate
 

on a regional basis serving a number of countries. In addition to the
 

constraint of limited resources, the success of the approach will depend
 

in the main on frequent contact with participants in specific host country
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institutions. The AID core staff's availability to the host government
 

officials on an as needed basis would be diminished if they had regional
 

responsibilities.
 

The approach may not be suitable for some countries for political or
 

other reasons. The point was made by several respondents, for example,
 

that it would be optimistic to believe that an American project of this
 

kind would be accepted in countries where French influence is strong and
 

French administrative practices firmly entrenched, especially given the
 

fact that it would be centered in the governmental structure. Similarly,
 

there might be resistance from left-leaning governments to such an
 

identification with the United States, even though the project itself is
 

apolitical. For example, an official in one country stated that there
 

would be "political problems" with integrating such a team into the
 

day-to-day activities of his government. Another African official
 

commented that he had always thought of management as politically
 

"neutral" but he had discovered that in the real world this was not so.
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I. MANAGEMENT TRAINING RESOURCES IN AFRICA
 

The growing recognition that inadequate management capacity may be
 

the most serious constraint on African development; the strong trend in
 

favor of in-country training over training abroad; the long-standing need
 

to promote the development of self-sustaining African institutions--all
 

these factors are coalescing to give greater weight to Africa's indigenous
 

resources in education and training as well as in the supporting areas of
 

consulting and research.
 

Although these indigenous resources still fall short of coping with
 

the pressing management issues outlined in the preceding sections, they
 

are growing steadily. There is now, for 
example, a national institute of
 

public administration and management in almost every African country. An
 

inventory o-)rpu)ic limini.;-tration training institutions in Francophone 

Africa, compiled in 1980 by the National Association of Schools of Public
 

Affairs and Administration, lists 73 such organizations in 20 coun

tries.1 According to an informed estimate, this number would exceed 200
 

if Anglophonic Africa were 
included. Twenty three of these institutions,
 

representing 18 countries, are members of the International Association of
 

Schools and Institutes of Administration (see Appendix A).
 

Nowhere is the growth of these educational and training institutions 

moro drrnamtic than in the universities, which of course account for a 

significant proportion of public administration training. The number of 

African universities in sub-Sahara Africa has inc-reased 
from approximately
 

twelve in 1960 to over 56 in 1980.2 
 Tn some countries, such as Nigeria,
 

Ghana, Cameroon, Senegal, Kenya, Sudan, and Ivory Coast, university
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systems hav developed with branch campuses in other parts of the country.
 

This growth is also reflected in the increasing number of college grad

uates: in 1960, Tanzania had only 200 persons with university degrees; by
 

1980 it had over 10,000.
 

Despite these remarkable gains, graduate level offerings in most
 

fields, includinq business and public administration, are still quite mod

est. While some universities have developed strong faculties in certain
 

fields, such as the economics faculties in Nairobi, Dakar, and Ibadan,
 

many universititips and institutions are still poorly staffed and have
 

inadequate teaching materials. Consequently, most African countries send
 

their qr,idnito st:iidr'nt>z abroad for advanced training. Moreover, although
 

the university faculties in the Anglophonic countries have become largely
 

Africanized, the faculties in the Francophonic countries are still heavily
 

dependent on expatriate personnel. The recent study, which the Overseas
 

Liaison Committee of the American Council on Education prepared for AID on
 

this subject, concluded that "clearly there is a need to improve and en

large the capacity of African universities to give graduate training if
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they are to meet African needs."
 

An immediate problem confronting anyone wishing to investigate
 

African management training resources is the paucity of comprehensive
 

reference material on the subject. For this reason the study team inves

tiqated these resources in the countries visited on its field trips.
 

Although universities play an important part in such training, the team
 

concentrated mainly on the regional and national management training
 

institutes since less information is on hand about them and they are most
 

directly germane to the purpose of this report.
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Findings
 

While the study team examined a relatively few institutions, its
 

sampling is fairly representative.
 

1. in general terms, it found a heavy emphasis on formal, classroom,
 

lecture-type instruction, and a need for more experiential, action-type
 

training; for up-to-date training material and relevant case studies; and
 

for the development of a stronger indigenous consulting capacity.
 

2. Nevertheless, the study revealed encouraging and growing strength
 

in the regional and national training centers, particularly at the region

al level. The Pan African Institute for Development (PAID) is an out

standing example. Inaugurated in 1964 at European initiative, PAID has
 

evolved steadily into an all-African organization with extensive outreach
 

through two main training locations in Cameroon: Douala (1965) and Buea
 

(1969); and more recent facilities in Upper Volta and Zambia: Ouagadougou
 

(1977) and Kabwe (1979). It focuses on mid-level management in rural
 

development. PAID has attracted a well qualified professional staff from
 

many African countries, and offers considerable flexibility by giving
 

instruction in both French and English and by offering long and short term 

courses at its training sites, and also tailored short courses in other 

African countries on request. It offers some experiential training, 

inv,)Iv,q f ld work and writtn case studies, is planninq to improve its 

research and consulting capacity, and is assessing the ways it can be 

supportive of the new policy climate. 

3. Tf the national centers appear less impressive than the regional,
 

they take on greater importance from the fact they are larger in number,
 

and also respondi to African national aspirations. Moreover, as the Lagos
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Action Plan emphasizes, "training...should be seen as resting squarely at
 

the national level." The quality of these national institutes varies
 

widely, with institutes such as the Ghana Institute of Management an.
 

Public Administration (GIMPA) and the Kenya Institute of Public
 

Administration enjoying particular prestige because of their close
 

involvement with the power structure elites. And many countries now have
 

several such centers, varying according to their different fields of
 

specialty. In Tanzania for example, the team found, in addition to two
 

faculties at the Dar-Es-Salaam University offering courses in management
 

and development, an Institute of Development Management, an Institute for
 

Financial Management, a National Institute of Productivity, and a
 

Tanzanian Industrial Research Organization (not to mention the regional
 

management training center at the Eastern and Southern African Management
 

Institute), all with overlapping and complementary roles in the management
 

field.
 

4. Indeed, in some African countries the number of training institu

tions, responding to different specialized needs, has proliferated to the
 

point where the coordination of training is a demanding management need.
 

Tanzania is a case in point. In Zaire, a new national organization,
 

CENACOF (National Center for the Coordination of Training), has been
 

established, with USAID help, to address this need, especially in coordi

nating training in rural development. CENACOF's goal is to work smoothly
 

with other Zairian training organizations, such as (CPA), in organizing
 

development administration interventions to determine local needs for
 

future training courses.
 

5. A summary description of, and commentary on, a number of these
 

manaqement training centers is provided in Appendix B. Some of these
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End 	Notes 

I. 	 "Puhlic AdMinistLr.tior, 'Paining Institutions in Francophonic Africa:
An Tnvent,-ry," prepared by the National Association of Schools ofPublic Affairs and Administration, Washington, D.C. September, 1980.
 

2. 
See the report prepared by the Overseas Liaison Committee of the

American Council on Education, "The African Manpower Development

Project: An Evaluation," August, 1980. 
 Table T-4-2 gives a listing

of 	African universitios. 

3. 	 Ibid., p. 20. 



APPENDIX A
 

AFRICAN SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTES WHICH ARE MEMBERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL
 
ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTES OF ADMINISTRATION
 

Botswana
 

Institute of Development Manaqement
 
P.O. Box 1357
 
Gaborone, Botswana 
 Dir: Fred Schindeler
 

Ghana
 

School of Administration
 
University of Ghana
 
P.O. Box 78
 
Leqon, Ghana 
 Act. Dir: B.C.F. Lokko
 

Ghana Institute of Manaqement and Public Administration
 
Greenhill
 
P.O. Box 50
 
Acinoto, Ghana 
 Dir: Rolland K. Djong
 

Ivory Coast
 

Fcole 	Nationale d'Administration 

B.P.V. - 20
 
Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire 
 Dir: Abdramane Hamza
 

Kenya
 

Kenya 	Institute of Administration
 
P.O. 23030 Lower Kabete
 
Kenya 
 Prin: H.J. Nyama
 

Lesotho
 

Lesotho Institute of Public Administration
 
P.O. Pox 1507
 
Maseru, Lesotho 
 Prin: E.T. Ramalefane
 

Liberia
 

Institute of Public Administration
 
GKvernment of Liberia
 
Mail Baq 9045
 
Monrovia, Liberia 
 Dir: Gen: Austin M. Freeman
 

Mauritanie
 

F.cole 	Nationale d'Administration
 
B.P. 252
 
Nouakchott, Mauritanie 
 Dir: 	 Cheikh Mohamed Salem
 

Ould Mohamed Lemine
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Niger 

Ecole Nationale d'Administration 
Boite Postale 542 
Niamey, Niqer Dir: Moustapha Dan-Bouza 

Nigeria 

Faculty of Administration 
University of Ife 
Ile - Ife, Niqeria Dean: Oladipupo Adamolekun 

Institute of Administration 
Ahmadu Bello University 
P.M.R. 1013 

Zaria, Nigeria Dir: Suleiman Kumo 

Rwanda
 

Faculte des Sciences economiques, sociales et de gestion
 
Oniversite Nationale du Rwanda
 
B.P. 117, Butare, Rwanda Dean: 
 Gilles Coulombe
 

Sudan
 

Sudan Academy of Administrative Sciences
 
P.O. Box 2003
 
Khartoum, Democratic Republic of Sudan Dir. Gen: Hassan Abbasher
 

El Tayeb
 

Swaziland
 

Staff Traininq Institute
 

P.O. Box 495
 
Mbabane, Swaziland Prin: 
 E.P. Tshabalala
 

Tanzania
 

Institute of Development Management
 
P.O. Box 1, Mzumbe
 
Moroqoro, Tanzania 
 Prin: C.L.S. Omari
 

Tunisia
 

Fcole nationale d'Administration
 
24, rue du Dr. Calmette
 
Tunis, Tunisia 
 Dir. Gen: Mohammed Slim
 

Uganda
 

Institute of Public Administration
 

P.O. Box 20131
 
Luqoqo
 
Kampala, Uqanda Prin: 
 Muloni W. Wozei
 



APPENDIX B
 

Summary Description of Selected African Regional
 
and National Management Training Institutions
 

Regional Management Training Centers
 

1. Panafrican Institute for Development (PAID)
 

PAID was inaugurated, at European initiative, in 1964 and has evolved
 

steadily into an all-African organization with extensive outreach through
 

its two main training locations in Douala (1965) and Buea (1969),
 

Cameroon, and through two smaller facilities in Ouagadougou, Upper Volta
 

(1977) and Kabwe, Zambia (1979). PAID currently receives financial
 

support from nine donors, including AID and the World Bank.
 

PAMD oroorams rc)iF; on improving mid-level management in,rural 

development through long and short--term training programs, seminars, field
 

studies, and applied research. PAID program participants are usually
 

secondary-level qraduates with four years of experience and work as
 

mid-level development agents or trainers. PAID programs are conducted in
 

Enqlish and French.
 

The one and two year training proqrams, in Buea and Douala respective

ly, combine classroom instruction an6 field work. As part of the field
 

work ro(onirIomonts, proqram participants prepare case studies based on
 

their experiences with projects in the field. 1 Seminars are offered in
 

project design, manaqement, and evaluation for high level officials. PAID
 

is gradually addressing the need in Africa for short term, on-the-job,
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in-country traininq interventions through technical assistance and field
 

support to national rural development institutions.
 

Despite PAID's achievements in providing rural development planning
 

and management training, the organization faces several challenges, in

cludinq building an African constituency to help it 
reach financial self

sufficiency; attracting and holding qualified African staff members; and
 

adapting to the chanqinq needs of its clients, particularly to the iri

creased demand for 
in-count-y, short 
term training interventions. The
 

oroani zat inn iq,,3si nii -, a- the implications of tho now pol i v climate 

favoring a high priority for 
the private sector. According to 
some obser

vnr.7, PATfDl roso.irrh offorts can be improved anrl its connulting capacity 

stil seem-m, more o[ a promise than a reality. 
 PAID is trying to meet
 

these needs at the same time that 
it is trying to institutionalize its
 

procii2r,<c, inc,Iu-iinq r;.-ninq 
 diplomatic status, and to maintain quality 

performance through expanded decentralized operations at 
its relatively
 

small units. 
 While it still faces important concerns, PAID has probably
 

passed 
throuah its most difficult development phase and, with 
its contin

ued hiqh lvjpl of lpadorship, 
is well placed among African institutions to
 

meat diverse management neods 
across the continent.
 

2. Eastern &Southrn Afr ican Management Institute 
(ESAMI)
 

ESAMI aims at a higher level 
student than PAiD--the senior and middle
 

level manai,-r with a university deqree--and offers accommodations for 120 

students on its impressive campus 
in Artisha. It has a twelve month post
 

qradlatp course and diploma in ninaqemornt, with a curriculum strong in 

financial managemmnt. Still, ESAMT finds itself with less of a support
 

base than oriqinally planned.
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Growinq out of the East African Management Institute originally set
 

up in 1974, ESAMI ostensibly became an organization serving 17 countries
 

in 1980 instead of the oriqinal three foundinq countries, Kenya, Tanzania,
 

and Uganda. However, of the 17 countries participating in ESAMI, only six
 

have siqned the formal aqreement by which ESAMI was established and by
 

which it is supported. The foreign exchange shortage throughout the
 

reqion has severely limited the ability of member nations to contribute to
 

ESAMI's operating budget. Today, approximately 90 percent of the budget
 

is derived from student fees which, according to ESAMI officials, do not
 

cover costs.
 

ESAMI's main emphasis is on teachinq, although ESAMI's threefold 

pir pon, i -, ,' rijn,..,nr.ntv- training to "senior mandgement executives 

in qovernment and industry," "to carry out consultancy work with client 

orqanizations in qovernment, industry or business," and "to conduct
 

research and surveys in orqanization." According to ESAMI officials, this
 

emphasis is made nPcessary hy professional staff shortages. The field
 

study ream i1sc, rP:(ive0 some indication that ESAMI may be having trofible 

providing the type of specialized manaqement traininq desired by larqp 

f, r;mn;. it ;fndy ia'v, to ,)rter prioritles to meet the qrowinq need fort-, 

consultative capacity and experiential training. In any event, ESAMI has 

survived thp demiqsP of the East African Community and, with the advent of 

,,".-,,, ir nt CommuniLy (SAIx'C , shnild h, ibI' L, 

,lay in important role in m'oetinq reqlonaL d(tmands for manaqement, training 

and dssistance.
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3. African Association for Public Administration and Management
 
(AAPAM)
 

Now ten years old, AAPAM is primarily an African coordinating organ

ization with a small headquarters staff in Addis Abbaba. Its membership
 

is comprised of African institutes and related organizations involved in
 

public administration and manaqement activities, especially those in
 

Anqlophone Africa. It concentrates on top African managers, largely
 

throuqh an annual roundtable desiqned to provide senior administrators and
 

manaqers with an opportunity to exchange ideas and experiences in public
 

administration.
 

The Prpsid('nt of AAPANi, Adpbayo Adedeji, is also the chief executive 

officer of the 1nited Nations Fconomic Commission for Africa. The new 

Secrptar7 (nrral nf AAPAM, ('rnelius Dz.akpasu, an MRA from Syracuse Uni

versity, formerly held a senior position with the African Training and
 

Research Center in Administration for Development (CAFRAD) in Morocco.
 

AAPAM sponsors research and publication of research findings on top

ics of special interest to African development; supports training work

shons, seminaIrs, and conferonces orqanized by its nationa' chapters; and 

pLUlishes d quarterly ne-ws1rtter which reports on member country activi

ties in man,ici,, nt traininnj. 

AAPAM's aims are limited, as are its staff and resources. It never

theless; serv.s a tidsofti cr,)rdinatinq role in helping to develop a network 

of senior African manaqr-r ind is a convenient point of entry for donors 

nt,,r,.;;,] n kepi nq hahroast of current Afr ican trends and themes in man

aaement.
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. ...... it o f Dr, v-1pmont Management for Botswtna, Lesutho and 
Swaziland (IDM)
 

With manpower development continuing 
to be a major preoccupation in
 

these three countries, IDM was established in 
1974 to help meet the train

inq and research needs of mid-career and senior managers. From the begin

ninq it 
has received extensive technical assistance from Canada. It has 
a
 

modest but attractive administration and training site with 
a good library
 

on the university campus in Gaborone, and 
also has facilities in Mbabane
 

and Maseru. Like many other 
traininq institutes in Africa, it features
 

courses in finance, accountinq, and personnel management and has branched
 

out 
into health manaqement and education administration. But unlike many
 

other institutes, it 
is designed primarily for short-term courses and has
 

developed, in 
response to qovernment requests, 
a strong research and con

suiting capability, producing valuable insights into local development
 

themes. 

TDM has not vet made the transition to an 
all African institution,
 

remaininq heavily dependent on 
expatriate technical assistance and outside
 

financial support. However, it has a 
number of Africans in training who 

will soon bo returninq to teaching assignments. it also has an innovative 

leanrsrshlp askinq serious clupstions about the best means of "teaching" 

manaqr.m nt and insistinq that case studies must be adapted to the African 

context.
 

Officials in the Botswana qovernment speak highly of 
TDM's efforts
 

and give strong support as as
to it well to related institutions, such as 

the Botswana fnstititA of Administration and Commerce (BIAC) which focuses
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more on developinq technical level skills. 
 IDM is developing strong roots
 

in Ruotswana where it is headquartered, but its future in Lesotho and 

Swaziland 
is less certain. Tts steady growth 
in Botswana stems 
in part
 

from the stronqer resource 
base of that country and 
the determination of 

its ] c ,I, r ;hi to pith development at. all 1 Ivll . 

5. Institut Africain Pour Le 
Developpment et Social - Centre African
 
de Formation (INADES)
 

INADES is not, 
strictly speakinq, 
a regional training institute but
 

has an African-wide reach, especially in Francophone Africa, in teaching
 

aqricultural Drinciples through correspondence courses 
to peasant farmers
 

in the villaqes. A non-profit organization started by Jesuits in 
1962, it
 

has evolved 
over 20 years into an institutijin with ten offices in ten
 

,-,ountri,-;, ircl, udini 9K .i tid Ethiopia. Frm its h-,u]quarters in Abidjan 

it af WI :,i.,,. ,i l d,,ra,f !;m.lLer African cotintri.,s. It t,ses national
 

to1ms 
 , alnrvlt,, h, l;,.t material--some of which is pitched at a rudi

mentary level, makinq extensive use, for example, of simple line drawings
 

-- out t,3 the villaqws and to orqanize discussion groups there. Despite 

the difficuiiti-s in delivering material to rural areas, INADES reports 

that mo ,. than 4,500 people complete the basic course each year and that
 

,any , ,It 
 x, to tn,, material. INADES' management ascribes 
its
 

succesn to its "grass roots" approach in which it uses national organiza

tions, seeks to ini'rv. hi,lhly drdicatd people, and serves only the vil

laqes interested] in r,-r'.vinq the course. To put more manaqement training
 

in, i ' ", i,.;, !AI):; is currently working with a Protestant group, 

the Christian Organzat_n P,search Advisory Trust (CORATAFRCA), to dis-
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tribute through its network a new 10-unit course entitled "Management for
 

Development Workers" to rural development qroups. AID provides assistance
 

to TNADES throuqh REDSO/W. Judqing from the positive comments volunteered
 

to the field study team in a number of countries, INADES is gaining a qood
 

reputation, based in part on its innovative approach to rural
 

development.
 

6. African Traininq and Research Center in Administration for
 

Development (CAFRAD)
 

Althouqh the team was unable to visit it, no discussion of regional
 

manaqement traininq centers in Africa should omit mention of CAFRAD which
 

was set up in 1964 and became a regional organization in 1967 with eleven
 

countries as charter members and headquarters in Morocco. It now has 33
 

member African countrips. Thp reader seekinq information about CAFRAD may 

may wish to see the comprehensive evaluation prepared on it in March, 1980 

by Richard Roberts, Jr. and Morris Solomon under an agreement between AID 

anil th,, "Litinnal A.;soiation of Schools of Public Affairs and Adminis

tration.
 

National Management Training Institutes
 

1. 	 Ghana, Institute For Management and Public Administration (GIMPA) 

Whi1. t h( JT 11,1 p? r;,t Ghana, this Ghana I."ys an, rj instttute 

espjr id I ly f in. ,'.putat i,m jmoriq the Afr ican and donor-country managers 

ifntov ,,1we1l(af tnb i sL dy. G;IMPA's success seems due to a s ong 

Faril , r'nm:.c.- nf .1mix ,F -hanaian acadomics and s,-,ior qovernment 

manaqrq, :ind hiqh ornsti(ie anrl visihilbty within -he Ghanaian political 

hi,.rirc:hv. r)n0, rfficia noted that the top Ghanaian managers normally 
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pass through GIMPA's training at some point before moving into senior
 

posts.
 

2. Ecoles deS; Che[.3 (I'Enterprise de Cote d'Ivoire (ECECI)
 

[,ocated on 
fNADES' campus in Abidjan, ECECI specializes in evening 

seminars for minaqrr; in th,, private sector. The participants are in the 

30 to 50 age hracket and inc;lude both men and women, Africans and 

expatriatof- (at .i ratio of .hout 80 percent Tvorian to 20 percent
 

expat rit:, 
 'h, i:i -ur :, entails some 40 scminirs, held about once a 

week over a nine-month period, and touches on all subjects dealing with
 

management: strategy, marketing, production, commercial law, loans, and
 

bankinq. ThiLLy minutes 
are devoted to lecture; the rest to discussion
 

and case study. ECECIs Director is French, with an MBA from the
 

'Jn!Vfr,-! y ,f 'rox,, and hor is assi.sted by 
20 part-time teachers, mainly
 

Ivorian, but includes several European managers of enterprises in Abidjan.
 

Th,- Mirct-r Pmphav-iznd to the team that ECECr helps to synthesize U.S.,
 

European, and African approaches to problem-solving.
 

3. 
Tnstitut National Superieur de L'Enseignement Technique (INSET),

Ivory Coast
 

An intprestinq experiment in manaqement traininq 
is under way in
 

Ahidjan with the establishment, about five years ago, of 
a new national
 

truOinlnq Institute, INSET, which offers an 
18-month course combining aca

'Tnic: instruct ion with or  ob training. The functional areas of
 

trainino ire marketinq, 
'. Lal manaqement, and accounting. Following a 

per i,,1 of courso wnirk at the institute, the students are sent out for 

throo month-, of practical on-the-job traininq, after which they are 

,r',,lht k t(, tho institute to resume academic work. Some of the well
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established companies in Abidjan are using the institute as a training
 

qround for their junior executives; who report satisfaction with their
 

experience. The institute is small, with only 16 students graduating this
 

year, and so far is purely Ivorian in character, with no third-country
 

students.
 

4. 	Liberia Institute of Public Administration (LIPA)
 

LIPA was established in 1968 with assistance from AID. Students
 

are received directly from government ministries, agencies, and parastat

als for in-service training, usually from one to four weeks in duration.
 

Tt conducted qeneral training needs surveys in 1974 and 1978 and tried to
 

determine specific training needs by interviewing requesters and potential
 

participants about their specific objectives. Its certificated courses
 

are seminar-based. The staff is small--currently numbering about ten pro

fessionals--and is beset by the usual problem of high turnover. Classes
 

averaqe about 25 stuclents.
 

In addition to standard courses such as General Management, Program
 

Manaqement, and Traininq-the-Trainers (all aimed at middle level man

aqers), LIPA OFrer-r ain innovative Local Government Administration Seminar
 

for local, county-level officials as well as government ministry officials
 

#xprcisinq responsihilitv at thn cojnty level. It also offers Financial
 

Manaqement and Supplies and Materials Management.
 

LTPA's future has looked briqhter in the light of the greater empha

sis beina (lven to manaqement needs after the revolution. LIPA's director
 

reports that thp qovprnment is now sending him many more parti-ipants, and
 

a renewed search ig under way for increased donor assistance.
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5. 	Somalia Institute of Development Administration and Management
 

(SIDAM)
 

The institute (originally called the Somalia Institute of Public
 

Administration) was established in 1965, with assistance from the UNDP, to
 

help train the Somali civil service, including senior district officials.
 

Over the years the Institute has been buffeted by ideological changes,
 

accompanying shifts in Somalia's political alignments, which has led to
 

adifival -ric.. in tririnq ipirodches and to problems of staff development. 

In 1978, with the Soviet withdrawal, there was a sharp change in orienta

tion 	and--ajain with UNI)P hp--the focus was placed on short courses and 

workshops, especially in financial management. In addition STDAM began tc
 

offer a two-year proqrin on accounting in public agencies, a one-year
 

course to train local personnel in rural development, and a one-year post

qraduate course for engineers in industrial management. It also offers
 

consultancies. SIDAM's staff members are interested in becoming more
 

familiar with American management techniques.
 

6. 	Swaz4.Land Institute of Management and Public Administration
 
(STMPA)
 

A ror(ent cise -,tivly nr,'paied for AID pointim, out "the need to create 

an institjtional capacity in Southern African countries to identify per

, n ,nse ,i,, ,i ti 1inliriL:,1rv1 carry out triin n1 ,ct ivities." STMPA is 

well positioned to serve this need but has not yet found the way. For 

example, currently it has a small staff and limited course offerings, and
 

its rolationship to the re-ionally oriented Institute for Development
 

Manaiement- is riot, well ,efind. This slow developnent is closely related 

to the larqer question of administrative reform in the Deprtment of 
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Establishments and Training. Professor Morgan notes in his 1980 report on
 

"Personnel Improvement in the Kingdom of Swaziland" that helping to build
 

SIMPA's capacity must he linked to staffing the appropriate personnel
 

cadres in the Department itself, as well as in other ministries, and to
 

the preparation of a general manpower development and training plan.
 

The Department recently developed a comprehensive plan, which appears
 

realistic for Swaziland's personnel needs, and it may offer the "road map"
 

prescribed by Professor Morgan to permit SIMPA to begin playing a more
 

meaningful role in mannaqement training.
 

7. Institute of Development Management, Tanzania (IDM)
 

Situated on a modest campus in the provincial town of Mzumbe, 1DM was
 

established ii 1970 and now has 858 students enrolled in long-term courses
 

(one to three years) and 60 students enrolled in short-term three month
 

courses. Amonq the coio-ses are accounting, general management, rural
 

development, economic planning, public management, manpower management,
 

business administration, law, and hospital administration. Advanced di

plomas and certificates are awarded in all these fields except manpower
 

managempnt, which is a one year course for managers already working in
 

administration. The Institute's qraduates qo mainly into the civil 
serv

ice arl'dnzdnia's many 9arastatals. The method of instruction is based
 

on case studies and the leturers hold Ph.D and M.A. degrees. There is
 

much similarity between the proqrams offered at IDM and at the Faculty of
 

Commprf- ,nd Administration at the University of Dar-es-Salaam but IDM 

appoar,; to re stronqer in the area of rural development.
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8. 	National Institute of Productivity, Tanzania (NIP)
 

NIP was orqanized in 
1975 as a joint venture between the Tanzanian
 

Government and the International Labor Organization (ILO). 
 For 	a number
 

of years NIP enjoyed a virtual monopoly position in the menagement train

inq 	area in Tanzania until, in 
recent years, several ccmpeting instituces
 

were started. Now a pafastatal organization drawing its funds from gov

ernment subsidies and 
fees from its services, NIP has 
four main functions:
 

1) manaqemont consulftinq; 2) training; 3) research; and 4) advisory
 

services as 
a member of various task forces. The ILO continues to provide
 

fellowships for short-term training. 
 Nevertheless, the impression is left
 

that NIP has lost a great deal of its preeminence to its newer competi

tors. For one thing it has 
no physical premises, working, as one senior
 

official observed, on an ad hoc basis. 
 NIP officials themselves note that
 

they have an 
important problem with maintaining an adequate library of up

to-date texthooks, journals, and papers; 
a lack of funds for proper staff
 

development; and a need to improve their 
research techniques. They are
 

lookinq for 
cooperation with international organizations to help them 
in
 

these areas. Still their short-term training courses are well 
received
 

and they have a useful potential in the important 
areas of consultancy and
 

research.
 

9. 
Centre de Perfectionnement d'Administration, Zaire (CPA)
 

CPA is the preeminent Zairian institution blending training, 
re

search, and consulting. 
 It is loosely tied to the University of Zaire and 

has a hustlinq campus in Kinshasa. CPA's leadership stresses the impor

tance :f ]aylna thp (iroundwork with rpsearch before commencing training, 

which it does for the puhlic, parastatal, tural, and private sectors. 
 It 
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offers long and short-term courses aimed at the middle and upper levels of
 

its calendar, including a
management and currently has twelve projects on 


(CENACOF) involving local
colloquium with the national training cer.ter 


identify management
cadres and central qovernment officials in efforts to 


the local level. It welcomed recent U.S. assisand training needs at 


tance, provided through AID and NAASPA, to strengthen its capacity to
 

identify traininq n,,ors in tnw rural areas and to improve the design, im

training programs; it also cooperates
plementation, and evaluation of its 


with CENACOF, the AID-funded Development Manpower Training Project for
 

Zaire, in conducting a number of short-term training projects and seminars
 

for it.
 

10. 	 Centre de Perfpctionnement aux Techniques de Developpement, 
Zaire: (CEPETE01'1) 

CEPETED, located in Kinshasa, began operations in February, 1982 and 

is one of the newest and most promising management training centers in 

.'Frica. P non-profit in.ntiitiiton, it is supported by the Bank o Zaire, 

the Zairian Government, and SOFIDE, Zaire's development bank, and receives 

technical assistance from the French Institute of Management in Paris. 

Its proqram is directed at the mid-level manager and participants are 

drawn from ,urh ci iont-,; ic7 }h '.aire han',.s, the Ministry of Plan, and the 

suqar industry. The basic u'urriculum extends seven months. The first 

module, lastinq four mont-h., is taken by all participants and covers 

general 	 oromi cs, qensr.al ind fiscal accountinq, financial analysis and
 

A second module lasts three months for
diaqno.i. o f hu ;ines!3 problems. 


which the ,tlirdnt may select one of three areas: management of large
 

enterprises; oroject analysis and evaluiaton; or bik and financial
 

manaqement.
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Accordinq to the Director, CEPETEDE is founded on the principle that
 

the Tatest mananaement teorhiniques can best ho transmitted through 

in-country traininq, closely tied to Zairian clients' specific needs.
 

Still trying to develop its Zairian staff and generate support from
 

Zaire's private sector, CEPETEDE is interested in U.S. and other donor
 

support in helping train its cadre of trainers.
 

11. Zairian Institutu of Management (IZAM)
 

Both the Secretary General of Agriculture and the Minister of Plan
 

sinqled IZAM out in discussicns with the team, the latter referring to it
 

as the Government's key institute and indicating that 
it would welcome
 

U.S. aid. However, in discussions with individuals from other institu

tions, they assess it as having done only a little consulting and no
 

training, sondinq its s;tudents to be trained at CPA.
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End Notes
 

1. 	Professor Mark A. Delancey of the University of South Carolina is
 

scheduled to review a number of PAID's student case studies. Student
 

themes touch on health, cooperatives, small business, and credit
 

unions, he reported in an interview cn 5/6/82. PAID will sponsor with
 
the University of Pittsburgh a conference in October, 1982 on possible
 
private sector initiatives.
 

2. 	Personnel Improvement in the Kingdom of Swaziland, written by E.
 

Philip Morgan, May, 1980 and published by the National Association of
 

Schools of Public Affairs and Administration in cooperation with the
 
U.S. Agency f-.r International Development. See especially page 28.
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II. INFORMATION KANAGEMENT
 

Introducti on
 

Earlier, the point was made that development administration capabil

ity consists of (at least) three principal ingredients: (1) trained and
 

capable personnel; (2) suitable organizations; and (3) adequate informa

tion. Much of the first two points has already been ccvered and attention
 

will now be focused on the third element, information.
 

African Perspectives
 

During the field study, the topic of information needs, generally,
 

was discussed with a broad variety of host country personnel in several
 

countries. Such topics as: What kinds of information-dependent decisions
 

are currently being made in an intormationai void? How are information
 

needs cormmunicated to organizational units responsible for providing
 

information? How can future information needs be anticipated so that
 

adequate resources are devoted toward their tim iy availability? These
 

questions, unfortunately, were never directly answered, and the limited
 

time spent in-country did not permit extengive pursuit of specific
 

answers. Such questions did serve as a springboard for discussions of the
 

broader subject of information use in development administration. Before
 

embarking on the principal. subject here, it might be useful to summarize
 

the researchers' views of two key points of the African perspective on the
 

subject.
 

Ownership of the Proceuw
 

Probably the most striking observation is the nearly universal concern
 

on the part of the African officials interviewed with establishing and
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maintaining control over the process by which information is developed.
 

Much too often, the researchers were told, expatriate teams have put 
to

gether excellent and informative reports on country conditions, but host
 

country officials were excluded from the process by which the reports were
 

developed. More painfully, host country officials were not provided with
 

copies of the supporting dOcumentation. It seems to have mattered little
 

whether the expatriates were researchers pursuing their own Ph.D. disser

ation needs, donors seeking project documentation, or contract teams
 

intent on producing a report. There is an amount of frustration with this
 

pattern of expatriate behavior that snould not be overlooked or exacer

bated in any future efforts in this vital area.
 

Infcrmation and the Decision-Making Process
 

Discussions of information needs would he incomplete without mention 

of the manner in which information is put to use. In the field study dis

cussions the methods of analysis, by which information of various kinds
 

supports a decision-making process, were identified as a training need
 

that is more pressing than the need for increased availability of informa

tion. For example, should an education officer review the appropriateness
 

of the ministry budget with respect to pupil/teacher ratios, projected
 

increases in pupil population, system costs of dropouts/repeaters, facil

ity rehabilitation requirements, and so forth. 
 And, how can the conse

quences of various budget decisions be assessed and presented so as to
 

minimize the political corfrontations concerning the basis for the deci

sion. In effect, two poinits are being made. First, training in the use
 

of inforitation ii tne decision-maKing process is as importa it--perhaps 

more important--than the well noted gaps in the availability of informa

tion. Second, there is at least a growing awareness that an informed 
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and quantitative approach to decision-making is a practical means of over

coming the predominance of exclusively political decisions.
 

The first point, that training in use of data and intirmation in the
 

decision-making pr:ocess is a substantial current need, can be elaborated
 

to advantage. Producing good information, whether it be a population
 

census, health care monitoring systems, national income accounts,
 

technical. information or a documentation system, requires substantial
 

commitment of resources on the part of the host country government in
 

termns of staff. In fact, the staff required for this kind of work are
 

necessarily those with some technical skills and are often, therefore, in
 

substantial demand for a variety of posts. For a host country to be
 

willing to make a commitment of scarce staff to produce better information
 

for decision making, the qovernment would need to be concerned, first of
 

all, that the decisions be made on an objective basis and, second, that
 

the decision-makers have the capability to use the information
 

effectively. In this vein, enhancing the capabilities of host countries
 

to both produce and use information would seem to be a realistic and
 

readily accepted approach.
 

Current Status of Information Availabilikty and Use
 

In broad terms--the study's scope of work did not permit detailed
 

assessments--the availability of financial, economic and demographic
 

information is irregular. Theze are, in all countries visited, programs
 

to produce and disseminate information on a variety of topics. These pro

grams are frequently weak, as evidenced by long delays in publication or
 

even internal release, questionable accuracy, and information gaps. The
 

key observation to be made here is that, in the absence of systematic use
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of the information, priority is not placed on upgrading various data pro.

ducing capabilities to meet potential. needs. In the absence of a priority
 

for improvement, existing systems continue to operate in a marginal fash

ion or to deteriorate. This is not intended as a characterization of all
 

such programs as there are counter examples. What is intended is the ob

servation that a significant improvement in the availability of informa

tion needs to begin with improvements in the ability of host country plan

ners and managers to use information in decision making. Use of informa

tion in this fashion would provide an impetus for sustaining and improving
 

the information base for national and sub-national planning, monitoring,
 

atid evaluating of development progress.
 

The Role of Information Systems in Development Administration
 

Development administration is broadly concerned with host country
 

capabilities in planning, implementing and evaluating a whole program of
 

development. It is reasonably well known that, at present, this process
 

in many African states is dominated by political processes, which could
 

well be characteristic of the first two decades of the naticn-building
 

process. As developinq countries begin to move away from the initial
 

phases of independence and development progress is made on some fronts, it
 

becomes increasingly important for development plans and managers to take
 

into account the complexity of African societies. This requires not only
 

a broad range of information abouit the society, but also the ability to
 

skillfully use this information in the national decision-making process.
 

Information is, of course, a broad term and not all forms are equally
 

relevant to the development administration concerna of this parer. Some
 

of the specific areas of immediate concern are the following:
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Financial and Budget Systems
 

Systems to monitor current financ".al status, plan expenditures and
 

predict budgetary income are virtually indispensable management tools,
 

despite their frequent absence. 
The relevant development administration
 

concern here is the question of the most effective ways to develop capa

bilities in basic accounting, upon which more sophisticated financial
 

analysis can be built as basic skills are mastered. (see Section III on
 

financial management)
 

Performance Monitoring Systems for Operating Units
 

Whether the concern is with schools within an educational system,
 

clinics within a health care system, or port facilities within a trans

portation authority, administrators need to have a basis for monitoring
 

the performance of operating units and comphring the perform-nce with
 

realistic standards or goals. Performance monitoring systems 
are neces

sarily tailored to specific needs but generally are concerned with such
 

key components as the following:
 

--What workloads are local operating units experiencing
 

--What resources are available to meet those needs
 

--What operating efficiencies are being experienced
 

--What operational problems or constraints are being encountered.
 

Basic Capabilities in Producing and Analyzing Economic and
 

Demographic Data
 

While a basic population census has been conducted 
in most African
 

countries, capabilities remain limited--and often non-existent--in moni

toring several key economic and demographic factors. A notable example is
 

the otter absence of reliable Jata on private sector enterprise in nearly
 

all African countries. The key point to be observed here, with respect
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to development administration needs, is the role of administrators in
 

conmunicating data needs to statistical offices, serving in an advocacy
 

role to support budget allocations of essential data, and guiding
 

statistical offices with regard to overall data needs. At present, this
 

process generally does not take place, with the result that such minimal
 

programs as exist are not being focused on the information needs of
 

administrators. The incremental approach to building capabilities in
 

these areas, leading to a useful data base for planning and development
 

monitoring, would be enhanced by support.
 

Program Recommendations for Development Administration
 

A. 	As countries move from the post-independence phase of predominant
 

foc,.s on political realities, with improvements in informed decision
 

making and information systems to support this process, they become an
 

increasingly fertile area for training and institutional development.
 

B. 	Support for both improvement in information systems and in their
 

intelligent use should go hand in hand.
 

C. 	The long-run availability of improved information about country proj

ects and programs ultimately will come only from the capabilities of
 

the host countries themselves. Therefore, donor support, if
 

forthcoming, should take plact with full respect and recognition of
 

host country needs for, and interests in, information and its use,
 

rather than donor or expatriate needs.
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III. FINANCIAL KANAGEMZNT
 

The Inspector General's criticism of financial management in Sahelian
 

institutions* has led to a consideration of financial management in
 

other African countries and to an exploration of the relationship between
 

financial management z iddevelopment management. 
Development administra

tion, the management ot the development process, depends greatly on effec

tive financial management. Like information systems, financial management
 

systems are essential to decision-making and program implementation.
 

"Financial 
accounting and reporting in conjunction
 
with budgeting, programming, auditing, and integral

control constitute the elements of a financial manage
ment system. These elements are designed to operate

in conformance with certain prescribed principles and
 
standards. When properly designed 
and implemented,

the system is able to provide integrated financial
 
data, produced in a timely fashion, which can be used
 
as an effective management tool in the decision making
 
process."
 

In this paper, a discussion of elements of the financial management
 

improvement program as well as 
financial management in African projects
 

is presented.
 

The Financial Management Improvement Team, sent to the Sahel,in
 

1981,addressed the universe of financial management functions. 
They
 

* 	 "In 1980, Aid's Inspector General audited various aspects of develop
ment efforts in the Sahel. The findings on financial and accounting
controls for local currency expenditures were considered serious
enough by AFR/SWA to warrant remedial action. The more serious defi
ciencies cited were the lack of adequate financial controls, the pos
sible misuse of millions of dollars in local currency and the inability
 
on 
the part of the Sahelian institutions and projects to meet AID's
 
financLal reporting requirements." See Improving Financial Accounta
bility and Financial Management in the Sahel; Kettering, Matthews,
 
Murray, Naylor, and Shampain; May 1981.
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divided the functlons into three categories: 2 (1) hasle accounting,
 

i.e., thn allbcitii n and tracking of funds; (2) financial control, i.e.,
 

budget preparation, monitorinq, and resource control; and (3) financial
 

manaqemernt which involves the "use of "nformation produced by the
 

accounting and control systems for o'ganizational problem-solving and
 

decision-making." Each of the three categories of financial management
 

functions represents a different level of achievement, ranging from "basic
 

accounting functions for AID funds to the most sophisticated accounting
 

and control functions integrated and used for organizational management.
 

Level one, basic accounting, brings accounting records and procedures for
 

local currency up to AID minimum accountability standards. it also
 

provides a minimum of financial data to support other management
 

procedures." In the spring of 1982, the Financial Management Improvement
 

Team conducted another field trip to the Sahel where one of the tasks was
 

to identify whatever elements of a model (basic) accounting system are
 

already in place for AID-assisted projects and to build on them until all
 

essential components are operative. This is necessary because the
 

Inspector General found evidence that most AID project accounting systems
 

and practices are deficient.
 

Tt is clear from the literature qenerated by concern for Sahelian
 

financial management* that financial management, like per3onnel and
 

information manaqement, supports a broad set of organizational activities,
 

most siqnificantly project implementation and evaluation. According to
 

* 	 See the end notes at the end of this section and the bibliography at the 

end of the report. 
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Kettering, 3 "Improving financial accountability and management is an
 

organizational change process which must involve, not only accountants,
 

but also administrators and project managers." The necessity for adminis

trative involvement in financial management is exemplified by one of the
 

problems uncovered (luring the Inspector General's review of AID financial
 

activities in Upper Volta. 4 Among the problems uncovered in the Inte

grated Rural Development Project was an increase in the operating staff of
 

the Eastern ORD district, without an appropriate increase in Government of
 

Upper Volta budgetary revenues. As a result of this lack of coordination,
 

5
unauthorized monies were diverted from other sources.


Financial management also supports the activities concomitant to the
 

broader course of development management. However, the relationship
 

between planning and establishing national development priorities and the
 

economic state of a nation is so apparent and so well documented that the
 

relationship is not questioned.
 

In contrast, the question having to do with management responsibility
 

for financial processes and the need to acquire the attendant skills per

sists. During a recent briefing at AID/Washington by the Financial
 

Management Improvement Team, it was evident that there is still disagree

ment about the need to have AID technical peLsonnel acquire management
 

skills and particularly financial management skills. To the extent that
 

AID technical personnel act as project officers, their purported lack of
 

management skills poses a problem.
 

Does the matter of financial management concern development special

ists in other areas in Africa? The Auditor General's January 1981 report
 

on the problems of host country accounting in the Sahel 6 says in a
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discussion of findings, conclusions, and recommendations, "These comments,
 

though describing a general condition in the Third World, have particular
 

relevancy to the Sahelian countries." Thus the problems of financial man

agement uncovered in the Sahel have applicability to other geographic
 

areas in Africa, according to AID and host country personnel. The devel

opment administration study team* asked AID mission personnel and
 

African officials to comment about financial accountability and whether
 

similar problems would be uncovered if the audit were performed in areas
 

outside of the Sahel. Without exception, AID mission personnel spoke of
 

the situation in the Sahel as being prevalent throughout Africa. In some
 

cases, the weaknesses of audit branches or departments was described.
 

African representatives usually described the problems of financial
 

management in terms of skills shortages. For example, an indigenous
 

Tanzanian consultant spoke of higher financial accountability standards in
 

the private as contrasted with the public sector. He also pointed out
 

that there are far fewer qualified accountants in government in Tanzania
 

than needed. Other African managers spoke of only 10 percent of a total
 

of several hundred parastatals being audit-ready in any one year.
 

Representatives of management training institutions point to the
 

scarcity of instructors qualified to teach financial management. At
 

ESAMI, in Arusha, Tanzania, the development administration team found
 

that courses in marketinq manaqement and financial management are the most
 

popular and are over-subscribed. Africans there felt that the demand for
 

* This review was Performed under contract with AID; see I Introduction.
 

* The Eastern and Southern African Management Training Institute in
 
Arusha,Tanzania.
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these couirses i.sa reflection of occupational opportunity and of concern
 

about the African Pconomic crisis, inflation, and world market prices.
 

The Institute for Financial Management in Dar es Salaam has solved the
 

problem of staffing by supplementing its indigenous teaching staff with
 

expatriates; about one-third are from other countries.
 

Besides the scarcity of trained financial managers in Africa, the
 

attitudes of both AID and African managers towards AID's financial manage

ment processes and requirements seem to have contributed to Sahelian prob

lems. For example, the Auditor General's report says, "it is our view
 

that (financial) reporting was generally regarded as an AID requirement
 

for obtaining additional funds; if those funds could be obtained without
 

reports, so much the better." Referring to AID mission staff, the report
 

goes on to say, 7 "It seems to us that AID is taking the accounting
 

capabilities of the Sahelian governments too much for granted, thereby
 

dealing with the problems as they arise on an ad hoc basis. AID in our
 

view should be assessing each entity's accounting system and practices
 

during the project design stage to determine whether they are
 

adequate."
 

In summary, the Sahelian financial management problems are considered
 

to be prevalent throughout Africa. Financial management is a component of
 

management which, in its simplest form, establishes an audit trail ard
 

compliance with AID regulations. Two serious continuing problems are: (1)
 

the scarcity of African financial managers, and (2) the attitudes that
 

financial reporting isn't necessary, and that financial management
 

concerns only comptrollers and accountants.
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IV. HEALTH MANAGDKENT
 

The improvement of health management occupies an especially important
 

place in the development process in Africa. African life expectancy--47
 

years at birth--is the lowest in the world. In 1977 there was only one
 

physician for every 25,000 persons and one nurse for every 3,300, far below
 

the desired ratio.1 This paper reviews the principal management problems
 

which need in some measure to be overcome if substantial progress is to be
 

made toward a viable and effective delivery system in the health sector, and
 

examines one approach to the solution of these problems which appears
 

particularly promising.
 

The basic management problems in health administration in Africa are
 

not unique to that field. The efforts of Western donors to improve the
 

administration of public health institutions and health delivery systems
 

have had to confront the same management constraints common to other
 

development sectors: limited financial resources; lack of trained
 

personnel; lack of management capacity; inadequate planning, monitoring, and
 

evaluation; over-centralization of direction; ineffective or nonexistent
 

coordination; rapid turnover of personnel; and cultural values which often
 

impede change and progress. The drag on efforts to improte health
 

administration exerted by these constraints, interacting together, can be
 

almost overwhelming. Projects frequently fail to accomplish all the goals
 

set out for them and all too often the progress achieved by a particular
 

project stops or drops off markedly when the Western donor pulls out.
 

Beyond these basic problems common to all sectors there are, of course,
 

a number of problems which are peculiar to health administration. Health
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has often received a share of national budgets disproportionately small in
 

relation to its needs and to allocations in other sectors, adding to the
 

2
strain on health organizations and facilities. This financial stringency
 

also helps to reinforce the traditional practice of granting comparatively
 

low pay to the employees, apart from the doctors, in the health field.
 

Partly in consequence, morale is often low and it is hard to attract the
 

ablest young people to the field, particularly to positions in the rural
 

areas where the need is greatest,
 

One management p oblem unique to the health sector is the tendency,
 

noted by Rizzo and Davidson, for the doctors of medicine in the less
 

developed countries to assume 
the principal executive roles in the health
 

field, often without the necessary management training or interest in being
 

3
managers.
 For example, decisions related to health personnel development
 

and deployment have been made historically by medical doctors, leading to a
 

medical view of personnel development, hierarchical in nature and largely
 

treatment oriented. There is now a point of view, however, holding that the
 

development of disease prevention programs and public health activities may
 

prove more cost effective in improving community health when compared with
 

the development of specialized treatment personnel. 4
 

Data collection is another serious problem. The less developed coun

tries need accurate information in order to develop policies that will
 

enable them to distribute efficiently the limited funds available for health
 

purposes. But these countries often have no information at all or even the
 

administrative machinery to collect it. The problem is compounded by the
 

fact that such data collection is expensive and it is precisely the
 

countries least able to pay that need information the most urgently.5
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This problem is currently receiving attention in the Health and Nutrition
 

branch of AID which is 
trying to design a basic management information
 

s.,rstmin for ws;o in the ho.j Ith sector .6
 

Further, there is 
an excessive number of institiutions providing health
 

services and the fragmented nature of the activities of the health organiza

tions makes roorcrination difficult 
i2tween the ministry of health and the
 

7
other ministries whose activities have an impact on health.
 

Finally, the Western approach to the improvement of African health
 

administration needs 
to take into account the problems, especially in the
 

rural areas, stemming from the fundamental difference in the African concept
 

of health and illness. In the African concept, "health is 
not regarded as
 

an isolated phenomenon but reflects the integration of the community. It is
 

not the mere absence of disease but a sign that a person is living in peace
 

and harmony with his neighbors, that he is keeping the laws of the gods and
 

the tribe. 
 The practice of medicine is more than the administration of
 

druqs and potions. It encompasses all activities--personal and communal-

that are directed toward the promotion of human well-being.... The native
 

doctors in Africa show unusual 
sensitivity to psychological needs. The
 

emphasis in understanding illness 
is not on how it occurred, but why it
 

happened, an emphasis that is lacking 
in the Western medical system." 8 In
 

contrast, as 
Paul Ahmed and Eliza Kolker point out, the Western model of
 

medicine is essentially a biomedical model, "with its perception of disease
 

as 
a treatable pheonomenon separate and distinct from the personality or
 

environment of the sAfferer." 
 This model, which takes little or no account
 

of social, psychological or behavioral factors, may not 
always be
 

appropriate in Africa. Ahmed therefore notes Lhat "problems of medical
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technology transfer are linked to inabilities to foresee cultural conflicts
 

and too much reliance on the supposed universality of the Western biomedical
 

model." 9
 

Some of these constraints are larqely beyond the reach of Western
 

donors. Behavioral attitudes deeply rooted in African culture and tradition
 

will change only slowly and will depend on an internal African dynamic far
 

more than on any stimulative steps Western aid organizations may take.
 

Decisions to allocate greater financial and personnel resources to the
 

health sector are decisions for African leaders to take, and so on.
 

Nevertheless, much progress has been made, due at least in some part to
 

donor assistance, and more is steadily being accomplished with the new
 

projects that are under way. Mortality rates have been coming down, as have
 

rates of morbidity. Sanitation has generally improved. The quality and
 

extent of training has been raised. Especially encouraging is the progress
 

made toward extending health care and facilities to outlying areas,
 

benefiting segments of the population which hae been severely disadvantaged
 

by the allocation of public health resources in ways which have favored the
 

urban areas.
 

And many of the constraints that are susceptible to external action are
 

being addressed with measurable success in a relatively new project, The
 

Strengthening of Health Delivery Systems (SHDS) in Central and West Africa.
 

This project, which took shape in the mid-seventies and grew out of AID's
 

experience in working with the World Health Organization (WHO) on a small.
 

pox eradication and measles control project in West and Central Africa, was
 

a key development in the evolution of AID's changing assistance strategy.
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In the 1960s this strategy was focused on building infrastructure and
 

physical plant, hospitals like the impressive John F. Kennedy hospital
 

complex in Liberia. But in the 1970s, under the basic human needs doctrine,
 

emphasis was shifted to providing health care systems at the local level in
 

order more effectively to reach the rural poor. (it should be noted
 

parenthetically that one unintended byproduct of this shift in strategy was
 

to impose yet a further strain on the African Lealth management system since
 

it involved a requirement to expand facilities and personnel in the
 

outlying, often reiote areas where infrastructure was weakect and the
 

provision of support most difficult. Rizzo and Davidson suggest that the
 

requirement for the health ministries and related agencies "to plan,
 

orqanize, staff, train, supervise, supply and evaluate these extended
 

efforts" may have been underestimated.1 0
 

Following meetings in 1973 with the governments of twenty countries of
 

West and Central Africa and various assistance agencies, agreement was
 

reached on the SHDS Project which was conceived as a large multi-donor pro

ject to help promote the improvement of the health delivery systems in these
 

countries. The project is funded jointly by AID and WHO and is implemented
 

through an AID contract with Boston University and a Participating Agency
 

Service Agreement with the United States Center for Disease Control (CDC).
 

The project is directed in the field from headquarters in Abidjan, Ivory
 

Two distinctive features make the SHDS project of particular interest
 

for this study. First, it is regional in character and closely involves a
 

larqe number of participating qovernments and national health aaencies,
 

helpinq to build a cooperating network of health institutions throughout a
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large area of Africa. Secondly, it has a strong bias toward improving
 

health delivery throuqh the medium of improvinq the management side of the
 

system, with a marked emphasis on strengthening management, planning, train

ing, and applied research. It is an important movement toward institutional
 

development on a regional scale. While it does not finance national health
 

delivery activities per se, it does provide training for key personnel
 

required for such activities, as well as African and U.S. consultant
 

services tco help national qovernments move forward on their own.
 

The qoal of the project is to increase the capability to plan and
 

manage an economically feasible health delivery system. Within this overall
 

qoal, it is pursuing four major objectives: 1) strengthening regional and
 

national capacities for public health planning and management; 2)
 

strengthening regional and national capacities for training and development
 

of health workers; 3) strengthening communicable disease control, including
 

expanded programs of immunization (EPI) and integration with related health
 

activities; and 4) strengthening applied research on primary health care
 

services.
 

To accomplish these objectives SHDS'leadership is employing a number of
 

development administration techniques. There is heavy emphasis on "train
 

the trainer" programs, with the WHO Training Centers for Health Services
 

Personnel in Laqos and Lome expanding their capability to train trainers of
 

polyvalent health workers who will work primarily at the village level.
 

Regional training centers in Senegal, Togo, Nigeria, and Cameroon play a
 

basic role. Extensive use is made of seminars and workshops, including
 

inter-country marhagement workshops for ministers and other senior management
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officials which are aimed at 
improving inter-sectoral collaboration.
 

Originally SHDS also worked with the regional training center in Dakar,
 

concerned with training health planning and management personnel, but
 

efforts are now under way to replace these training courses with a new, more
 

up-to-date approach. According to the project director, Dr. 
David French, a
 

decision has been made to develop a standardized training approach in
 

several countries in Africa and, following a survey of 21 institutions, 12
 

have been selected to serve as a network of collaborating institutions,
 

while preserving their individual identities as national centers. 
A team of
 

specialists Erom the Xeading African management institutes is also being
 

formed to visit the 12 institutions for an evaluation to determine what
 

modifications should be made in order that they can better serve the
 

purposes of the network. 11
 

By the end of the project SHDS should have achieved several specific
 

goals, some of which are primarily medical in nature but most of which are
 

essentially management improvement measures. 
 There will be a trained core
 

of senior health personnel capable of developing national health plans in
 

each country. 
Management planning and techniques of supervision will be
 

incorporated in national training programs. 
Middle level supervisors
 

(physicians, nurses, and midwives) will be trained in management planning
 

techniques. Trainers, capable of training deliverers of primary health
 

care, will be in place in each country. Two rural training service and
 

r,,search centers wiil have been developed. Data collection systems will
 

have been improved in the participating countries. National training
 

programs for 
primary health care workers will have been established.
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Inter-sectoral and inter-country coordination should have been improved as 
a
 

result of special senior level workshops. These measures should go some
 

distance toward alleviating many of the more important management
 

constraints prevalent in the African health sector.
 

There is also, very importantly, a strong sense of African ownership of
 

the process going forward under SHDS. Apart from the participation of the
 

twenty governments and their agencies and the financial contribution they
 

are making, the overall coordination and organization of the project is per

formed by WHO/AFRO, an African-directed and managed institution. The
 

external assistance is catalytic, not controlling. It should also be
 

stressed that the institutional.development is taking place on the basis,
 

not primarily of creating new institutions, but essentially of improving and
 

upgrading existing African institutions.
 

There are, of course, special circumstances which enabled AID to imple

ment the SHDS project on a broad regional basis and it would not be easy Lo
 

replicate. Nevertheless, the project exemplifies the successful integration
 

of management processes and techniques into a sectoral project and there are
 

many elements of the SHDS approach which deserve study for use in other
 

projects, whether regional or national in character.
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V. SOME DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION ISSUES IN SWAZILAND*
 

Introduction
 

An examination of some development administration issues in Swaziland
 

adds another dimension to this Report in that it exposes management's in

herent complexity. The first of these development management issues has
 

to do with the Swazi socio-political environment. Swaziland maintains
 

cultural and political dualism with a traditional political system headed
 

by a king, operating in parallel with a civil administrative system.
 

The peculiarities of the system differentiate Swaziland from other African
 

countries and present special problems to which development administration
 

processes must respond.
 

Secondly, AID's human resource development strategy in Swaziland
 

raises some training and other organizational development issues. As
 

stressed in the main Report, the most important management constraint in
 

Africa continues to be the shortage of skilled human resources, especially
 

at middle-management and professional/technical levels. Therefore, AID
 

country programs in Africa which target on human resource development are of
 

special interest. The country programs of Tanzania, Botswana, Ghana as well
 

L.s Swaziland are examples of such an approach.
 

Finally institutional development, in this case support for existing
 

management institutions and structures, is addressed. The suspension of
 

Swaziland's independence constitution in 1973 has led to some specific
 

personnel management problems in the Civil Service, which has in turn
 

*King Sobhuza II of Swaziland died on August 21, 1982, after the research for
 

this project was completed. The impact of his death on the nation's dualist
 
is not known yet. In addition, Swaziland has entered into discussiins with
 
South Africa to annex Kangwane, territory which would give Swaziland access to
 
the Indian Ocean. The African National Congress has expressed concern over
 
the proposed annexation.
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sparked an examination of existing training resources. 
 A discussion of
 

these three issues follows.
 

The Management Environment
 

One of the principal sources of Swaziland's management complexity is
 

rooted in the strength and vitality of the traditional sector, that is, in
 

the tribal system which is both political and cultural. This includes the
 

Swazi National Council, extensive tribal or Swazi National Lands 
(some 57
 

percent of the total land area), financial resources 
(the Tibiyo and Kibu

yo Funds), and a Central Rural Development Board which considers develop

ment proposals affecting Swazi National Lands (SNL). 
 In the emerging
 

modern sector, there is a two-house parliamentary system, with a prime
 

minister and cabinet level ministers leading a western style bureaucracy,
 

and a national budgetary process.
 

The King stands at the apex of both the traditional and modern sec

tors. He has opted for 
a policy of measured change and, in contrast to
 

other countries in Southern Africa like Botswana, less dependence on for

eiqn advisors, even though this involves some short term inefficiencies.
 

Dialoque and consensus are importaint in the Swazi cultural approach, and
 

the interplay of power groups within this dual structure is complex,
 

unpredictable, and often involves long delays in implementation. For ex

ample, the abandoned constitution hag been under review for the past five
 

years, reflecting a consensual decision-making process, during which all
 

aspects of dissent are worked throigh.1 Swazi determination to pursue
 

development in their own consensual manner may actually result in much
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stronger institutional capacity in the long run, and may preserve a
 

healthy blend of traditional and modern Swazi values.
 

In addition to concern about more rapid decision-making, other man

agement problems emanate from the Swazi dualism. For example the deci

sions of Swazi ministerial officials can be overturned following an appeal
 

to the king. The king's authority also has an impact on the establishment
 

of development priorities because some resources are diverted to support
 

projects chosen by the monarchy. 2This discussion of the management
 

dynamics of the political and cultural environment in Swaziland reminds us
 

that management is not independent from national policy or culture. In
 

the public sector, manaqement implements decisions made by political
 

leaders, within the framework of the agency or organization in question.
 

The Development of Human Resources
 

The FY82 Country Development Strategy Statement for Swaziland (CDSS)
 

notes: ...."The limited capacity is most often manifested in too few
 

qualified people being too overworked to make better plans and take
 

effective decisions,...........To help oercome this limited capacity,
 

AID strategy in Swaziland is to focus on human resource development. This
 

strateqy involves a multisectoral approach because skills shortages exist
 

across the economy. Accordingly, the USAID ptogram stresses a human
 

resource strategy targeted on education/training and institutional
 

development through technical assistance and administrative reform. An
 

example of AID's human resource sLrategy can be found in the attention
 

given to personnel manaqement in the public sector.
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Swaziland's personnel management system, a sub-system of the Civil
 

Service Management system, has been 	the subject of a number of AID-sup

ported studies. When the constitution was abandoned, the legal basis for
 

civil service regulations was removed. As a result of the ensuing confu

sion, morale and discipline have deteriorated. In response to the
 

situation, a number of management consultants and special commissions have
 

been called upon to make assessments and recommendations, and specialists
 

have reported the lack of a clear personnel policy and serious staffing
 

problems throuqhout the government.
 

Followinq a 1977 report from the Institute for Development Management
 

(IDM)*, 104 recommendations dealing 	with every aspect of personnel
 

management were made. Many of the recommendations dealing with wages and
 

salary administration have been implemented at least in part, and most of
 

the others have been accepted in principle, although not implemented.
 

In 1980 a consultant prepared a report in which the status of the IDM
 

recommendations was reviewed. The report states: "What is important for
 

our purposes lies in the gap between acceptance and implementation
 

....With respect to reforms directed at aspects of personnel management
 

such as job analysis, performance appraisal, staff development and
 

traininq, and the apoeals machinery, little has been done since the IDM
 

Report was filed in 1977 ....The need for a long range plan for developing
 

staff with competencies across the full range of personnel, manpower
 

development and management services functions, was identified (and
 

accepted) in the IDM Report. It was also noted that personnel staff
 

development training should be done at home." 3
 

* 	 An international regional organization with headquarters in Botswana. 
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As a result of the IDM report recommendations, AID planned assistance
 

to the Swazi Tnstitute of Manqement and Public Administration (SIMPA), a
 

training institution for civil servants. However it was subsequently
 

decided that it would be inefficient to assist SIMPA without parallel
 

assistance to the Department of Establishment and Training (E & T), the
 

government unit responsible for personnel management, including manpower
 

planning. A comprehensive plan for assistance to SIMPA and E & T, and for
 

an assessment of the personnel management system, was drawn.
 

The principal characteristics of the plan, dubbed a strategic vision
 

of the personnel function by its author, are described below: The use of
 

two U.S. advisors to "identify doers within the system, to further
 

organizational dialogue, and to bring out key issues to make training
 

relevant" was recommended. With regard to training relevancy at SIMPA,
 

the consultant advised, "a common pattern in the life of public
 

administration institutes is that they rapidly become institutionalized,
 

self-serving and with donor assistance - self supporting. In spite of the
 

dynamic environment in which government must operate the institute quickly
 

moves from a posture of development programming targeted at the on-job
 

training requirements of government organizations to . . . maintaining its 

own ongoing operations." 4 

Measures recommended to mitigate this tendency include: "establishing
 

an active advisory board of senior policy makers, managers representing
 

the client organizations served by the institute, and putting more empha

sis on consultation for operational activities than on research or policy
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analysis, and the use of training methods which emphasize real cases and
 

problems to maximize learning." 5
 

An assessment of the personrl management system and of the support

ing institutions revealed that many personnel problems were not problems
 

of skills deficiencies. Therefore other capacity building interventions,
 

in addition to training, were recommended. For example process consulta

tions was suggested as a means of overcoming some procedural obstacles.
 

Following the initial needs assessment stage of this effort, a
 

design team comprised of the AID advisors and senior African
 

administrators would work out a strategy for personnel improvement through
 

capacity building for E & T and SIMPA together. Thus this human resource
 

development strategy has evolved into an incremental approach to capacity
 

building within the two indigenous organization development techniques,
 

including technical assistance, process consultation and short-term job
 

related training.
 

Institutional Development-First Steps Toward Regional Cooperation
 

Evidence of the severe shortage of Swazi managers and trained
 

personnel is visible, among other places in the expatriate control of
 

industrial export activity, and in the number of expatriates in regular
 

public service jobs. AID support for indigenous training institutes and
 

for institutionalized processes is one way to lessen Swazi dependency on
 

expatriates.
 

The problems caused by the use of large percentages of expatriates in
 

developing countries have been well documented. The'difficulty involved
 

in striking a balance between the need for trained personnel and the need
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for 	Africans to run their own affairs is great, and the problem of the use
 

of expatriates has not been solved in Swaziland. However, it has been
 

proposed that a detailed study of the training capacities and needs of
 

Southern Africa be carried out, and that AID support existing institutions
 

rather than develop new ones.
 

In addition, AID assist.:;ce for the institutionaLization of a
 

regional cooperation process was proposed. The skeletal framework for the
 

process includes regional meetings, seminars, and joint research
 

collaborations on fundamental development problems, such as transportation
 

network, water development, and management training.
 

Summary
 

An examination of AID's programs in Swaziland yields a number of
 

lessons:
 

1. Management processes are not separate from the socio-political
 

environment.
 

2. There is a tendency for management training institutes to become
 

self-serving.
 

3. 	 Management problems other than problems of skills shortages are
 

responsive to process consultation.
 

4. 	 It is important to support processes which contribute to regional
 

cooperation.
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VII. 	 USING MOBILE CONSULTING TEAMS FOR MANAGNENT 

IMPROVEENT: THE ERDM EXPERIENCE IN GHANA 

ERDM PROJECT SUMMARY 

ERDM is a five year management improvement effort designed to assist
 

the Government of Ghana to bring about the full and effective
 

ig'plementation of the Local Government Act of 1971. 
 The Act provides for
 

a decentralization of authority that, when exercised, will allow people,
 

through their listrict councils, to have substantive control over
 

development activities in their districts. 
Specifically, the purpose of
 

the project is to establish the capacity within each region to provide
 

training and consultancy services in planning, coordination and management
 

for district and regional level officials and council members. Such
 

training is aimed at developing the skills and providing the tools
 

necessary for entities at 
the district level to exercise the authority
 

required to effectively carry out the decentralization process.*
 

Project Life: July 1977 to July 1982
 

U.S. Contribution: $2.3 million grant
 
The grant covers four U.S. technical advisirs, a U.S. Project Manag
er, limited participant training, and ess.ntial commodity support
 
items including vehicles and audio-visual equipment.
 

Government of Ghana Contribution: $2.7 million
 
These funds are used for a National Project Secretariat, eight re
gional teams of trainer/consultants (27 trainer/consultants),
 
training support facilities, and meals for seminar participants.
 

*Adapted from USAID, ODA, Accra Project Descriptions, revised July 30,
 
1980.
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INTRODUCTION
 

There arc! sevr ra[ roporto written about 
tho Economic and Rural Devel

opment Management Project (ERDM) 
over the past few years. These papers
 

have covered a wide variety of topics: trainers' guides (Owen and Thomp

son); project appraisal (Adeetuk); video taping (Prince); the training ex

perience (Esch); and anthropology's contribution to ERDM (Warren).1
 

The intent ot this paper is to discuss what is special about the pro

ject, how it operates, what are the problems and 
the key lessons learned.
 

This paper assumes the reader is familiar with the ERDM project and thus
 

it begins with a discussion of the key characteristics of ERDM. This is
 

followed by a presentation of the benefits to Ghana, the United States and
 

to 
the people involved with the project. The conclu,;inn briefly high

lights the problems so far encountered and the lessons learned.
 

A one-day workshop, May 13, 
1982, used this paper as a centerpiece
 

for a discussion on 
the experience of development administration in Ghana.
 

The workshop was 
sponsored by Jeffalyn Johnson and Associates, Inc. under
 

contract no. AID-035-C-00-110.
 

nurinq the workshop the followinq activities were identiFied for AID
 

Missions to carry out 
if they want to establish an ERY4 type development
 

manaqement capacity building project. 
Activihies the mission should be

gin, or already be involved in, are:
 

1. Fourteen documents and papers describing various component strategies

of the ERDM project are listed as references, see Appendix IV.
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* 	recruitment of an orqanizational development specialist to be
 
placed in a direct hire position
 

" conduct periodic, planned team building for mission staff
 

" 
people trained -istrainer/consultants be 
on the mission staff, or
 
purchase these services from a local consulting firm
 

" 
the mission should provide financial management improvement ser
vices to its projects and related aqencies
 

IF an ERDM type project is to be designed the following should strongly be
 

considered for inclusion in thp project:
 

" 
build in early tanqible results, as perceived by the host country
 

* 
minimize the host government's impression that the project is an
 
AID project, i.e. 
promote local project ownership at every
 
decision making level
 

* 	 in order to maximize organizational effectiveness and efficiency,
traininq and consilting activities should be done both vertically 
and horizontally from the base of the projeict
 

" use appropriate technology within the project, and for 
the pro
ject's clients
 

" 	 the Project should be 
redesigned and/or renegotiated whenever
 
there is a siqnificant change in resources or 
government policy
 
(for either AID or the host qovernment)
 

The workshop participants co..:luded that ERDM projects are 
feasible
 

and apolicahle in many developing countries. 
 In order to have an impact,
 

the process by which the management improvement effort is originally de

siqned will he critical to the 
outcome of the project. In this type of
 

, )UflCmnon prooert the pro',s: is very import~int. 
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ERDM IN GINERAL
 

The ERDM strateqy for international management improvement, while re

semblinq a number of the approaches used by international donor organiza

tions and Western consultinq firms, has some special characteristics.
 

What follows is an overall description of the project, which is in struc

ture a cluster of activities designed to improve the institution-building
 

performance of the Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning and the sys

tem of local qovernment in Ghana.
 

Area Focus
 

The interventions aim to improve the functioning of particular area
 

systems, i.e. a district council, a town development committee, a church
 

parish, an agricultural training center. In designing workshops, ERDM
 

looks at the cluster of problems and resources that operate and are some

what controllable within one qeographical area. The typical case is a
 

seminar with a local government unit. Horizontal linkages across diverse
 

aqencies operatinq in the district are mobilized to enhance the way they
 

collaborate to solve local problems.
 

Mobility
 

The ERDM training/consultancy teams are highly mobile. They travel
 

to and conduct their work with their client in the client's home area.
 

The geographical perspective on problems requires the consultants to visit
 

and to accommodate to the local conditions within which the participant
 

orqanizations are operating. Senior officers from MFEP live and work at
 

the district and the sub-district level for up to three weeks at a time.
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This is a radical departure from established Civil Service procedures and
 

has ,erved as a modol For ointr(ach for centrally controlld private as
 

well as public development agencies.
 

Training Separated from Physical Inputs
 

Althouqh a part of the Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning, the
 

ERDM management improvement effort is kept separate from the local and
 

national budqetary and contracting processes. It feared that the
is 


educational purposes of ERDM would be jeopardized if potential clients, or
 

local elites, perceived the project 
as 
a means to physical or financial
 

wealth. 
 Despite the association with USAID and bright red Chevy
 

Suburbans, ERDM has avoided the impositions that have accompanied other
 

extension, planning and education projects with large construction
 

ro rp(nfnts . Orrlaniz.ations and individuals who have been in attendance at 

ERDM sessions have done so for basically genuine reasons. 
 ERDM seminars
 

have not been used to manipulate loan procedures or tender board
 

contracts. 
They have, however, produced improved project designs and
 

provided negotiation practicums that have assisted associations in
 

acquiring finance and work orders.
 

Nationwide
 

The intended Primary clients of the ERDM management improvement
 

effort are all the district and regional level governmental units:
 

District Councils (65), Regional Councils (8), 
 Regional Organization
 

regional planninq committees (8), regional tender boards 
(8). There are
 

several expected benefits from havinq a national thrust:
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o Civil Srvan 
mohility does not seriously hamper the skill
building process. Individual officers can join ERDM events
 
wherever they are stationed.
 

" Innovations from the field can 
be more effectively installed if
 
they take on a national scale, i.e. 
revenue control systems,

integraited action hudloting, project management systems, district
 
development planninq. Oroject recurrent finance is expected to be
 
easier since the effort is national.
 

" Internal change within the 
oroject is expected to benefit from the
 
diversity of orlnizations and areas 
that maku up the whole of
 
rhana.
 

Civil Service Housed
 

ERDM started off within the Projects Division, Ministry of Economic
 

Planninq in 1977. In 
1978 the staff were absorbed into the Civil Service.
 

The flexibility inherent in havinq project status was 
thus exchanged for
 

the bureaucratic conservatism that also governs ERDM clients. 
Special
 

benefits and salaries could no longer be used to attract personnel, but
 

job socurity wi guaranteerl. With the Civil Service came 
Limitations like
 

havinq to 
use only Ghana qovernment procurement channels and the services
 

of qovernment aqencies.
 

District Councils as Clients
 

The FRDM teams encouraqed the participation of elected officials, lo

cal. notables as well as Civil Servants in 
the local qovernment rebuilaing 

,Ffor t. Thor, is oftori .vi dv#,rsarial relation between the local qovern

ment administration and the politicians. 
 ERDM tries to bring both sides
 

toqether by involving them in seminars, task 
forces, and discussion
 

roup . In :;oine placis a new working relationship develops because of 
an
 

ERDM s;eminar.
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The mobile traininq is working to 
integrate local development efforts
 

and to link millti-district projects. 
ERDM brinos together department
 

heads horizontally across ministries to 
solve local problems. With more
 

decisions hoing taken at 
the local level 
for the planning and execution of
 

levolor)ment prioects, 
it is anticipated, and observed in a number of
 

cases, that the potential of civil servants will be more 
fully utilized.
 

In some districts ERDM takes the extra effort to promote outside
 

pressures 
for Civil Service action 
(from community organizations such as
 

Amasachina, youth associations, GPRTU, town development committees, market
 

associations, ind PVOs) as well as 
from within the Council of elected of

ficials. Citizen qroups often show that with their 
resources added, the
 

local government can visibly demonstrate a capacity to solve problems and
 

maintain, 
if not develop, social amenities.
 

ERIM entered a situation in Ghana where previous experience with the
 

improvement of local qovernment institutions had mixed results. 
 The Min

istry of Agriculture and the Department of Social Welfare and Community
 

Development had in-service meetinqs. 
 During the 1970s, the Ghana Educa

tion Service developed district level 
courses for headteachers. Their ex

perience suqqested that it was easier 
to attract decision makers at the
 

district level than at 
the regional. level. 
 It had been observed that
 

junior officers were most often sent 
to represent their departments at re

gional level meetings. The ERDM strategy has been to 
initiate intensive
 

local novernment iprovement efforts at 
the district ievel. With a de

mandinq three week introductory session, the management/consultancy unit 

of MFFP graduall.y became sen )s a legitimate source of help for 
local
 

economic development and management. District staff became more pro
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ficient and told their regional bosses of their experiences. The positive
 

feedback then assisted ERDM's entry to the regional level.
 

Diverse Clientele
 

ERDM demonstrates the value of working repeatedly with a variety of
 

clients: the Civil Service, public corporations, donor projects, elected
 

officials, indigenous organizations and the private sector.
 

Each has its challenges, problems and rewards. Having the Civil Ser

vice as the primary client, for example, qives a stability of operations
 

during Political changes (one civilian and three military governments dur

ing the life of the project). At the same time, elected officials cooper

ate in the effort to rebuild local administration through training. In
 

one region, over a quarter of all seminar participants have been politi

cians and local opinion-makers. The Councillors who attend ERDM sessions
 

are initiators of projects, activity leaders, committee chairmen and some

times donors of important resources. They are valuable also as brokers
 

between qovernment and private organizations (cooperatives, churches,
 

self-help groups and professional associations). Ln some cases, this
 

leads to the promotion of manaqement training for both groups, separately
 

and in collaboration.
 

Increasingly, District and Regional Councillors and Members of Par

liament (MP) have visited the ERDM regional offices for consultation on
 

local economic revelopment issues. ERDM staff professionalism and mobil

ity makes them valuable sources of information. Several MPs have attended
 

ERDM training sessions. renerally MPs have been aware of and supportive
 

of the work being conducted in the districts. ERDM has other clients.
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Through the seminars, word spread in the district capitals about the 
man-e
 

aqement traininq. In some 
cases, key community leaders requested to par

ticipate in District Council seminars. This was especially true when they
 

were involved in a Council development project.
 

Through these contacts ERDM has been invited on numerous occasions to
 

make presentations and 
to hecome consultant to programs and projects.
 

These consulting relationships occur 
more frequently in the Upper and
 

Northern Reqions thp-
 in other places in the country. The GOG has placed
 

an emphasis on development in these regions and 
a number of donor projects
 

have been initiated. 
 However, ERDM teams negotiated consultancies only
 

after 
long periods of continuous and deliberate contact with donor
 

projects.
 

The consultinq relationships with donor projects, PVOs and community
 

groups help ERDM remain on schedule and viable. 
 In some regions PVOs
 

provide accofodations for 
the ERDM teams at no cost, 
and they charge only
 

a nominal fee for food. When vehicles break down, one of the places ERDM
 

turns to the
is nearest mission hospital... for 
they have qood mechanics
 

and sometimes spare parts. 
 In other cases, the PVOs provide
 

transportation or 
a messenger service, ie. 
"the People's Education
 

Association is going 
to Ho, so send a message with them to the ERDM team
 

over there." 
 In the Upper and Northern Regions, PVOs regularly pay 13r
 

ERDM workshops and seminars by giving paper, gasoline, or 
duplicating ink
 

to the project. These inpucs are 
more valuable than money...for if you
 

can't get qoods, it doesn't matter what money you have.
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Staff Investment
 

The concept of formally training or orienting project staff on a
 

periodic basis is missing from the many donor projects and development
 

activities in Ghana. Usually expatriate staff are involved in 
a one-on

one assistance relationship with counterpart staff. Informal meetings are
 

held where information is shared about departmental activities, client
 

qroups and project problems.2 Participatory management training, 
as a
 

tool for work control and staff development, seems alien to the projects
 

run by USAID, CIDA, WHO, GTZ, the Dutch and the World Bank. 
 Rarely are
 

expatriate technicians involved in the improvement of the performance of
 

the staff or project organizations of which they are a part.
 

in a major way, ERDM served as a model for self-renewal in project
 

management. Exposure to 
the formalized intensive staff development pro

gram within ERDM (see Chart II page 14) 
has led a number of donor projects
 

to invest more in their staffs. Examples of this follow.
 

The Tnstitute of Field Communications and Training (IFCAT) (Dutch and
 

IBRD) has added formal staff training to their staff meetings using the
 

assistance of ERDM. The ERDM team conducted ov'r six training sessions
 

for IFCAT in the past two years. Agricultural stations linked with the
 

consortium of Church Agricultural Projects (CAP) (22 agencies) held regu

lar statt improvement and project planning efforts in health as 
well as in
 

agriculture. An ERDM team assisted the nine regional heads of the Minis

2. Host country staff feel on the Periphery of these projects and overall
 
performance is low, i.e. off schedule, cost overruns, lack of staff
 
direction and ineffective field activities.
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try of Aqriculture to 
promote 
increased systematic staff management. 
ERDM
 

workshops have also been 
instrumental in 
improving communications between
 

expatriate and 
Ghanaian counterpart staff 
in several regional projects
 

(CIDA, GTZ, USATD).
 

Interventions
 

The oriainal loqic of ERDM consisted of approaching, over 1/2
a 3 


year period, each 
local qovernment unit 
in Ghana with three intensive man

aqement 
seminars of 2-3 weeks duration. The content 
of any one seminar
 

would huild Unon the 
prior one, moving from a process-oriented general
 

leadership start-up toward 
financial and project manaqement action-train

ing. Each content area was 
packaged into several modules and logically
 

linked toqether, 
i.e. MBO, Job Enrichment, Negotiations.
 

Chart I shows the expected and actual 
sequence of interventions for
 

the project. While the 
intended third cycle of 
training was not 
developed
 

in 1980-81, project 
field experience did 
generate a 
number of alternative
 

interventions. 
They helped seminar committees to follow up 
on their
 

decisions to 
improve district planning, 
revenue generation, project 
formu

lation/implementation. 
 Tn 1981, ERDM moved from 
a strategy of having
 

interventions with all types of district councils to 
a pattern of using 
a
 

variety of interventions of hiqher frequency but 
shorter duration with 
a
 

selected number 
of district councils 
in each region.
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Chart I
 

Expected vs. Actual ERDM Training and
 
Consulting Interventions
 

Expected Actual 

Cycle T - qen. mgt.* 
Cycle II 
Cycle III 
Consultancies 

15 days 
10-15 days 
10 days 
1-3 days 

Cycle I-gen. mgt. 
Follow lip 
Cycle !I 
Follow up 
Handbook workshops 

15 days 
2-3 days 
10 days 
2-3 days 
3 days 

Revenue workshops 2 days 
1981-1986 5-year plan 20 days
 
Project implementa- 3-7 days
 

tion workshops
 
Consultancies 1-10 days
 

Consultancies also became more selective. Rather than accept all re

quests, the ERDM teams spent more time in the negotiation process. A cli

ent's commitment to promote self-generating organizational change became
 

an important consideration. More consultancies are now negotiated to in

clude multiple interventions over a set period of time. This is a valu

able alternative f- the former workshop approach where follow-up was nego

tiated often as an afterthouqht (see Appendix IT).
 

TYPES OF TRAINING
 

ERDM has several types of training involved in the project: both
 

formal and informal. The largest number of people involved in the formal
 

management traininq delivered by the ERDM teams is that with the District
 

Councils (see Appendix III). Since this aspect is discussed throughout,
 

it will not he addressed here. In this section we will discuss a) the
 

wconsulting upon request was anticipated in the ERDM Project Paper Imple
mentation Format but not formalized during project start-up in 1977-78.
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training of trainers, both formally (through the Formal Training Sessions,
 

FTs) and informally; b) the training/educational program at the University
 

of Science and echnolnqy, Kumasi 
for the Masters Degree in Regional
 

Planninq; and 
c) the system of staff meetings held for the 
American
 

technicians at 
the USAID Mission.
 

Training-of-Trainers
 

The Ghanaian trainer/consultants have been recruited through word of
 

mouth, via 
civil service channels 
and through newspaper announcements.
 

This effort brought together a multi-disciplinary team with backgrounds in
 

sociology, health education, economics, planning, 
etc. Not 
one Ghanian
 

previously had been 
a trainer. Through 
a series of formal training ses

sions (PTs), the staff developed into trainers and 
consultants. 
 Chart
 

IT provides a summary of the 
ten FTs held so far 
during the project.
 

The first 
four FTs provided the opportunity for 17 
Ghanaian trainers/
 

consultants and 
4 U.S technicians 
to qain an understanding of 
the adult
 

learninq orocess, to develop and 
adapt materials which they would 
use in
 

seminars, and to experiment with training styles 
and receive feedback on
 

how they were masterinq the overall skills.
 

The American technicians went through the 
same sessions. Thus, they
 

were inteqrateH 
into the buildinq 
ERDM project organizations in the
 

reqions. Durinq 
the FTs, each reqional team and technicians jointly part

icipated in the prPsentations 
and then made adaptations of materials 
to
 

their local conditions.
 

In September of 1979, 
ten trainer/consultants 
were added to the pro

ject. This second set of trainers came directly into ERDM 
frm their
 

national service 
or their underqraduate 
program in planning. It was
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CHART Ii 
ERDM FORMAL TRAINING SESSIONS 

1978 - 1981 

(FTs) 

FT DATE 
DAYS 

DURATION LOCATION PURPOSE 

I March 1978 21 Akosombo Introduction to Cycle I, team building, 
initial program of field activities 

II May 1978 14 Koforidua Review of training material, practice 
training using video feedback, continued 
team building 

III June 1978 14 Navrongo Selection and preparation of training 
package modules for first set of 
seminars, practice training workshops 
with video 

IV September 1978 14 Cape Coast Final practice training before seminars; 
exchange new materials 

V April 1979 4 Kumasi Reviewed progress; discussed follow-on 
concept and alternative approaches 

VI September 1979 10 Legon-Accra New trainer orientation; consulting 
issues and skills; select new modules 
for second set of seminars 

VII January 1980 10 Saltpond Developed second 
modules 

set of training 

VIII May 1980 5 Ho Reviewed progress; discussed field 

strategies 

IX October 1980 9 Medina-Accra Reviewed mid-project evaluation report; 
presentations on training and consulting
issues; discussed Five Year Development 
Plan involvement; new modules and field 
strategies 

X October 1981 2 

103 

Medina-Accra Video tapes presented; alternative 

project futures discussed 



decided that this qroup would not receive separate FTs, but they would do
 

on-the-job training with the technicians and the experienced trainer/
 

consultants. 
 Looking back, this presented an ongoing problem for the
 

project. The younger, and 
newer group, has continuously reqliested special
 

training-of-trainer efforts, but it has never been provided. 
By not doing
 

a special FT, we weakened the posicion that quality training and perform

ance 
is required in fronL of clients. 
 During the past two years, seminar
 

performances have become more sloppy, the need to prepare in advance has
 

been frequently compromised and adult learning principles have been ignor

ed. 
 An increase in the traditional methods of lecturing or 
reading to the
 

qroup have been observed.
 

Informal Training
 

In many parts of Ghana, the roads are in poor repair, the distances
 

are 
lonq and the time spent in a vehicle (waiting for repairs) can 
be even
 

longer. 
 There are times when the ERDM team and their advisors travel 5 or
 

6 hours to attend a meeting and, upon arrival, are told that those who
 

to attend the meeting, "had been called to Accra,"
were 
"had a death in
 

the family," or "fell 
ill only this morning." So it is 
a long ride home,
 

only to try again in a week or two. 
 These rides, time spent waiting for
 

meetinqs to take place, and after-hours sitting in a bungalow at 
a seminar
 

site offer opportunities for informal discussions and inservice training
 

sessions. 
We are able to discuss in-depth issues brought up during that
 

day's seminar, personal issues or orqanizational intervention strategies
 

that can be made with a client. These sessions are usually unstructured,
 

but some have been planned ahead of time to cover 
specific points or
 

ideas. During these times, technicians provide a role model for the
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trainer/consultants, and it gives the advisors opportunities to practice
 

what they are preachinq.
 

It is during these informal, non-duty hours, that new ideas are gen

erated, fostered an] supported. For example, one night while taking a
 

trainer/consultant home after a reception (for 
some USAID guests from Ac

cra), the idea was brought up about doing a special seminar for District
 

Council works-foremen. A few months later, after negotiations, planning
 

and preparation, a region-wide one day supervisory workshop was held for
 

the works-foremen.
 

The Masters Degree Program
 

While not a part of the original project design, a need was recog

nized early in ERDM for a planning professional to be located at the dis

trict level. USAID and MFEP/GOG signed an agreement in 1979 to initiate a
 

two-year Masters district level planning program, as 
a part of the exist

ing reqional planning program, Department of Planning, School of Architec

ture, University of Science and Technology in Kumasi. 
 The program is
 

designed to have 65 students over a three year period, and a total of 38
 

students have been recruited in the first two years.
 

The proqram has a balance of theoretical and practical field experi

ences. 
Weekly workshops include short field trips to districts around
 

Kumasi. A larger field placement is to be scheduled each year around
 

spring break. Two American advisors were assigned to the program to
 

assist with the teaching load and to provide a more practical approach to
 

the program. Full implementation of the program, however, has not been
 

possible.
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Tt is anticipated that qraduates of the program will be appointed 
to
 

the Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning and will be placed at 
the
 

district level. Thea 
will assist the District Councils to develop and
 

implement coordinated development plans.
 

U.S. Technician Training
 

The Office of Development Administration is where ERDM is located
 

administratively in the USAID Mission. 
Early in the ERDM project there
 

were 
project staff meetings where the four American technicians and the
 

program officer got together on a regular basis. In late 1978, ODA began
 

having quarterly staff meetings, and ERDM Fechnicians participated. While
 

these have not been formal training sessions, they have provided opportun

ities to learn. 
 ODA staff meetings provide several opportunities:
 

1. To learn From each other's experiences, i.e., ERDM learns about
 
the Tamale Land Use Project and People's Education Project (VIDED)
 
and vice versa.
 

2. To reflect and consider, 
that "what I am seeing, hearing, feeling

is normal and I am not 
the only one frustrated, confused or 
excit
ed in my role."
 

3. To exchange professional ideas and strategies.
 

4. To share perceptions ahout 
the economy, the government, and the
 
process of development in Ghana with supervisors, peers and other
 
mission personnel.
 

9. To see the ERDM project as a whole, including "the Accra side of
 
the story." At times it appeared to the up-country ODA tech
nicians that people in Accra were "draqging their feet." But with
 
a trip down-country and a few days around the ministries we once
 
aqain 
learn how slow things can move in the capital.
 

6. To qet first hand information from USAID officials or 
GOG person
nel about project issues.
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7. To coordinate with other ODA or mission programs, especially FAAD, 
nTPRrTnT, TLand--1no, VTDrD, IAM, and Pr-c,:. Corps. 

While these staff meetings are seen by some USAID officials as un

necessary, they have been critical to the success of the project. They 

provide technicians with the necessary support and opportunity to share 

information and qive them access to the organizational information requir

ed so they may remain effective members of the USAID Mission. They also 

provide an opportunity to establish social relationships with mission 

staff who provide support services in GSO, the health unit, personnel, ad

ministration, etc. 

Training is an important part of the entire ERDM effort. Developing 

human resources both with clients and within the project are necessary if
 

FRDM type projects are to succeed.
 

BENEFITS
 

In this section we will discuss the benefits to the host government
 

and country, to the U.S qovernment, and to those who participated in the
 

project. Achievements of the project are presented in Appendix I, page
 

34.
 

Benefits to Ghana and the Government
 

It has been heard on occasion that some people within MFEP do not
 

want the ERDM project. They do not see the immediate benefits, i.e.
 

hui]dinqs, major projects, nor do they see a large financial or material
 

contribution from the U.S Mission. Yet there are benefits. Some of these
 

benefits are:
 

o 	A training capacity within the qovernment, geared to go to local
 
government.
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" 
A program that qoes to the people, providing support and encour
aqemont for effective management practices.
 

" 	New projects are accomplished and others initiated as outputs from
 
the seminars (see Achievements, Appendix I.).
 

" 	Training equipment, i.e., video-tape machines, overhead projec
tors, easels, and vehicles remain in the country.
 

" 	ERDM staff have a positive experience managing a regional level
 
project.
 

" 	Participants and :RDnM teams experience a Project which succeeds,
 
i.e. 
 80% of the seminars have been held as scheduled.
 

" 
Over 3,000 different officers and councillors have received con
tinuous manaqement training with their colleagues and co-workers.
 

" 	Officers at the district level are being trained together, across
 
ministries, rather than the traditional method of vertically with
in 	the miniotry.
 

" 	Behaviors of several District Councils have chanqed after ERDM be
qan holding seminars--meetings are more structured, more people
 
are included in the process, greater concern for 
financial viabil
ity of projects and more realistic planning is carried out.
 

" 	Up to 35 different organizations per region have received continu
ous management training and consulting.
 

" 	Officers and councillors frequently reported, during follow-up
 
sessions, not only how they Used their new knowledge and skills on
 
the job, but how they applied them also on their own farm or in
 
manaqinq their own family. One elderly councillor said "now every
 
time we have a family problem, I draw a line on the ground and we
 
draw those arrows. Then we talk about those forces for and
 
aqainst that line."
 

Benefits to the United States
 

While the oroject was desiqned to benefit Ghana through a decentrali

zation effort, there are several benefits to the U.S. government and its
 

r)Pnpl~ t*~on aro:hrc-.e 


o 	The Project is low cost, around $3 million by the time it ends in
 
its fifth year, 1982.
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" 	 Tho pf 1 , t ha; wi.h. vutibility for l, I.:;. jovurnmIlent at the re
rional and district level (many peoplP in rO( in Accra are unclear 
about ERDM, ht. at tlif, district level all senior Civil Servants 
arn aware of the prisct and most havo participated in at least 
two or more seminars with follow up.) 

" 	The project has not relied on high technology. It has taken a de
veloped methodology from the U.S. and adapted it to the needs of
 
rural people.
 

" 	The U.S. technicians are able to provide information and act as
 
liaison between regional governments and USAID. This regional
 
interface provides GOG officers with an easily accessible U.S.
 
person for questions or information, i.e., "where is the USAID
 
Mission in Accra" or "what are you doing in Atebubu, I read about
 
it in the paper."
 

" 	The U.S can he proud that through this project people are taught
 
to fish, rather than being given fish. (One participant, who had
 
been involved in other USAID projects, said that this time we
 
didn't give him something that will later break down or run out...
 
"this time 'usinq a qlass of water symbolically,, instead of just
 
pouring water into my glass, you've taught me how to make the
 
glass.")
 

" 	The project equipmen- has come- from U.S. manufacturers and U.S.
 
based snpplier,, i.e., vehicles, video-tape equipment, movie
 
projectors, etc.
 

So 	far we have looked at the benefits to the Ghanaians and the
 

Aimericans, now let us turn to the benefits for the people on the project.
 

While these benefits may not be the prime purpose of any project, they &ae
 

important and may he the longer lasting effects.
 

Benefits to the People Involved
 

There are many F,ople involv2d in the ERRDM project, and all received
 

some type )f benefit. This section will focus on the trainer/consultants
 

and on the American technicians. The benefits to the Ghanaian trainer/
 

consultants, so far, have been:
 

o 	Able to receive and deliver management training and process
 
consultinq.
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* 	A!:,', ; '/,iritt., i'"v manaqe and dir,-cl Ih"i r )wf project: with 
I1 1 . (it)ii( in(' (1,mI h(- regional or rit ion.-il, lvels. (Sometimes
there has been no 
direct contact with the project manager for over
 
a year.)
 

" 	AbLe to neqotiate with clients 
to provide services that would
 
either lead further
to contracts or to their termination--a solid
 
prcfessional experience.
 

" 	 Six t,:ainer/consultants have received advanced training overseas.
 

" 	 Extended time 
living together as a professional team of Ghanaians
 
and Americans, i.e. one- to three-week seminars where they were
 
toqopther for the entire time.
 

" Able to qet better 1oh-; after working for ERDM (some have left for
 
PNiqeria and qot very qoori jobs 
in manaqement and community devel
opm nt . I)thr ; h,iv' t ,iken positions with (,orl )rcit ions in Ghana). 

There have s;evon di 'erenthein individual U.S,. technicians who have 

received the followinrq benefits: 

" An in-depth understandinq of locaL government in Ghana, i.e. 
structure, hudqeting, decision-making, etc. 

" An understandinq of the effort it takes to keep a project going
 
during economic retrogression.
 

" Insiqhts and understanding of how to involve people in their own
 
plannin process.
 

" 	A qreater knowledge of the 
issues around decentralization of
 
qover nmen t.
 

" 	 Sense of effectiveness and guarded optimism about the potential 
foL the use ot process and action consulting methods overseas. 

In 	summary, there are many benefits 
from ERDM. Probably the greatest
 

benefits are the new hehavinor ohservable at Council meetings, the in

creased awareneris bv officers and councillors of how management techniques 

can holp organizations qO abouit -,olvinq their own problems and the fact 

that. EPDM seminars got orficrs and councillors together on a continuous 
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basis. The future is unknown; the current military government has already 

aholished the reqinnal and local. councils. Tt remains to ho seen hrw we 

will -,o EI.IM ;kil I , knowleidq, and values einor ;' at the district, region

al or natinnal level in (hana. 
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PROBLEKS
 

Rather than focus upon some of the harsh environmental and macro

economic conditions that h ve undermined the effort to 
implement projects
 

in nhana durinq the 1977-82 period, mention will he made briefly of 
some
 

of the issues that are closer 
to project control and which have reduced
 

ERDM's Pffectivene ,.
 

Project Support Within the Government of Ghana
 

From the Fiqning of the Pro-Aq (July, 1977) to the beginning of the
 

ERDM staffiiq effort (in February, 1978, Ministry of Economic Planning ap

proved formal staff traininq and 
in March 1978, 27 positions were created
 

by the Establishment Secretariat), 
there were varying degrees of support
 

for ERDM within MFEP. 
These gaps have continued throughout the life of
 

the project. 
 Suqqested ways to build constituencies for the project in
 

Accra have been: to have stronger linkages with GIMPA; conduct ERDM acti

vities in the Accra District so Principal Secretaries, MPs, and the press
 

could experience and observe the 
same processes that had gained support
 

from up-country regional authorities. 
After the joint GOG-USAID mid-proj

ect evaluation, there has been little effort by MFEP to implement the 
rec

ommendations. in spite of pressure from USAID officials.
 

U.S. Staffing
 

From July to September, 1979, 
four of five ERDM American staff posi

tions turned over. 
 The USAID project officer's position was vacant also
 

for 7 months at this time. 
 Ghanaian officials had expected that U.S.
 

technicians had 
five year contracts. This mid-project re-staffing of
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advisors proved very costly to the project in terms of money and time.
 

Moreovur, 10 additio al ihaniian staff were added in September, 1979, 

which resulted in a new heterogeneity of experience and expectations.
 

Stronger differences of opinion about participant training, the role of
 

consulting, who should be project clientele, and investment in project
 

staff improvement surfaced at this point.
 

Ghanaian Staffing
 

There has been a massive exodus of trained manpower from Ghana during
 

the entire time that ERDM has operated. The Ministry of Finance and Eco

nomic Planning, for one, no longer receives the cream of the crop from
 

Ghanaian universities. Senior, as well as junior economic planners are
 

now leavinq. Only four non-ERDM planners have entered the Ministry since
 

1978.
 

The 1980-82 recruitment of Ghanaian staff to fill vacancies in the
 

project has been minimal. Officers in the districts and regions have been
 

wilLiriq to be seconded or absorbed into the project, but only one 
new
 

staff member joined ERDM in 1981. There has been no Public Services Com

mission advertising of staff openings in the project. Some regional
 

teams can not be maintained because of vacancies and overseas training of
 

staff. This has meant the withdrawal from field activities in 
some re

qions.
 

Training of Trainer/Consultants
 

After the influx of new staff in September, 1979, formal training of
 

staff fecame increasingly problematic. "Training while training" became
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the expected mode of staff development. Formal requests from the 10 new
 

staff members for orientation to experiential training methods were not
 

answered. National meetings were increasingly being seen as expensive and
 

time consuming. In some regions, inservice training was conducted and
 

some of the costs of the meetings were carried by the trainers themselves.
 

But the project as a national effort started to atrophy due to 
the slow

down in professional up-grading. 
The lack of national commitment to staff
 

development (in-country more than overseas) led also to a number of new
 

recruits withdrawinq from ERDM.
 

Public Relations
 

ERDM staff have not valued public relations. Building constituencies
 

at the regional and district levels is being done. 
 But commitment to cli

ent; has been used to disparage efforts to conduct public relations for
 

the p: oject as a whole. For example, ERDM staff have been found conduct

inq a district workshop rather than having a presence when key Accra MFEP
 

or USAID staff visit their regions. Siowing officials the "friends of the
 

project" when opportunities arise is all the more 
important considering
 

the invisible nature of the manaqement improvement effort. ERDM rarely
 

has a final product to show, thus it is intrinsically difficult for poli

ticians arid chief executives to understand the project, unless they have
 

participatod in a traininq experience. Another fact is that ERDM has not
 

been operating in full view of the nation's key bureaucrats in Accra.
 

This is a lost opportunity for huildinq ongoing understanding and support
 

for the project.
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Lack of Project Management System within the Ghana Government
 

There is no standard operational way to develop project ideas, review
 

the ideas and move them toward authorization at the regional level in
 

Ghana. The role of the reqional Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning
 

and the planning units within regional departments is minimal with respect
 

to the development of the national capital budget. Similar ambiguity ex

ists in the reporting of project status after contract award. This prob

lem exists for the National Tender Board as well as for the advisory tend

er boards at the regional and district levels. Without a clear picture of
 

the process, much less a suggested format for project designs at different
 

stages of formulation, training for the formulation and imp]ementation of
 

projects within the national budget is problematic. This ambiguity has
 

kept ERDM focused upon recurrent budget activities and local government
 

capital improvements.
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LESSONS
 

The ERDM project has 'earned several lessons which may be useful to
 

other USAID projects and other organizations. Some of these lessons
 

follow.
 

1. 	Training interventions are an ideal way to gain access to organiza

tions to help nurture their reform processes.
 

2. 	While training skills may be internalized by host country officers
 

(via intensive formal training sessions), the process of developing
 

manaqement consultants is slower and requires more field experience
 

and field legitimacy.
 

3. 	Management improvement efforts can quickly suffer from temporary lacks
 

in ideas, tools and curricula. Such gaps lead to withdrawal of field
 

staff, return to conservative teaching/training methods and a reluct

ance to provide consultancies or follow-ups.
 

4. 	When staff are fully equipped professionally, severe hardships in the
 

field (lack of transport, materials, accommodations) will not prevent
 

organizational improvement efforts from taking place.
 

5. 	 Given the level of conflict inherent in grass-roots and local govern

ment improvement effortn, rfesistance to a reform program will continue
 

for 	at least several years. Legitimacy gained with one organization
 

or 	in one geoqraphical area does not imply acceptance or legitimacy in
 

others.
 

6. 	 An intensive action-traininq session to launch a project con provide
 

unity, clarity and commitment that, with follow-up, can facilitate
 

field performance lonq after start-up.
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7. 	Civil Service-based management improvement teams can improve their own
 

performance by cultivating a demank iCor their services from those who
 

can shoulder the cost for training/consulting. It has been observed
 

that ERDM teams frequently are more professional in their design and
 

delivery of services to clients who fund their own interventions.
 

8. 	Tho investment in developing regional teams of management
 

professionals rather than individual specialists is most efficient and
 

effective in the long run.
 

9. 	Location .rthe traininq/consultancy unit within a public body that
 

wants and can nurture it over the long run and is perceived as "within
 

the 	system" that is to he improved, is critical for sustainability.
 

Such 	a location can provide more start-up problems (staffing,
 

incentives).
 

10. 	The inclusion of rpliticians and community notables in organizational
 

change efforts has proved fruitful because external as well as
 

internal pressures for change are stimulated at the same time.
 

11. 	 The production of curriculum materials, that are appropriate to local
 

settings, is a much lonqer process than is usually anticipated. Once
 

a project is fully involved in training-consultinq activities, mater

ials desiqn or redesiqn becomes a low priority for field staff.
 

12. 	During implementation, technician and AID staff look inward and seem
 

unaware of how technical assistance, new ideas, or troubleshooting is
 

available to them from regional USAID bureaus or from AID/W and con

sultants. The self-reliance that contributes to project start-up can
 

later create unnecessary bottlenecks to success.
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13. 	While 
a focus on qroup process provides rapid access and legitimacy to
 

client grouns, their larninq and internal ization of manaqement skills
 

is 	 hI, , compl ished when actual projects are used as the vehicle for 

learninq and promotinq reform.
 

14. 	 The use of host country trainers/consultants with donor focus on
 

training-of-trainers/consultants is 
cost effective when considering
 

the multiplier effect for the Civil Service, public training insti

tutes and the private sector.
 

15. 	 While outside reviews may be helpful, early evaluations tend to focus 

upon the measurement of results of management projects. Quests for
 

such a concreteness may themselves distract the project 
from its orig

inal objectives. Decisions made about initial project design, when
 

-r"affirii d u rinq t-hart-up and management reviews, should be maintain

ed 	during the heat of later project operational stages.
 

16. 	A lonqer-terin relationship among staff from all components of a man

agement improvement consultancy project is most beneficial. With a
 

lonqer-term relationship, trust can be built, and there is adequate
 

time for the reform process to be installed, and it allows each party
 

to have a clearer perspective of the other.
 

17. 	A multi-disciplinary, multi-ethnic consultancy team 
is an effective
 

way to promote the cultural relevancy of management tools coming from
 

Western origirq to be accepted by host agencies.
 

18. 	Whil. participatory learning and action-training interventions in
 

Ghana ar, aplied mostly to small organizations, the basic processes
 

should be helpful to larqer organizations if applied in more intensive
 

way s. 
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19. 	 rie appLied rUSCaLch puLeuiLial of managemuziL iidpLovmcnlt efforts is 

qreat and should be utilized by donors, host-country government and 

the academic community. 

20. 	A qreater systems approach to management improvement efforts within
 

AID as well as within host country agencies would put into perspective
 

a) the role of such financial investments, and b) the form of results
 

expected from the responsible training/consultancy unit.
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ANNEX I: EXAMPLES OF MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENTS*
 

1. 	 In Saltpond, thf, 'own ind Country planner: used a department-wide 

Gantt chart to improve coordination and increase productivity. Using
 

this tool and inter-departmental staff meetings (which had never been
 

held before), the planner developed a comprehensive town plan, which
 

was presented at a district council hearing. The combined District
 

Council contributed to the three-year Town Plan by doing a needs
 

survey prioritizinq the needs, and publishing the survey. The
 

council also launched a major revenue drive to help fund the first
 

phase of the proqram.
 

2. 	 For centuries, the lack of an adequate source of water has troubled
 

Saltpond. During the ERDM follow-up session, officers and
 

councillors (including the district head of The Ghana Water and
 

Sewerage Corporation) investigated alternative sites for water
 

storage, negotiated with a private contractor as a unified group and
 

moved toward implementation of a much improved system.
 

3. 	 Tn Cape Coast, the District Auditor, through the introduction of a
 

staff productivity auditinq system, reduced the time required to
 

process a voucher from 2 weeks to 2 days. At the same time, he
 

decreased the time required to audit estates from 6 weeks to 2 weeks.
 

To do this, he presented his proposal. to his regional head of depart

ment, negotiated for the use of scarce transportation, and implement

ed a program of in-servlue training for his staff.
 

*The 	first 15 cases come from Warren (1979, pp. 26-29).
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4. 	 Tho Plectricity Corporitiorl district head in Cape Coast, plagued with 

uncollected funds which rosulted in poor service to customers, mace 

the decision to disconnect customers with bills overdue by two 

months, introduce a new bill collection plan based on job rotation 

which reduced staff corruption among the collectors, and launch a 

public relations campaign to prepare people for these changes. The
 

hope was to reduce outstanding bills by 50%; actually, 100% reduction
 

was achieved in less than two months.
 

5. 	 One Cane Coast District Councillor, 67 years of age, arose at 2 a.m.
 

each day to make the trip from his village to the seminar. He in

creased his ward's revenue collection by 100% in less than two months
 

and embarked on the construction of a post office using communal
 

labor.
 

6. 	 The District (ouncil clerk in Cape Coast, unmotivated and unproduc

tive prior to the seminar, decided that his job needed to be en

riched. He negotiated a more demanding job with increased responsi

bilities, though at the same pay as before. Colleagues report that
 

he is putting in 12-hour days and is having a positive effect on the
 

other staff members.
 

7. 	 The Cape Coast district officer for the Department of Fisheries rec

oqnized the poor servi.cps being provided in his department's
 

r-pair (-F nuthoard motors for fishermen, and decided to increase the
 

cost per hour for a mechanic from 4.25 to 02.50. By increasing
 

the per hour charge to a more realistic rate, he was able to pay the
 

mechanic more, thus red icing the theft of spare parts, and improve
 

efficiency and turnover of engines coming in for repair. In the
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ri*rst tw( mn lh, was by andoi riv,-lri(i increased I 100A Fishermen coin

mented that the services tlad improved. 

8. 	 At the Axim District Council, the Electricity Corporation, council

lors and concerned citizens organized an Electricity Committee to
 

bring electricity to the streets of the district capital. Thip en

tailed negotiation with regional level offices. On the day of the
 

ERDM follow-up four months later, 72 street liqhts were functional;
 

72 more were later installed.
 

9. 	 In Asankrangwa, the combined organization of councillors and officers
 

prioritized the district's need for a bus service, a petrol s.ation,
 

and a branch bank. Difficult as it is to believe that none of these
 

services existed in this district, the district council, while at its
 

seminar, opened negotiations in all three areas and in the two months
 

follo.ing the seminar achieved results in all of them. This involved
 

coordinating officers, councillors and district interest groups and
 

negotiating with Regional bank managers, state transport managers,
 

economic plannin1 officers, and private contractors, and researching
 

corporate law and district rights.
 

10. 	 Tn Techiman District in Bronq-Ahafo Region, followinq the revenue
 

collection control exercise, the revenues collected in the market
 

have increased 400%. Data collection exercises across the country
 

have indicated that an 
average of only about 20% of the collectible
 

income in a district gets deposited in the district treasury. Making
 

this fact public knowledge is having important effects in the
 

districts.
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11. 	 The Regional MeaLcal Otticer ot Health 
(RMOH) in the Western Region,
 

recognizing the need for upgrading the managerial capacity of his
 

organization if it were to implement the primary health care program
 

planned for his region, requested training assistance from the ERDM
 

trainer/consultants. 
Working closely with the Ministry of Health,
 

the ERDM team designed a short in-service training program.
 

12. 	 The Regional Administrative Officer, Western Region, requested a
 

consultant to assist in the redesign of the regional filing system
 

and mail distribution system; ERDM met this request.
 

13. 	 The Ghana Water and Sewerage Corporation at Winneba requested consul

ting services on the design of a preventive maintenance program for
 

old and new equ:pment. 
The ERDM team met and worked with the officer
 

to design this system which is not yet in place.
 

14. 	 The Regional Coordinator for the Women in Development Program reques

ted a cost/benefit analysis for a cooperative bakery; this was done
 

and the bakery is now operating.
 

15. 	 The Reqional Organization in Cape Coast has requested that ERDM work
 

with them to design a regional monitoring system for both projects
 

and staff productivity.
 

16. 	 A significant step towards improved functioning of the District Coun

cil took place in Berekum, when several maps of the area 
resources
 

were put on permanent display in the Town Hall. 
 Most 	councils do not
 

have 	maps readily available during meetings. These maps showed the
 

district in detail. One covered highways and roads, another showed
 

water supply sources, another the electricity availability.
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17. 	 A]-;) in Ho'r,k lim, th,, C. mnci initiated a (I3dr. (a *ried carbohydrate) 

processinq plant through an ERDM seminar. The council purchased the 

cassava 
from local producers and then processed it into gari. There
 

are plans to purchase a gLinding mill in FY '82 and 
to begin their
 

own cassava farm to feed the mill.
 

18. 	 In two district caoitals there 
are bakeries operating as a result of
 

tne planning done during a seminer. 
 Through a joint planning and
 

,ecision makinq proces.; 
in Tepa and in Bekwai, the Councillors and 

the Office of the DCE decided to establish bakeries and to allocate a 

,)ort~ 	 -n ,Ftn r 1'mr ,it lot; tO the Coun'i I ,ik'rv. 

19. 	 D.Strict fLms w'_re ,tsLdbLished in several districts, in others the
 

,iper~iti,)n , f.h,. ',:< ,;,ir-j Farms 	 was improv(-d. Some district farms 

were 	established through an 
ERDM 	seminar, in conjunction with the
 

Limman government effort f,)r a "crash agricultural improvement 

effort." Some of the farms are 1(,cated at: Nkawie, Konongo, Agona, 

Tep. in the Ashanti Reqion; in the Eastern and Volta Region, farms 

are located at Hohoe, Kibi and Akuse; arid in the Brong Ahafo regior 

there are Farms at Nkorainza and (-)aso. Animal hushardry proje-ts 

were init at (nd Nkaw1e.dte' ris 

26. 	 Several "Officeri' Clubs" hav, be.-n estr.biished at the District 

Level, These clubs arp int'nded as a place where di-rict officers 

can social ize ani ri.r t,- know each other ,'formally. .some exist in 

Rekwai, Cr),iso, P'-r0k.mi, M,, ,nq (AR) , Offinso, Asankqranwa, Yendi, 

Gambaqa, Navr )lv, andll; wv. Whf-r , phvsical. strictures were not 

.r-,ct, )r rproved , th, f f :er s tisp exisr.ing Council properties for 

their meet ligs. 
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21. FRDM helped establish a new bank at Agona (AR). While it had been in
 

the n anninq :tale for ;ovoral years, through an ERDM workshop, 

senior officers and councilors programmed an action plan to, as one 

Councillor said, "get thinqs moving again." A new Coimercial Ban!, of 

Ghana was opened on September 16, 1980. 

22. 	 The DCE of Techi-nan (B/A) changed his management style as a result of
 

ERDM consultations and seminaLs. He canceled his morning office
 

hours, using the time to organize district projects, i.e. plan and
 

secure all of the materials, before going to the worksite. He goes
 

to the site for 3-4 hours each mozring. While "supervising" he is
 

available for district business to anyone who visits the site. The
 

DCE has been able to provide a role model for getting a job done and
 

has completed many small projects. Examples of completed projects:
 

a district office building, an improved latrine, gates on the central
 

market, a to]] collrction booth in the market, and a newly paved
 

truck depot.
 

23. 	 Also in Techiman, revenue collection was significantly improved after
 

the revenue collectors were reorganized and trained. Previously,
 

most of the collectors worked in the central market 3 days per week.
 

It was realized that a hroader base for revenues was needed rather
 

than to depend completely on the market. Half of the collectors were
 

reass n,,d toi ryfl. (t the "head tax" or basic rate. (See Warren 

1981).
 

24. 	 The remodelinq and refurbishing of latrines was carried oat in Cape
 

Coast; the completion of this project got national television cover

aqe. The idea for i coordinated latrine improvement effort was pre
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sfntto, by *,in,, I II)l Ihirinq a semin i. As ,1parl. or, , te planning 

process, the entire seminar made a visit to several latrines. A plan
 

was developed and implemented as a result.
 

25. The relationship between a numWer of U.S. AID-funded projects and one
 

district council was 
not qoing smoothly until ERDM trainer/consult

ants suggested and carried out a 
special seminar. Councillors and
 

district officers attended a special two-day seminar to help them 
un

derstand the AID project process c-"d 
to plan the joint implementation
 

of the projects. Severol AID representatives ,ctended 
to explain the
 

project documentation process to 
the participants, to respond 
to
 

their comments and suggestions and to plan jointly the 
next steps.
 

26. In 
the Nkoranza District, which was newly establisheal in 1979, many
 

of the officers continued to live at 
the former headquarters city.
 

As part of the ERDM seminar, alternative methods were developed of
 

how to get ofticers 'o meet and how they could be available in the 

new location on a regular basis. In addition, office space
 

allocation was reviewed and additional housing was 
identified.
 

27. Many dlistrw.ts were invoLved for the first 
time in the National Five
 

Y.-ar Dev lnpment Plan proc#,s; hi,':ais., of ERDM. Through seminars and 

consultations, ERDM *nc)iraqed and supported the organizing of 

nistr ict. nevelorpent Handbooks. Manv ristricts ,ised the data
 

collected ror their 
handbook as a hasis for submitting their five 

y,-ar pi. O di;tr i(it.'] i[r-.,jdy prepared a thre.#, year plan prior 

t(- th anouncemenr of iv,-y~ar pla,p an. A model district five-year 

plan was ;,jhmit-f,,d tv t ,.2;indem. District Co,ncil as part of the 

Upper Region Plan. 
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28. 	 The ERDM team of the Eastern region made use of the video tape equip

ment to help district councils monitor project progress. In Kofori

dua, they taped the progress of a city improvement project. Several
 

months later they retaped the project and then showed the tapes to
 

senior officials to review progress and to allow discussion of
 

problems. This same 
type of ettort with the video was carried out in
 

Nalerigu (NR) during a revenue collection effort.
 

29. 	 In Bawku, the Department of Social Welfare and Community Development 

has no trivsport, stationery, tools, nor equipment, and is under

staffed. However, the Department Head and staff, working through 

Councillors, District Administration, youth groups and PVOs were able
 

to promote the construction of 48 wells during the 1979-80 dry
 

season. They averaged 3 per ward. Ward associations decided to
 

tackle dlqqinq small dams next. Moreover, the recent well
 

constLuction activities have been combined with adult education
 

meetings that have helped farmers negotiate for increased
 

agricultural and educational services in their wards.
 

30. 	 In Tamale, after a long series of management seminars at IAM, Kumasi 

and 4 EkDM seminars for regional officers, the regional heads of the 

Ministrv of Ariculture, using problem identifjc :,ion techniques, 

developed a plan to make their operations more cost-effective. They
 

clcs ijrnl a midHu; ()[ reiucinq their staffs, especially many of their 

'd]n,],it )al]] F.:ii1 ,Jl .',)rers. Over 100 laborers were released 

without apo-al through their planninq and united implementation of 

their controversial personnel action.
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31. 	 Despite the number of meetings that ire called by the political head
 

of the region, a technical head repeatedly points out that there are
 

no alternative wiys for holding department head meetings except for
 

the ERDM workshops. For too long the official meetings hae been
 

used for scolding and boasting. In contrast, the interdepartmental
 

forums that the workshops provide allow fair exchanges of experience
 

and ideas and the establishment of informal task forces to follow
 

through proposals made.
 

32. 	 A regional head who recently transferred to another region returned
 

to Tamale. He complains that there are no ERDM workshops for
 

regional bosses at his new post. 
 Regional deparments are isolated
 

and the bosses defensive, so much so that he expects little work to
 

he accomplished in the short run. There seemed to he few ways to
 

co-imnnicate arrrss dnpartmental Lines. fie also was finding his
 

integration into the usual 
core of regional heads to be slow because
 

there was hardly a "core" operating.
 

33. 	 On# ,of thu. Fw head, .4 ,iregional department who is able to regular

ly visit staf in the districts also relies on the ERDM reports of 

district seminars to help monitor local d'evelopment and the role the 

department is playinq. ERDM reports have also been used as input
 

into staff mettinqs in the regional capital.
 

34. 	 Several regional heads attend the seminars being offered for 
the dis

trict 	government in tho* reqional capital 
in addition to attending the
 

workshops tor the regionil heads. Once at ease 
with experiential
 

workshop procedur-s, th(- regional 
head of the Public Health Services
 

started similar staff w,)rkshops. Staff training by regional bosses
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is more common after ERDM, especially in the areas of public health,
 

nutrition and home extension education.
 

35. 	 The heads of the reqional agricultural offices and the regional 

meteorological officer participated together in several problem 

identificati'-n sessions, and brought out a problem between the two 

agencies for aUl department heads to hear. They realized that the 

timely sharing of weather data to help predict the start of the rains 

in districts would be helpful. Meteorology was saying the agricul

ture people had lost opportunities and misdirected farmers while the 

agriculture people said they had not received valuable meteorological 

iaformation on time. A communication plan was developed to improve 

the data transfer between the departments and it was presented before 

the other reqional head];. 

36. 	 After district seminaLS in Bole and Damongo and several regional
 

heads' workshops, the regional head of the Animal Husbandry Depart

ment promoted a program for the district officers to make their own
 

annual work plans and to draw their own district financial estimates
 

for his approval. Previously, all departmental planning and budget

ing was done at the regional level.
 

37. 	 Combining training sessions in the districts with those for regional
 

bosses 	led to a number of new practices within the Ministry of Agri

1,j rIro: h i,,n,, inj; of reqional section head.s, durhars at thrmontlv 


district level with technical officers, use of work objective.:.
 

38. 	 The District Chief Execiitives each with p3st-graduate education, high
 

visibility, hiqh local influence, were initially suspicious of the
 

management traininq ,oxercise. Often being some of the more sophisti
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cated officers in th area, 
they felt above needing training from a
 

local group. 
At the same time, their low performance on the job was
 

hreinq cnvoerej t.no. Now miny of them appreci its, thr, way the ERDM 

intervn, ins hiv, hio 'l. them and thei ,.,, o tm,nt h,.ids and coun

cillors 
feel much more self reliant, locally responsible, and able to 

cont tfIL,.. h*,'thraLly to,) local economic devulopment. 

39. The Bishop of one diocese sends a car 
for the ERDM team that lives 6
 

hours away. All pLofessional expatriate and Ghanaian lay and relig

ious personnel participated in 3 workshops 
to improve the Catholic
 

Church development proqram implementation. The Church says the ERJM
 

team is made up of "smll hoys doing wonders." 

40. 'Phr, nit-irn:Iy r ww..I,- "'r dit Union Assr,,i it ion in tlie North con

tracts to have EiDM run its staff improvement couises, although the 

CIJA has it!; own trainers. A sharing of experiential and financial 

manaoemnert trdinlnq mr-thods is taking place and neqotiations are 

uinder wiy f,' r .i 'p'nr,il minagement seminar for heodquarters staff in 

1982. ERDM is also helpinq local societi-s better formulate pro-

PCC t S. 

4 1. When Lh - ih-ad )f tht.. A& i Dt ,epur in Insta led the jobtment Yt-nd en

richment plan he had desicined with a team in a seminar, there was a 

tripli n, n the nlumfler .f uud ts r,.-olete, in th di.strict. He broke 

his department Into throe rompeti • t: ions. As news of his reform 

bioc:me pttl 1i[c, he beqan t -s !ierve is a local consul tant to fellow de-

P-rtI,'; ' ds on h,w *j: :leqate and to tise work ,bject ives to aid 

super v i ion. 
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,42. rn i noj,r w,.iy, I1j1Mi, ',r,, as a model I ,0;1 f-ronowal in interna

- 14)r),l [Pro iot injini(I-flon . Exposure to t h4- F)rmal i zid intensive 

staff development pro'gram within the ERDM section of the MFEP led a 

number of international schemes to 
invest more in their staffs. The
 

Institute of Field Communications and Traning (IFCAT) (Dutch and
 

IBRD) added formal staff training 
to their series of staff meetings
 

using the assistance of the ERDM team. 
They conducted training
 

sessions six times in 
the past two years.
 

43. ERDM designed and conducted a conference on Rural Animation Methods
 

that produced a mantial and served 
as a start-up event 
for the Commun

ity Participation Department of the CIDA-Norrip regional program.
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ANNEX II: ERDM PERFORMANCE DATA - 1978-81 

Empirical data on the 1978-82 performance of the regional teams is
 

available at the National Secretariat, ERDM/MFEP and at ODA/USAID, Accra
 

as well as at each regional office of MFEP. Rather than estimate what the
 

total level of ERDM management improvement activity is nationwide, we
 

prefer to provide up-to-date figures for 2 of the 8 regions covering 17 of
 

the nation's 68 district couincils. Further analysis of the project should
 

look at whether or not this 2-region sample is representative.
 

TABLE II
 
Number of Training/Consulting Interventions by Type of Client, Upper and
 

Northern Regions, 1978-81
 
(figures in brackets are percentages)
 

YEAR] CLIENTS 

11PPH.R REG[ON District Regional Public Boards/ 
PVOs Councils Officers Corporations Totals 

1078 1(100) 1 
179 1(7) 11(79) 2(14) 14 
1980 2(13) 12(80) 1(7) 15 
1981 7(32) 5(23) 2(9) 8(36) 22 

NORTHERN RECION 

1978 1(00) 1 
1979 13(91) 3(19) 16 
1980 16(76) 4(19) 1(5) 21
 
1981 12(43) 14(50) 2(7) 0 28
 

22(19) [ 3(i 14(12) 9(/) 1180100) 

lTn 1978, field work starLd in September and was conducted by ERDM 
staff from botrh regionS 
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Analysis of Table II
 

1. 	 District and Regional Council management improvement efforts made up
 

74% (87 of 118) of the formal interventions by the ERDM teams from
 

October 1978 to December 1981.
 

2. 	 Work with local qovern.nent shifted in 1981, contracts had decreased
 

to 38% (19/50) of that year's outreach effort compared to a high of
 

80% (24/30) of ERDM formal activities in 1979.
 

i. 	 in 1991, ERDM worked e-qually with the PVO sector, contracting foi 19
 

workshops/consultancies, as it did with district government. Eight
 

key PVOs (202 participant contacts) working in the areas of
 

agriculture, animal husbandry, credit, and health, were involved in
 

stafZ and program development. More intensive efforts wit'h fewer
 

organizations took place. With two agencies, five interventiuns each
 

were conducted within a four month period.
 

4. 	 The frequency of ERDM interventions increased overall for the two
 

regional teams, from a low of 30 activities in 1979 to a high of 50
 

in 1981. But team strength was 15% greater in 1979 than in 1981.
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UPPER REGION
 

Year 


1978 

1979 

1980 

1911 


Subtotal 


Total 


NORTHERN REGION
 

1978 

1979 


1980 

1981 


Subtotal 


Total 


TABLE III 
ERDM Activities and Clients, Upper and Northern Regions 

1978-1981 

No. In-
Servize 
Even's 

Days-
Formal 
Inservice 

Training/ 
Consulting 
Interventions 

Days-
Training 

Cons.ilting 
Councillors 
Involved 

Total 
Parti-
cipants 

No./District 

Government 
Clients 

4 
2 
3 
3 

12 

63 
14 
17(6) 
4(5) 

98(11) 

1 
14 
15 
22 
52 

10 
126 
86 
61 

283 

6 
84 
132 
31 

253 

28 
362 
435 
476 

1,301 

28 
275 
349 
127 
779 

109 

4 

2 

5 
4 

15 

63 

14 

22(6) 
4(6) 

103(12) 

1 
16 

21 
28 

66 

10 

134 

113 
53 

310 

0 
74 

53 
26 

153 

23 
475 

429 
360 

1,287 

23 
357 

315 
189 

884 

115 
For Two Reqions
 

118 593 
 406 2,588 1,663
 

Field wo'k started in September, 1978
 
2 Formal inservice training 
for ERDM staff started in March, 1978. 
 The figures in brackets are for

in-service training days that 
1) took place in either the Upper or Northern Region, 2) were locally
tinanced, and 3) were attended by trainer/consultants from both regions. 
 The column Zigures are for
Nation-wide, centrally financed formal training sessions.
 



Table III Summary
 

1. 	115 days on in-service produced 593 days of training/consulting (1:5
 

ratio).
 

2. 	115 days in-service produced 118 field interventions (1:1 ratio).
 

3. 
115 in-service over 870 work days (3.8 years) meant one in-service day
 

for every 7.5 days of field training/consulting over the 1978-81
 

period.
 

Summary
 

On 	the average, the Northern and Upper component of ERDM each year
 

organized 36 seminars/consultancies 
(185 annual semi, Ir days) reaching
 

809 participants at 
20 different locations. Figures for 1982 suggest
 

continued linkages with PVOs--3 of 5 reported 
interventions (January
 

through Apzil) were with the orivatc sector.
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TABLE IV
 

U.S. Technician Involvement* in Management Improvement Efforts
 

1978-81, by Region
 

NORTHERN REGION UPPER REGION REGIONAL 

Year Nlo. of Inter- % No. of Inter- % 
AND 
NATIONAL 

vent ions vent ions **In-Service 
attended attended 

1978 1/1 100 1/1 100 4/4
 
197( 15/16 94 9/4 64 
 2/2
 
1980 17/21 81 4/15 27 5/5
 
1981 24/28 85 5/22 27 4/4
 

Totals 57/66 86 20/52 
 38 15/15
 

Two Region
 
'Totra r 77/118 65
 

*Involvement = from making observations to actual participation in formal
 

training at the site.
 

**Three of four two-team formal in-service sessions were conducted in the
 

llpp,.r Region. One formal session with only Northern Region staff also
 

dono.
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ANNEX IV: GLOSSARY
 

ADB Agriculture Development Bank of Ghana
 

AID U.S. Agency for International Development; also USAID
 

BAREDEP Brong-Ahafo Regional Economic Development Project
 

CAP Church Agriculture Projects
 

CDST Community Development Staff Training Project
 

CIDA Canadian International Development Agency
 

CUA Credit Union Association of Ghana
 

CUSO Canadian Universities Service Overseas
 

DCE District Chief Executive
 

DIPRUID District Planninq for Rural Integrated Development
 

EEC Europcan Economic Commission
 

ERDM Economic and Rural Development Management Project
 

FAAD Farmers Aqrobusiness Association Development Project
 

FTs Pormal Training Sessions or ERDM training-of-trainers Ghana
 

GIMPA Institute of Management and Public Administration
 

GOG Government of Ghana 

GSO Government Services Office 

GPRTU Ghana Private Road Transport Union 

GTZ West German Technical Assistance Agency 

IAM Institute of Aqricultural Management, Kwadaso-Kumasi 

IRRD International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

IPCAT Institute for Field Communication and Training 

LGGC Local Government Grants Commission 

MFEP Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning
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MIDAS 
 Managed Imput and Development Agriculture Support Project
 

MOH Ministry of Health
 

NORRIP 
 Northern Regional Rural Integrated Programme
 

MP 
 Member of Parliament
 

ODA Office of Development Administration, USAID
 

PEA 
 Peoples Education Association of Ghana
 

PVO private voluntary organizations
 

USAID U.S. Agency for International Development
 

UST University of Science and Technology, Kumasi
 

VIDED Village Development throuqh Non-Formal Education Project
 

WHO World Health Organization
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